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ABSTRACT
 

Health and nutrition education messages patterned after
 
the reach-and-frequency technique of commercial advertising have led
to significant gains in knowledge, increases in positive attitudes,

and changes in behavior. 
The messages were broadcast over local stations

for up to one year without the support of more conventional education
 
methods, other than those going on before the project began.
 

The experiment was 
funded by the Agency for International

Development and carried out in the Philippines and Nicaragua. 
The themes
and messages were developed in consultation with local health and nutrition authorities, recorded using professional talent from local radio
 
stations, tested with representatives of the target audience before

airing them, redrafted, and aired according to the listening habits
 
of the target group.
 

In the Philippines, the messages were directed to mothers
 
of children under 12 months. A dialogue between a young mother and
her mother presented how to enrich a 6-month-old child's rice porridge

with oil, fish, and vegetables for calories, protein, and vitamins.
 

In Nicaragua, the messages were directed to mothers of
 
children 5 years old and under. 
 In six separate messages, a doctor
 
and a village wise woman, Dofla Carmen, instructed mothers how best
 
to care for their children with diarrhea. The instructions included
 
a recipe and dosage for a homemade rehydration fluid, Super Limonada;

the proper food for a child with diarrhea; warnings about giving purges;

and the necessity of seeking medical help for serious cases.
 

The messages were broadcast for approximately one year in

each country. 
Evaluation data were gathered through questionnaires

administered to mothers in their homes in baseline studies, 6 months
after broadcasts began, and 12 months after the baseline. 
One thousand

mothers were interviewed in each wave of interviews. 
 In the Philippines,

the interviews were divided  700 in the test group and 300 in the control
 
group. 
A control group was not possible in Nicaragua. Interviews in
both countries were supplemented by self-administered questionnaires

to doctors, teachers, and other community workers.
 

RESULTS
 

In the Philippines, 24% of mothers of infants 6-12 months
old-reported enriching their child's rice porridge with oil after
12 months of broadcasts, where none did at the baseline (N 
-140).
 



Twenty-seven per cent reported adding chopped fish when
 
17% did before, an increase of 10% (N = 136).
 

Seventeen per cent reported adding vegetables where 5% had
 
before, an increase of 12% (N = 136).
 

Positive attitudes toward putting oil in luga (rice porridge)
increased from 15% (N = 700) at the baseline to 74% (N = 660) after
 
one year; toward adding fish, from 48% to 81%; and toward adding vege
tables, from 49% to 79%.
 

Knowledge of why oil was good for the baby increased from
 
4% to 25% after one year of broadcast, an increase of 21%.
 

Seventy-five per cent of all mothers could recall correctly

at least one message element, although radio ownership is only 48%.
 

Most of the changes occurred in the first 6 months of the
 
broadcasts, after which a plateau was maintained. The leveling off
 
is attributed to a marked decrease in exposure to the messages, especially

from the most popular stations, and possible message fatigue.
 

In Nicaragua, after one year,25% (N = 940) of mothers with
 
children under 5 report using Super Limonada for their child's last
 
case of diarrhea, where 2% had been giving lemonade before.
 

The incidence of feeding during diarrhea increased by about
 
10%.
 

Eighty-nine per cent of all respondents knew the purpose

of Super Limonada, 55% knew the important ingredients in the correct
 
amounts, and 41% volunteered the correct dosage.
 

Sixty-five per cent of the respondents could correctly recall
 
at least one element of the messages.
 

The practice of giving purges, a common detrimental custom,
 
does not seem to have changed.
 

The implications of the experiment are that the reach-and
frequency technique provides a discipline that can render broadcasting
 
to unorganized audiences, the most inexpensive use of radio, effective
 
in bringing about behavior change as 
well as attitude and knowledge change.

It appears that the project development approach may also be useful for
 
planning and implementing other forms of nutrition and health education,

including longer radio programs, posters, pamphlets, etc. Creative talent
 
and management support are available in most countries, although the
 
impetus for developing the programs and initial technical assistance
 
may have to come from outside.
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INTRODUCTION
 

Nutrition planners in developing countries increasingly

recognize that an essential component of health and nutrition improve
ment programs is education of the public about better food choices
 
and health care. Faced with nutrition and health problems affecting
 
70%-80% of their populations, they are searching for methods to extend
 
services and education to as many members of their target groups as
 
possible.
 

Many also recognize that the mass media have the potential
 
to reach large numbers of low-income rural and urban families who have
 
little or no access to more traditional sources of health or nutrition
 
education. However, few health or nutrition programs have systematically

exploited this potential. Even fewer have designed radio programs that
 
include an evaluation component, the results of which would enable others
 
to judge the relative effectiveness of the mass media compared with
 
other methods.
 

This paper presents the results of a field experiment, funded
 
by the Agency for International Development, testing one such systematic

approach, the advertising approach or the "reach and frequency" tech
nique, in health and nutrition education programs in the Philippines
 
and Nicaragua.
 

A. REASONS FOR THIS APPROACH
 

Of the mass media available in developing countries, radio
 
is the most ubiquitous. Open broadcasting, i.e., programming aired to
 
unorganized audiences without support of groups or classrooms, is the
 
least expensive technique of using the radio.
 

A review of the literature, however, reveals that this use
 
of radio has been applied most often to bring information and news to
 
mass audiences, rather than to emphasize desired behavior change. 
An
 
example is Zaire's doctor on the radio1 who answers questions from rural
 
listeners 15 minutes a week. Although he has developed quite a following,
 
his purpose is to deal with a wide range of problems rather than to focus
 
on specific new behavior. Another example is the Tabacundo roving cassette
 

1 Emile G. McAnany. Radio's Role in Development: Five Strategies

of Use. Clearinghouse on Development Communication. Number 4.
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reporter in rural Ecuador,2 where the source of program information
 
is reversed, relying on the target audience to direct the programmer,
 
rather than imposing program decisions on the audience. Although
 
"educational" programs of these and other types, such as those directed
 
to women's interests, are widespread and heard frequently, there
 
has been little evaluation done on them.3 This finding is echoed
 
by Dr. Eugenia Whitehead in her literature search for health and
 
nutrition education programs involving mass media.4
 

Although program planners have considered open-broadcast
 
radio effective in bringing new knowledge to rural populations and in
 
changing attitudes, they have turned to organized learning groups such
 
as listening forums or classrooms, all accompanied by monitors or teach
ers, in order to bring about behavior change. Reports of work done in
 
this field have been well documented by McAnany,5 Spain and Jamison,6
 

in the IIEP Case Studies for Planners, and in individual publications
 
such as that describing Radio Santa Maria in the Dominican Republic. 7
 

Usually educational open broadcasting does not set specific
 
objectives, and little evaluation is undertaken. On the other hand,
 
open broadcasting for commercial purposes has developed these components
 
to a high degree. Given a scarcity of resources - time and money 
commercial advertising agencies have learned to research their audience
 
and their product, and to test materials with the target audience before
 
airing them. They also evaluate effectiveness by monitoring sales
 
and response to the messages.
 

The key to the success of advertising, one form of commercial
 
open broadcasting, has been the short, prerecorded message, aired at
 
times a particular audience has been previously determined to be listen
ing to radio, watching television, or reading a magazine. Its effective
ness is based on knowing an audience in order to "reach" it, and on
 
reaching the audience repeatedly - thus the name of the technique,
 
"reach and frequency."
 

2 Jonathan Gunter and James Theroux. Open Broadcast Educational 
Radio: Three Paradigms. UNESCO. June 1977 issue of Prospects. 

3 McAnany, op. cit. 

4 Eugenia Whitehead. Nutrition Education Research Project, Report
 
of Phase I, Iowa University, October 1970.
 

5 Op. cit. 
6 Peter L. Spain, Dean T. Jamison, and Emile G. McAnany. Radio for 

Education and Development: Case Studies Vols. I and II. World Bank 
Staff Working Paper No. 266, May 1977. 

7 Robert A. White. Una Radioemisora Educativa y Cultural: Radio 
Santa Maria. Estudios Sociales, No. 36, Santo Domingo. 
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Specifically, the characteristics which distinguish this
 
technique from others are these:
 

First, major costs are incurred inmessage and project
 
design, not for ongoing management time. Research of the target
 
audience and testing of the messages are of paramount importance
 
to the success of the project, but these costs are greatest at the
 
outset of the first campaign. Though this is true of other carefully
 
planned programs, the gap between startup and ongoing costs is greater
 
with this approach. Since several campaigns can be developed simul
taneously, and the messages are intended to be played for long periods
 
of time, initial costs can be spread over succeeding months.
 

Secondly, the messages are short, and can thus be inserted
 
into programs that already have a loyal following, rather than attempting
 
to build new audiences. This insures that from the outset the messages
 
reach the largest number of people as frequently as possible.
 

Longer programs may require months or years before obtaining
 
the reach of shorter, more frequently repeated messages. Often, pro
grammers are not even aware if their target group is listening or not.
 
Study by an outside observer of a longer family planning program broad
cast in Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic, showed that only four women
 
of childbearing age were listening to the station at the hour on which
 
the program was broadcast.
 

By,comparison,in the Philippines and Nicaragua, short mes
sages have bpen correctly recalled by up to 75% of the radio audience
 
12 months after broadcasts began, and knowledge and attitude changes
 
were recorded in 25%-75% of the target group.
 

The reach-and-frequency technique is not always the most
 
appropriate programming strategy; the choice depends on the analysis
 
of the target group, the objectives of the program, and the media situa
tion. However, the experiment reported here indicates the tremendous
 
potential of this approach for influencing the attitudes, knowledge,
 
and behavior of large numbers of illiterate or low-literacy families.
 
The techniques, such as topic and audience research, testing of program
 
materials, and formative evaluation, can-also be said to form a disci-,
 
pline applicable to other types of educational programming; e.g., longer
 
programs directed to health workers.
 

It should be pointed out that short messages have been used
 
before for campaigns of various types, such as encouraging residents
 
to visit the health clinic for innoculations, but the programs have
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not been evaluated.8 In addition, they were aired for only short
 
periods, whereas the programs reported on here were tested for a
 
year, and are to be continued, with appropriate modification, for
 
as long as the problem being treated exists.
 

B. HISTORY OF THE PROJECT
 

The approach was pilot tested in Ecuador. The results
 
showed the promise of its use for nutrition and health education. As
 
interest intensified in finding more effective nutrition education
 
techniques and in evaluating the approach more thoroughly, the Office
 
of Nutrition, AID/Washington sponsored experiments in two new coun
tries: the Philippines and Nicaragua.
 

The experiments serve two main purposes:
 

The first is to test the effectiveness of carefully designed
 
and frequently broadcast short, prerecorded radio messages to bring
 
about changes in food habits, attitudes, and knowledge in large groups
 
of rural mothers. Although the project designers were aware that
 
integrating the messages into other programs might have increased their
 
impact, the messages were not accompanied by the usual face-to-face
 
communication, posters, seminars, or Mothers' Clubs, other than those
 
which were operating before the broadcasts began. However, these
 
programs were not focused on the lugaw enrichment objectives. The
 
absence of other enrichment programs facilitated tracking the effect
 
of radio alone to bring about change.
 

Secondly, the project suggests an approach that may be
 
practical and reasonable for other developing countries to adapt and
 
weave into their existing nutrition and health education programs.
 

C. PROJECT STRATEGY
 

The strategy of this project is an adaptation of some of
 
the key elements of modern marketing to nutrition and health education
 
programs in developing countries. These elements, as modified for
 
developing a nutrition education program, are presented in Figure 1.
 

8 The notable exception is the Stanford Heart Disease Prevention
 

program (1972-73) which, however, did not test radio alone, but in
 
conjunction with television spots, newspaper articles, and posters.
 
The results of the project showed that residents exposed to person
to-person counseling lowered their heart disease risk factors more
 
quickly than did those exposed only to the mass media, but that after
 
2 years both groups had reached similar levels on most key indicators.
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FIGLRE 1 

PROJCCT STRATEGY
 

PROJECT DVEWIORMNT - APTED FROMVCOMNCIAL TECIINYOS 

Stop It Select specific objectives for special target group 

Stop 2s Draft and produce the messages
 

Stop 3: Test messages with the target group 

Step 4: Develop media plan
 

ZMPACT STUDY - EXPERIMNTAL DESIGN 

- Determine evaluation criteria 

- Select sample - test and control
 

- Design and test questionnaire 

- Conduct interviews
 
Interviews of Doctors,
 

Household Interviews Nurses, Community Workers
 

Baseline Suivey (Wave I) 

Data Analysis
 

(Begin broadcast of messages)
 
After 6 months (Wave 11)
 

Data Analysis
 

After 12 months (Wave i1)
 

(End broadcast of messages)
 

- Data Analysis
 

The Project Development phase is comprised of four steps
 
culminating in the broadcast of carefully designed, short, prerecorded
 
radio messages according to a media plan suited to the listening habits
 
of the target group. The messages themselves are the product of close
 
consultation with nutrition and health authorities, experts on the
 
rural target areas, and informal interviews with the target group 
rural mothers of young children. As evaluation data indicated, the
 
messages were revised midway during the campaign.
 

The impact of the messages was determined through interviews
 
with the target group before the broadcasts began, at the end of 6 months,
 
and at the close of the campaign. Health and other community workers
 
also were interviewed, but on a nonrandom basis to determine their
 
observations of the project's impact.
 

Figure 1 also serves as an outline for the following section
 
on project design and development in the Philippines. Following that
 
section, a description of the evaluation plan is included, and the
 
findings of the experiment are presented.
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The project strategy and evaluation findings for Nicaragua
 
follow the same format.
 

The concluding section draws together insights about the
 
application of the reach-and-frequency techniques of radio education
 
to development programs, gathered from the programs in both countries.
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PART ONE: 
 THE PROJECT IN THE PHILIPPINES
 

I. PROJECT DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT
 

A. PROJECT DEVELOPMENT 

The experiment in the Philippines exemplified the application of the reach-and-frequency technique in a country with a strong
nutrition improvement program, more aware than most of the use of

radio for development goals.
 

Our work in the Philippines was facilitated by four important
 
conditions:
 

- The National Nutrition Council (NNC) had already

developed a list of priority themes for nutrition
 
education.
 

- Nutrition Communication Office of National Media
Production Center (NMPC) 
was our counterpart, provid
ing essential assistance at every phase.
 

- Nutrition improvement programs had a high priority.

Had the project not been an experiment restricted
 
only to radio, existing nutrition programs would have

provided a strong partner for the mass media component.
 

-
 The mass media are well-developed and cooperated with
 
the government in the donation of radio time for the

duration of project.
 

The development of the project moved quickly, following

the steps outlined below.
 

1. SELECTING OBJECTIVES FOR A SPECIFIC TARGET GROUP
 

The criteria for theme selection, peculiar to this experi
ment, were the following:
 

Affect rural families
 

High national priority
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Common to other developing countries
 

Common throughout the year
 

Amenable to solution by the target group families,
 
with their own resources, without the provision
 
of additional goods or services
 

A solution that is communicable with short radio
 
messages, something that is not complex; e.g.,
 
not how to dig a.well or build a latrine
 

The late introduction of adequate supplemental foods was
 
of highest priority of the National Nutrition Council for rural families.
 
Nutritional effectiveness and acceptability trials had already been
 
conducted on a combination of foods that would meet this problem: a
 
mixture of rice porridge, well-cooked chopped and mashed fish and vege
tables, and up to a teaspoon daily of cooking oil for calories.
 

After consultation with nutritionists in Manila and experts
 
on rural life in the test area, Iloilo Province, this theme was tenta
tively selected, and the following behavioral objectives were formed:
 

- Increase the number of women who begin supplemental
 
feeding by at least the sixth month of the infant's
 
age; and
 

- Increase the number of women who add chopped fish,
 
green vegetables, and cooking oil to the supple
mental food (lugaw) and introduce it by the sixth
 
month.
 

2. 	 DRAFT AND PRODUCE MESSAGES 

As a result of a series of meetings in Iloilo (the test
 
area) with local education, social welfare, health and agricultural
 
extension workers, representatives of the broadcasting industry and
 
local university nutrition departments, preliminary scripts were modi
fied to take into account several considerations:
 

- Introduction of the ingredients, especially cooking
 
oil, might cause diarrhea;
 

- Cooking oil could be scarce in some areas adding to
 
the cultural barriers to adoption;
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- Mothers may not have the utensils to measure the
 
ingredients of the enriched weaning food;
 

-
 There are strong beliefs against the introduction
 
of these foods at an early age since most mothers
 
believe that they will cause stomach upset.
 

Field investigation included observation and interviews of
 
rural mothers, store owners, and rural workers, which provided informa
tion on the following topics:
 

Infant feeding habits;
 

Special purchase foods for infants;
 

Availability of enrichment ingredients in the home;
 

How and where these foods were obtained;
 

Availability of measuring utensils in the home;
 

Mothers' reaction to the idea of enriching the food
 
of a 6-month-old baby with oil, fish, and vegetables;
 

Sources of advice about caring for infants;
 

Radio station preferences and listening schedules;
 

Prices and availability of enrichment ingredients
 
in village markets.
 

Based on findings from these interviews and the reactions
 
of nutritionists in Iloilo, the messages were modified in two ways.
 

First, information in any single message was reduced, and
 
six different messages were written, each emphasizing a different aspect

of the recommended way of infant feeding.
 

Second, the recommendation about adding oil was changed so
 
that mothers without teaspoons would not add too much. Instead of saying

"add a teaspoon," the messages were changed to "a little oil," 
"in drops,"

and "up to a teaspoon."
 

A final draft version of the six messages was prepa:.J,

translated, and produced in the next few days. 
 Local radio personalities
 
were used in the production, and the translation was checked with several
 
people who were equally fluent in Ilonggo and English, and who also
 
understood the rural culture to which the messages were directed.
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Although these recordings were for test purposes only,

each was edited to proper length, with all the other message elements
 
in place. The "test" versions were as close to the contemplated
 
"air" versions as possible.
 

3. PREBROADCAST MESSAGE TESTING WITH THE TARGET GROUP 

The message is the most vital element in any mass media
 
campaign, and testing with the target group is essential to assure its
 
effectiveness.
 

Approximately 6S mothers were interviewed throughout the
 
rural areas of Iloilo, using the same field research firm that later
 
conducted the project evaluation interviews. The messages, as recorded,
 
were played for the mother as part of an interview which included the
 
following questions:
 

* Are the characters acceptable?
 
• Is the vocabulary understandable and appropriate?
 
* Are the important elements of the message memorable?
 
* Are the concepts plausible and immediately actionable?
 
* Are the motivational elements effective?
 
* Are there any violations of unassailable traditional beliefs?
 

No drastic changes in the messages were indicated by the
 
tests, but the following refinements were made to focus the messages
 
more sharply on the campaign objectives:
 

- Mothers were urged to feed breastmilk and the enriched
 
lugaw. Some of the mothers thought that the lugaw
 
would replace breastmilk.
 

- "Green" vegetables were specified as opposed to just
 
"vegetables" which included squash or vegetable soup.
 

- A "drop of oil" was recommended instead of "a little"
 
oil.
 

- Mothers were reassured that their infants would not
 
get diarrhea from the oil if only a few drops - up to
 
a teaspoon - are given.
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4. DEVELOP MEDIA PLAN AND MONITORING SYSTEM 

Media planning refers to the selection of participating
 
stations, the hours and frequency at which the spots will be broadcast,
 
and the duration of the campaign.
 

Information about the radio listening habits of the target
 
families was found through interviews with station owners and marketing
 
firms servicing the area, as well as from household surveys undertaken
 
during message testing and evaluation. The audience and frequency with
 
which they were exposed to the messages were increased by requesting
 
the spots to be played at more popular hours.

1
 

The National Media Production Center monitored the broadcasts
 
of all the cooperating stations during the year. On the average, about
 
one-third of the requested spots were broadcast. The station most popular
 
with the target group, along with many others, reduced the frequency
 
of broadcasts during the last months of the campaign.
 

This reduction in broadcast frequency affected, to an indeter
minable extent, the rate of change of knowledge, attitude, and behavior.
 
As shown in Section II.B below, there are no neat and certain relation
ships, but the drop in frequency contributed, along with other factors,
 
to a flattening in the curve.
 

B. ANALYSIS OF THE MESSAGES
 

The messages are the most important part of the mass media
 
campaign. The broadcast version is the product of careful field research,
 
drafting, redrafting, testing with the target audience, and redrafting.
 
An analysis of the messages used in the Philippine project is instructive,
 
not because the messages should be used in campaigns in other countries,
 
but because they reflect this process and the information gathered about
 
the problem, the solution, the rural mothers, and their circumstances.
 

Six messages were written, each treating a different aspect
 
of the same theme -some stressing the addition of cooking oil; others,
 
adding fish or vegetables. The complete recipe was repeated in each
 
message.2
 

1 Radio time was donated for the duration of the project through the
 

National Media Production Center and the Philippine Broadcasters Associa
tion (KBP).
 

2 See Appendix E for the text of one of the messages. A cassette of
 

the messages is on file at Manoff International Inc., Washington, D. C.,
 
and AID/Washington, Office of Education and Human Resources.
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The soap opera format,already popular in the Philippines,
 
offers an opportunity to present and resolve conflict, such as that
 
prompted by the introduction of an innovation. The traditional charac
ter roles were reversed, using an innovative mother and a traditional
 
daughter. Had the conventional roles been used, the old customs might
 
have been reinforced by arousing feelings of hostility toward the
 
daughter for opposing her mother.
 

The new situation is given credibility when the grandmother
 
confesses that she heard of this new idea, enriching lugaw, from the
 
"doctor on the radio." She invites the daughter to hear it for her
self - which means, for the radio audience to hear it for themselves,
 
as well.
 

Confronted with her mother's new behavior, the daughter
 
is incredulous, reflecting the attitude of the radio audience as they
 
wonder what is happening to the old woman. This is preferred to the
 
alternative in which hostility toward the young mother would have been
 
aroused for opposing her mother so disrespectfully (and in a 60-second
 
minidrama mere brevity alone would have assured a curt and disrespectful
 
reply), and for coming up with an outlandish "modern" idea that is "not
 
the custom."
 

Although the old mother might be considered crazy, her actions
 
and advice are redeemed by the words of the "doctor on the radio." The
 
doctor's intervention provides additional benefits: the old woman is
 
associated with modernity; old people can also keep learning new ideas;
 
the doctor lends authority to the radio, particularly as used in this
 
project; and, finally, it helps reinforce the authority of doctors and
 
the health centers where they are found.
 

The conflict aroused is resolved by the doctor, upon whom
 
the audience's attention is focused. He holds the key. At this turning
 
point, drama is used not merely for interest or convenience but to under
score the point of the message, which is to tell mothers which foods
 
to give young babies, how to prepare them, and that they can be digested.
 

The conflict between Lita and her mother must be resolved
 
in favor of the mother since she is the sponsor of the new idea, but
 
to be credible, Lita asks her mother: "But mama, why didn't you feed
 
me this way when I was a baby?" Lita believes the doctor, but does not
 
understand why her mother is changing now, after all these years.
 

The most believable way, considering the circumstance of
 
the "doctor on the radio," is to tell Lita, "How could I know? I didn't
 
even own a radio. Times change. You live and learn."
 

Her explanation is plausible, and understandable for the
 
audience, affirming the new knowledge.
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There is one other task: to relieve the audience of any
 
sense of guilt about changing from the old customs to the new ways.
 
Thus, Lita says, "You must be sad that the old ways are changing,"
 
provoking audience sympathy for her mother, but at the same time con
ceding that the new advice is sound and acceptable.
 

The old woman's response must be carefully thought out,
 
to show that she has done what any sensible person would do under the
 
circumstances. She is not really so eager to see change, nor would
 
it be credible if she were. Her answer is, "Not all the old ways are
 
changing. But only a fool remains with the old way when the new way
 
is better."
 

II. 	PROJECT EVALUATION IN THE PHILIPPINES:
 
DESIGN AND FINDINGS
 

A. RESEARCH DESIGN
 

1. SUMMARY
 

The impact of 	the messages on knowledge, attitude, and
 
methods of feeding infants 6-12 months of age was evaluated through
 
household interviews before, during, and at the close of 12 months
 
of broadcast. Interviews were conducted in the test area and in a
 
geographically separate, but similar control area. The findings of
 
these interviews are projectable to all rural families in the test
 
area with children under one year of age. In addition, interviews
 
were conducted with representatives of community workers - doctors,
 
nurses, rural school teachers, etc.
 

2. METHODS
 

Figure 2 shows the experimental design used.
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FIGIRE 2 

POWECT STRATEGY 

ZALPAC'TSTUDY - £XPVERZHETAL PSZGN 

- Determlne evaluation tool
 

- Select samplo - test and control
 

- Design and test questionnaire 

- Conduct interviews
 

Interviews of Doctors,
 
Household Interviews Nurses, Community Workers
 

Baseline Survey (Wave I)
 

Data Analysis
 

(BEGIN BROADCAST OF MESSAGES) 

After 6 months (Wave I) 

Data Analysis
 

After 12 months (Wave III)
 

(END BROADCAST OF MESSAGES) 

- Data Analysis 

After consultation with nutrition, marketing, and survey
 
specialists, rural Iloilo Province and southern portions of Cebu Province
 
were selected as test and control, respectively.
 

Families in Iloilo and Cebu were generally similar: mostly
 
farmers living in small villages, without electricity or running water,
 
48% of whom owned working radios, feeding their infants similar diets 
breastmilk and starchy gruels during the first 12 months; and participa
tion in and knowledge of health and nutrition programs were generally
 
the same.
 

Two differences were notable: 72% of the test group mothers
 
had some education compared with 52% of the control mothers, and control
 
more than test families tended to feed their infants more of the enrich
ment ingredients - fish, vegetables, and fried foods.
 

Figure 3 describes the sampling plan in the Philippines.
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FIGLRE 3 

SAHILE PLAN IN THC PHILIPPINES
 

WAVEI WAVE 11 WAVE III 

Baseline 
Stud __ 

After 6 Xonths 
of Broadcast 

After 12 ;nths
of proadcast 

Sample Size 1,000 960 951 
completed 
interviews 

completed 
interviews 

completed 
Interviews 

Test Area 700 674 (17S from 660 (1.6 from 
the base study) the base study 

or Wave 11) 

Control Arce 300 296 (99 from 
the base study) 

291 (76 from 
the base study 
or Wave II) 

Community Woikers 
(Test Area Only) 99 130 99 

From a list of all municipalities in the test area, a random
 
sample of 14 were chosen from which all those close to the provincial

capital were excluded. From the remaining, 70 barrios or barangays
 
were selected randomly. In each barrio 10 respondents were chosen.
 

Households in the control area were selected in the same way,

except that municipalities with special nutrition and health programs
 
were excluded as were those from Northern Cebu because they are socio
economically different from the test area.
 

Qualified respondents were women who were 30 years or younger,
 
or any age and pregnant, or any age and mother of a child 12 months old
 
or younger.
 

In the second and third waves of interviews a portion of
 
the households interviewed in the preceding wave were reinterviewed,

creating a panel. 
 Because of social and political conditions, inter
viewers could not ask for identification numbers, reducing the meaning
fulness of the panel in the analysis of findings.
 

The interview instrument was designed by Manoff International

Inc. with the assistance of Consumer Pulse, Inc., 
the field interview
 
firm, and approved by the National Nutrition Council. The questionnaire
 
was identical for the first two waves of interviews, while in the third
 
wave, at the close of broadcasting, additional questions were added
 
so that the respondents' participation in and knowledge of health and
 
nutrition assistance programs could be more fully determined.3
 

3 An edited English version of the questionnaire used in Wave III
 
is found in Appendix A.
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Of the 82 questions, 35 were open or unaided, allowing the
 

mother to respond freely with no prompting from the interviewer.
 

Self-reported behavior changes rather than those verified
 

by observation, anthropometric measures, or clinical records were used
 

Household interviews reflect the extensive
because of their lower cost. 

geographical coverage of radio, rather than the more limited catchment
 

areas of health clinics. While there is some danger in using the testi

mony of the mothers themselves, the independent observations of the
 

community workers and the structure of the questionnaire are checks
 

against exaggerated claims of acceptance.
 

Self-administered questionnaires were distributed to rural
 

community workers at the same time household interviews were conducted.
 

Their responses, while not projectable because of their nonrandom
 

selection, are indicative of changes in behavior, attitudes, and knowledge.
 

Consumer Pulse, Inc., a Manila-based marketing research
 

firm, provided field interview, coding, and keypunching services for
 

the message testing, and household and community worker evaluation
 
interviews. Manoff International Inc. and NMPC staff supervised each
 
of the evaluations.
 

B. FINDINGS
 

1. SUMWRY OF FINDINGS
 

As a result of the radio education campaign in Iloilo, signif
icant changes in attitude and knowledge were recorded at the end of the
 

first 6 months of broadcasting. Mothers also reported that they had
 
begun to enrich their infants' rice porridge with the recommended ingredi
ents: cooking oil, fish, and vegetables. These changes remained the
 
same or increased slightly during the last 6 months of the campaign.
 

Because behavior change is the most important aspect of the
 
project, we have been careful to include as adopters4 only those mothers
 

4 Adoption is used in this study to include those mothers who report
 

that they usually give their 6-12 month old infants rice porridge mixed
 
with one or more of the ingredients recommended in the messages. To be
 
considered an adopter, the mother must have been able to demonstrate to
 
the interviewer how the mixture was prepared and to describe the amount
 
and frequency with which it was given to her infant. The adopters may
 
include some mothers who prepared the new food only a few times and may
 

be considered "trial users," instead of habitual users. However, the data
 
show little dissatisfaction with the food among those who claim that they
 
use it, suggesting that one time or trial use is at a minimum.
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with infants between 6-12 months of age and who could d .onstrate
 
accurately how they prepared the lugaw. Independent observations
 
of community workers tend to support the conclusions drawn from the
 
household interviews.
 

2. MESSAGE RECALL
 

By the end of the campaign, 57% of the mothers could recall
 
without prompting that the messages recommended oil for the baby's food,
 
an increase of 18% over the recall of this element in Wave II (after

6 months) (see Table 1). Other parts of the messages show similar
 
increases in recall during the last 6 months of the project. 
 Recall
 
of oil is particularly encouraging since education about the benefits
 
of oil and persuading the mothers to add it were the highest priority

objectives of the project. Complex instructions such as how to prepare

salted fish for the infant received less emphasis in the messages and
 
were recalled by few respondents.
 

TABLE 1
 

MENTIONS OF MESSAGE ELEMENTS, EXPRESSED AS A PERCENTAGE
 
OF TOTAL RESPONDENTS, COMPARING WAVE II AND
 

WAVE III OF THE TEST GROUP
 

WAVE III WAVE II 
(N = 660) (N = 674) 

Complete Recipe 18% 13% 
Oil Mentions 57% 39% 
Vegetable Mentions 50% 37% 
Fish Mentions 40% 15% 
Child Should Be Fed Lugaw 

at 6 Months to 1 Year 17% 16% 
Correct Quantity of Oil 8% 18% 

The experience in Nicaragua and the Phillipines suggests

that the concepts of measuring ingredients and serving food or medicine
 
according to the schedule are difficult to communicate to a target group

for whom measurement and schedules have less significance. These con
cepts require special emphasis.
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3. ATTITUDE CHANGE 

Interviews with Mothers 

Positive attitudes toward all of the enrichment ingredients
 
increased during the course of the project. The change of attitude
 
about adding oil, the highest priority, was particularly dramatic.
 

Mothers who had heard of adding oil, fish, or vegetables
 
to infants' lugaw were asked what they thought of this recommendation.
 
The table below shows the shift in positive attitude during the 12-month
 
project:
 

TABLE 2
 

ATTITUDE CHANGE: EXPRESSED AS A
 
PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL RESPONDENTS
 

TEST CONTROL 
ATTITUDE WAVE WAVE WAVE WAVE WAVE WAVE 

CHANGE ITEMS III II I III II I 
N = (660) (674) (700) (291) (296) (300) 

Oil is good 74% 74%* 15% 28% 26% 29%
 
Fish is good 81% 80%* 48% 48% 54% 56%
 
Vegetables are good 79% 82%* 49% 72% 81% 76%
 

* p = 0.05 

Mothers who had positive attitudes toward more than one of
 
the ingredients also increased (not shown), but beginning and ending
 
at lower levels than for single ingredients.
 

The 59% change in attitude about oil is especially important

since it was the most novel ingredient and the one about which mothers
 
had the strongest negative feeling. It is also important in demonstrating

the effectiveness of short radio messages to reach far and wide in a
 
rural area. The radio messages were the only source of information about
 
the benefits of oil during the test period, although their recommendations
 
may have been repeated and reinforced by doctors, teachers, neighbors,
 
and others. Vegetables and fish, on the other hand, have been promoted

for years by educators and are a far more acceptable part of the food
 
culture of rural families.
 

Between Wave II and Wave III, a period of 6 months, attitude
 
change did not take place. This leveling off may be attributed to the
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decline in the frequency with which the messages were broadcast during
 
the last months of the project, or to message fatigue. It is more
 
likely, however, that in the first 6 months of broadcasting the most
 
easily convinced were converted by the messages, and the remainder
 
are more intractable.
 

In either case, continual broadcasting and a redesign

of the messages is recommended to deal with some of the continuing
 
points of resistance to change.
 

4. KNOWLEDGE CHANGE 

The messages were more successful in decreasing the wrong
 
concepts that mothers held about the ingredients than they were in
 
informing them of positive reasons why the foods should be given to
 
their infants. Increasing knowledge about the right age to begin

feeding an infant different foods was not an objective of the campaign,
 
but later analysis showed that this was most significantly associated
 
with behavior change.
 

a. Value of Enrichment Ingredients 

The following table gives the frequencies of the reasons
 
most commonly cited by mothers for believing oil in lugaw is good for
 
the baby.
 

TABLE 3 

KNOWLEDGE ABOUT ADDING OIL TO LUGAW EXPRESSED 
AS A PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL RESPONDENTS 

I 
WAVE 

TEST 
WAVE WAVE 

CONTROL 
WAVE WAVE WAVE 

III II I III I 
N = (660) (674) (700) (291) (296) (300) 

Correct Answers 
Makes baby fatter 15% 18% 3% 6% 3% 4% 
Makes baby livelier 22% 26% 4% 3% - 4% 
Gives heat and energy 3% 1% 1% 1% - -

Incorrect Answers 
Causes loose bowels 6% 12% 48% 48% 48% 29% 
Causes stomach upset 6% 6% 36% 10% 15% 19% 

The lower portion of the table shows the declining number of
 
test respondents who give incorrect answers for not adding oil to lugaw.
 
Note that wrong answers increase for the control group.
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Changes in knowledge about vegetables and fish (not shown)
 
were not as sharp as for learning about oil, but the messages did not
 
concentrate as much on fish and vegetables as they did on oil. The
 
decline in the belief that fish causes worms may be considered a direct
 
result of the favorable positioning of fish in the messages although
 
there was no specific reference to this idea.
 

TABLE 4
 

KNOWLEDGE ABOUT ADDING FISH TO LUGAW EXPRESSED
 
AS A PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL RESPONDENTS
 

TEST CONTROL 

N = 

WAVE 
III 

(660) 

WAVE 
II 

(674) 

WAVE 
I 

(700) 

WAVE 
III 

(291) 

WAVE 
II 

(296) 

WAVE 
I 

(300) 

Correct Answers 
Makes baby strong 
Helps growth 

15% 
3% 

15% 
7% 

6% 
5% 

7% 
2% 

3% 
2% 

3% 
3% 

Incorrect Answers
 
Causes worms 13% 14% 32% 40% 33% 28%
 
Causes indigestion 2% 1% 8% 3% 3% 3%
 

b. Right Age to Introduce New Foods to the Infant
 

There was a general shift toward knowing the more correct
 
age (S to 7 months) over the course of the campaign. Fewer mothers in
 
Waves II and III than in the benchmark said that they would never feed
 
these foods to a child or said that they would wait until the first
 
birthday. This lack of significant change is not surprising since this
 
information was not stressed in the messages. The analysis of factors
 
showed that knowledge about the correct age to introduce new foods is
 
strongly associated with behavior change. This suggests that the belief
 
that infants cannot eat even specially prepared adult foods must be
 
dealt with more directly and forcefully in new campaigns.
 

5. BEHAVIOR CHANGE 

a. Sumnary
 

During the 12 months that the messages were broadcast in
 
Iloilo, substantial numbers of mothers began feeding their infants lugaw
 
enriched with oil, fish, and vegetables. In the control area, during
 
the same period, no change was recorded.
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The levels of behavior change, i.e., the amount and fre
quency with which the foods were added to the lugaw, and the nutritional
 
value of these additions have been calculated. By Wave III, 12% (N= 136)
 
of the mothers with infants between 6-12 months said that they were
 
adding both fish and cooking oil. This new behavior may have added
 
as much as 5%-7% of the daily caloric needs of the infants in these
 
families. On the average, families that gave their infant only oil
 
in the lugaw may have provided about 2% of the daily caloric requirements
 
through this new practice. This may seem to be a small gain. However,
 
even if mothers would have given one teaspoon of oil - the maximum
 
recommended - every day, only 7% of average daily caloric needs would
 
have been satisfied.
 

b. Measurement
 

This study, no less than many others, encountered diffi
culties in the interpretation of data about behavior change an( adoption.
 
Since the reports of the mothers were the principal source of information
 
about behavior change, there is the danger that some portion of those
 
claiming to adopt had either only tried the recommendation once or were
 
reporting what they felt the interviewers wanted to hear.
 

The interview method, the sequence of questions, and survey
 
of community health workers were designed to cross-check against exag
gerated reports of adoption. For example, mothers who claimed they
 
were enriching the porridge were asked to show how they prepared it,
 
using a bowl, cups, and spoons that the interviewers carried with them.
 
In addition, they were asked to tell the amount and frequency with which
 
they added each of these ingredients. They were asked the amount and
 
frequency of oil purchases and, most importantly, they were asked to
 
show the interviewer the oil they had in the house.
 

The interviews of doctors and other community workers pro
vide another perspective about changes in the rural families. While
 
these data are not projectable to the entire province, they are rough
 
indicators of what happened in the rural homes. (Findings from this
 
aspect of the study are presented on pages 31-32.)
 

c. Findings
 

(1) Incidence of enrichment of lugaw 

After exposure to the messages, mothers of infants 6-12 months 
of age in the experimental area reported higher levels of behavior change 
than before the campaign, or than reported by mothers in the control 
area. 
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TABLE 5
 

INCIDENCE OF ENRICHING LUGAW WITH OIL
 
EXPRESSED AS A PERCENTAGE OF MOTHERS
 

WITH INFANTS 6-12 MONTHS OF AGE
 

I TEST CONTROL 
WAVE WAVE WAVE WAVE WAVE WAVE 
III II I III II I 

N = (136) (142) (157) (58) (61) (58) 

Add Oil 24% 23%* 0.00 12% 13% 12% 

*p =0.05 

The number of mothers who report that they usually add oil 
to the lugaw sharply increases in the first 6 months of the test. The 
amount and frequency with which it was added varied widely, from a few 
drops once or twice per week to a teaspoon daily. (A more detailed 
analysis of the amount and frequency of enrichment is found on pages 23-25.)
During the second 6 months of the project, the incidence of behavior 
change was maintained. 

An important factor in behavior change is the family custom
 
of consuming edible oils. In a separate question we found that 41% of
 
all respondents had oil in their homes, and even in the oil-adopting

families, only 46% had oil at the time of the interview. Although nearly

all respondents said that they use oil in cooking, apparently its expense,

availability, and relatively modest use in recipes combine to keep pur
chases small and infrequent. These are formidable barriers for the
 
radio messages to overcome for many families.
 

Enrichment of lugaw with both fish and vegetables increased
 
significantly during the first 6 months, but leveled off during the
 
remainder of the experiment. However, some of the mothers were accustomed
 
to giving these foods before the project began.
 

Adding more than one ingredient, as expected, occurred at
 
a lower rate than any single item, and the complete recipe was accepted
 
by the fewest number.
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TABLE 6
 

BEHAVIOR CHANGE: MOTHERS WITH 
INFANTS 6-12 MONTHS OF AGE:C
 

WAVE III WAVE II WAVE I 
AFTER 12 AFTER 6 BEFORE 
MONTHS MONTHS BROADCAST 

(N = 136) (N = 142) (N = 157) 

Add fish 27.1% 26.8%** 16.7% 
Add vegetables 
Add fish and oil 

16.9%** 
13.0% 

13.3% 
13.0%** 

5.0% 
0.0% 

Add fish and vegetables 14.0% 11.0%** 2.0% 
Add vegetables and oil 10.0% 8.0%** 0.0% 
Add fish, vegetables, and oil 8.0% 8.0%** 0.0% 

* Since the control group did not show any increase in behavior
 
change during the experiment, findings from those surveys are
 
not included in succeeding tables.
 

** p 	9 0.05 

(a) 	 Amount and frequency with which 
enrichment ingredients were added 

In order to compare the amounts and frequencies of enrich
ment from wave to wave, an index of values was created. The index shows
 
the average amounts and frequencies for all mothers enriching the lugaw.

The perfect score for each ingredient (4.0) indicates that all mothers
 
with infants 6-12 months of age are adding a teaspoon of oil once to
 
three times daily; or one tablespoon of fish, one to three times daily;
 
or a tablespoon of vegetables three to five times per week. 
Table 7
 
shows the comparison of averages between Waves I and III.
 

TABLE 7 

BEHAVIOR CHANGE: AVERAGE INDEX SCORES -
MOTHERS WITH INFANTS 6-12 MONTHS OF AGE 

MEAN 	SCORE 
WAVE III WAVE I
 
(N = 	 136) (N = 157) 

Add oil 0.23* 0.0
 
Add fish 0.20* 0.04
 
Add vegetables 0.29* 0.03
 

* p 9 0.04
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By the end of 12 months all three ingredients were being
 
added on the average in significantly greater quantities and served on
 
the average with significantly greater frequency than before the test
 
began. Some of the mothers may have been adding enrichment foods in
 
such small amounts and in such low frequency so as to be nutritionally
 
insignificant. However, their intermittent and trial use may be pre
cursors of more generous enrichment in the future. These findings
 
support the recommendations to continue broadcasts.
 

Since adding oil has the highest priority, it is used as
 
an example of behavior change, illustrated with the array of amounts
 
and frequencies in Waves II and III, found in Table 8, parts A and B,
 
below.
 

TABLE 8
 

AMOUNTS AND FREQUENCIES OF ADDING OIL TO LUGAW:
 
MOTHERS HAVING INFANTS 6-12 MONTHS OF AGE
 

3x 1x 5-6x 4x 3x 2x 1x 2x
 
TOTAL Day Day Week Week Week Week Month Month
 

A. WAVE II (N = 157)
 

< t 
t 

5 
3 

-

-
1 
1 

-

-
2 
-

1 
-

1 
1 

-

1 
t 
it 
IT 

8 
11 
5 

1 
-
-

1 
1 
1 

-
-
1 

1 
4 
1 

2 
4 
1 

2 
1 
1 

1 
-
-

1 

Total 
Adopters 32 

Adopters/
 
Frequency 1 5 1 8 8 6 2
 

B. WAVE III (N = 136) 

<ht 10 - - 3 1 4 2 
t 0 . . . . 2 4 3 1 
t 5 - 1 - 1 1 2 - 

it 6 1 - 1 - 2 2 -
IT 1 - - - 1 - -

Total
 
Adopters 32
 

Adopters/
 
Prequency 1 1 1 1 9 9 7 3
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This display leads us to a better understanding of the nature
 
and extent of behavior change. In Wave II, the largest number of mothers
 
(8) are giving oil two to three times weekly, while five are giving oil
 
daily in amounts varying from a few drops to a teaspoon, as specified
 
in the radio messages.
 

The infants receiving the tablespoon daily are either nearly
 
one year old or the mother is exaggerating. Those giving it two or three
 
times per month have learned only part of the lesson from the message.
 

By Wave III, important changes have taken place. There are
 
fewer of the mothers giving too much (one tablespoon) or adding the oil
 
infrequently. The constant repetition of the messages, trial and error,
 
and consultation with neighbors and community workers may have brought
 
them closer to the goals of the messages. Eighteen of the 32 mothers
 
have maintained the same frequency, two to three times per week, though
 
they appear to give the oil in smaller amounts.
 

(b) Verification of behavior change
 

Self-reported adoption of a new behavior allows the respondents
 
to exaggerate or to tell what they think is the correct answer, rather
 
than what they actually are doing. Data about the availability of cooking
 
oil in the home and the frequency of its purchase tend to support the
 
view th.it the mothers added oil as reported for the few days that their
 
weekly purchases lasted. Other confirming data about the incidence of
 
behavior change are found in the results of the survey of community
 
workers, found on pages 30-31.
 

Interviewers asked alt mothers to show them the containers
 
in which they stored cooking oil. We found that 41% of all sample
 
families had cooking oil at the time of the interview, compared with
 
46% of those claiming to add oil. This figure compares with 50% in
 
the Zeitlin and Formacion 5 study.
 

Even though more than one-half of the adopters did not have
 
oil in their homes, this is more a reflection of the frequency with which
 
they purchase oil than it is proof that they are misleading the inter
viewers.
 

Before the broadcasts began, 46% of all respondents reported
 
that they purchased oil weekly. This increased to 67% by the end of
 
the project. Those who added oil to the lugaw follow a similar pattern,
 
with 71% buying oil weekly by the end of the project.
 

5 Marion F. Zeitlin and Candelaria Formac.on. "The HIID/U.P. College,
 
Iloilo, Evaluation of the Manoff International, Inc., Nutrition Education
 
Radio Advertising Campaign in Iloilo, Philippines, October, 1975-October
 
1976," no date, p. 14.
 

http:Formac.on
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Since interviews were conducted throughout the week, not
 
just on the market day or immediately thereafter, it is likely that
 
many mothers had exhausted their supply by the time of the interview.
 
If we return to Table 8, parts A and B, the frequency with which oil
 
is given suggests that mothers are adding oil during the first days
 
after purchase, until the supply runs out.
 

This interpretation supports the finding that many mothers
 
regularly enrich the lugaw with oil as long as there is oil in the
 
house, resulting for most in a two or three-day period of enrichment.
 

(2) Breastfeeding
 

A secondary objective of this project has been to insure
 
that the mothers who began enriching their infants' lugaw would continue
 
breastfeeding instead of perceiving this new food as a substitute.
 

Analysis of diet recall data showed that there was no signif
icant difference in the habits of breastfeeding between the mothers
 
who reported that they enriched the rice porridge and those that did
 
not. On the average, 85% nf all mothers in the target group nurse
 
their 6-12 month old infants.
 

(3) Characteristicsof the Adopters 

(a) Socioeconomic indicators 

The target group of the project was low-income rural families
 
with infants. With fewer than a dozen exceptions, all the families
 
interviewed fell into the fourth class of a four-part socioeconomic
 
classification system commonly used by market researchers in the Philip
pines. Within this broad class, the mothers who enrich tended to be
 
on the higher end of the scale by a number of measures.
 

TABLE 9
 

RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN ENRICHMENT AND INDICATORS
 
OF AFFLUENCE: WAVES IIAND III COMBINED
 

(N = 273) 

Own Education Education Electricity Water
 
Working Frequent of of in in
 
Radio Listener Mother Father Bouse House
 

Add oil +0.21 +0.15 - - - +0.16 
Add fish +0.18 +0.21 - - +0.10 +0.14 
Add vegetables +0.15 +0.14 - +0.14 +0.10 
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Because of the generally unreliable nature of self-reported
 
family income data, correlations were not calculated. On visual
 
inspection of these data comparing the total sample with the mothers
 
who enrich the lugaw, there seems to be a slight tendency of the
 
more affluent (weekly income: 
 Pesos 40-50) to have adopted.
 

(b) Knowledge and attitude change variables
 

Mothers who changed feeding practices tended to have scored
 
well on indexes for knowledge and attitude change. The relationships

between behavior change and positive attitudes are shown below.
 

TABLE 10
 

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN POSITIVE ATTITUDES AND BEHAVIOR
 
CHANGE: 
 TEST AREA ONLY, WAVES II AND III COMBINED
 

BEHAVIOR CHANGE 
 ATTITUDE N = COEFFICIENT **=
 

Oil Oil 
 195 +0.1205 0.047
 
Fish 
 Fish 179 +0.085 0.127
 
Vegetable Vegetable 186 +0.098 
 0.090
 
Oil, Fish Oil, Fish 
 157 +0.1857 0.010
 
Oil, Vegetable Oil, Vegetable 165 +0.1620 
 0.019
 
Fish, Vegetable Fish, Vegetable 156 +0.1379 0.043
 
Add all All attitudes 145 +0.1423 0.04
 

Changes in knowledge were more strongly associated with
 
behavior change, particularly knowledge about the right age at which
 
fish, vegetables, and fried foods can be introduced, as found in Table 11.
 

TABLE 11
 

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN KNOWLEDGE OF AGE TO INTRODUCE NEW
 
FOODS AND INGREDIENTS AND BEHAVIOR CHANGE: TEST
 
AREA ONLY - WAVES II AND III COMBINED (N = 278)*
 

BEHAVIOR CHANGE KNOWLEDGE = INGREDIENTS + AGE 

r= r = r=
 

Add fish 0.39 0.15 0.38
 
Add vegetables 0.27 
 0.17 0.26
 
Add oil 0.38 0.17 0.37
 
Add fish and oil 0.36 0.15 0.36
 
Add vegetables and oil 0.29 0.15 0.29
 
Add fish and vegetables NA NA NA
 
Add all ingredients 0.31 0.11 0.31
 

* All figures significant at p = 0.05
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(c) Sources of information about child feeding 

Radio was mentioned by only 3%-4% of the respondents as a
 
No significant relationships
source of information about child care. 


were found between behavior change and those who mentioned the radio
 

as a source of information for general child care.
 

However, when mothers were asked where they had heard advice
 

about enriching lugaw, they overwhelmingly cited radio as the source of
 

information. Responses to this question were correlated to the behavior
 

change variables, as shown in the following table.
 

TABLE 12
 

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN RADIO AS THE SOURCE OF ENRICHMENT
 

RECOMMENDATIONS AND BEHAVIOR CHANGE: TEST AREA ONLY-
WAVES II AND III COMBINED (N = 278) 

BEHAVIOR CHANGE P COEFFICIENT 

Add fish 0.02 0.2265 

Add vegetables 
Add oil 

0.02 
0.02 

0.1278 
0.2902 

Enrichment with oil, the most novel recommendation of the
 
messages, understandably is most strongly associated with the radio
 

messages. Promotion of fish and vegetable consumption for infants had
 6
 
preceded the radio campaign by several years.
 

(d) Participation in health and nutrition programs
 

Participation in existing programs was positively associated
 
with the enrichment with fish and vegetables, but there was no positive
 
relationship between reported participation and the enrichment with oil.
 

This supports the assertion in the preceding paragraph that fish and
 
vegetables have been promoted through other programs, but oil consumption
 
by infants has been an innovation of the radio messages.
 

6 A positive relationship was found by Dr. Zeitlin and Ms. Formacion
 

when they correlated enrichment with oil and mothers who cited sources
 
in addition to radio. This suggests the importance of reinforcing, where
 

feasible, the radio message with other sources of information. However,
 
since many of the sources cited by mothers were neighbors and friends,
 
it does not necessarily follow that radio programs must be supplemented
 
by other education programs.
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(4) 	 Impact on protein and caloric intake of 
adopting families 

(a) 	 The potential 

The ultimate purpose of nutrition education is to solve or
 
ameliorate malnutrition among the target population. If mothers added
 
the maximum amount of oil recommended and one tablespoon of fish, they
 
could have provided approximately 12%-13% of the caloric requirements
 
of an infant 6-12 months of age: 80 calories per teaspoon of cooking
 
oil and 57 calories from one tablespoon of fish given daily.
 

Since the caloric deficit among rural infants in Iloilo
 
averaged 50 calories per day, with 52% having a deficit of 134 calories
 
and 16% with a deficit exceeding 400 calories, it is likely that maximum
 
oil and fish enrichment by all mothers would have satisfied the caloric
 
needs of only the marginally malnourished.7 The more severely lacking
 
in calories would have gained an important part of the deficit. However,
 
the evaluation could not ascertain if the mothers who claimed to have
 
enriched the lugaw had the infants most in need.
 

Given the reported amounts and frequencies of enriching the
 
lugaw with fish and cooking oil, it is doubtful that in the short time
 
that 	most of the infants had been receiving these additional calories
 
discernable weight gains could be detected. Dr. Zeitlin and Ms. Formacion's
 
study of adopting families confirms this.
 

The potential for adoption and hence nutrition impact would
 
have been enhanced if the messages had urged mothers to add the oil,
 
fish, and vegetables to the other starchy foods given to infants, since
 
lugaw is actually given less frequently than we originally estimated.
 

These findings about the potential nutrition impact strengthen
 
the case for continuing the mass media education. In contrast with
 
rehabilitative feeding in which compensating diets are prescribed, the
 
education approach assumes that mothers will gradually adopt the recom
mendations. Initially, however, only a few will accept the entire
 
recommendation. To realize the full potential of the new behavior,
 
the education program must continue persuading new mothers to adopt
 
and others to persist. Since the additions to the infant's food intake
 
are incremental, nutritional status changes will be realized for most
 
children only after several months of continual adoption.
 

(b) 	Actual calories gained
 

Approximately 23% of the mothers reported adding oil to their
 
baby's lugaw. With the amounts and frequency they used, the adopters
 

7 Data on the caloric deficit among the rural infants-in3Iloilo have,
 
been taken from Zeitlin and Formacion, p. 45.
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satisfied on the average approximately 27% of the caloric potential
 
of the message recommendation (80 calories per day).8 This is approxi
mately 2% of the child's daily caloric requirement.9
 

The calories added per day from fish as a result of the
 
bihavior change are about the same as those added from oil. Even though
 
fish is less dense in calories, families are accustomed to giving larger
 
amounts to their children. Of the families who add ish (27% of the
 
total), the fish satisfied 2.4% of daily caloric reqVrements.
 

Projecting the findings to the rural population of infants
 
6-12 months old, there are 1,550 infants who may have received both
 
fish and oil who had not received them before. The infants may have
 
gained up to 4% or 5% of daily caloric needs.
 

(c) Actual protein gained
 

Before the program, 17% of the families added fish to lugaw,
 
satisfying about 9% of their infant's daily protein requirement with
 
the added fish. After the program, the percentage of protein require
ments satisfied by the added fish may have risen to 16% for children
 
of adopting mothers, providing an additional 7% of daily protein
 
requirements.10
 

(5) Impact of program
 

One of the most significant advantages of the reach-and
frequency approach to mass media education is that it reaches farther
 
and faster with its messages. As the data presented above have shown,
 
a large measure of the gains in knowledge, attitude, and behavior changes
 
was realized within the first 6 months of the program. This was accom
plished in a predominantly rural province about the size of the State
 
of Delaware, 2,000 square miles.
 

Based on the findings from the sample survey and assuming
 
that these are representative of all rural families in the target group,
 
the messages were heard and remembered by 74% of the target group, between
 
32,000-38,000 families. The widespread recall of the message is closely
 
matched by the projections of 30,580 mothers who changed their minds
 
about the value of oil, followed by those who came to believe fish and
 
vegetables were good for a young infant. The knowledge increases affected
 
fewer households, but in each, key changes were realized. Using these
 

8 Of the 32 mothers who enrich with oil, 4 are realizing from 50%-100%
 
of the potential, but most are realizing from 5%-40% of the nutritional
 
potential.
 

9 Assuming 1,100 calories is the daily requirement.
 
10 A 6 to 12 month old infant weighing 11 kg requires about 20 grams
 

of high-quality protein daily.
 

http:requirements.10
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same projections, more than 11,000 mothers began to understand why

oil is good and could articulate one or more of the reasons given

in the message. 
 Knowledge gains were also made for fish and vegetables.

Of special importance is that large numbers of mothers, about 4,000

in the case of oil, were disabused of false ideas about the foods.
 
These gains set the stage for changes in behavior.
 

Behavior change has been projected only to those families
 
with infants between 6-12 months of age, even though data support

changes by mothers of infants 4-5 months old, and Zeitlin and Formacion
 
showed changes among 12-15 month old infants.
 

Enrichment with oil was the paramount objective of the
 
National Nutrition Council. Of the approximately 11,960 households
 
with infants of this target age, oil may have been added by 2,750 alone
 
or in combination with other ingredients, whereas none of the families

in the benchmark study were adding it. This represents 23% of the target

population.
 

Projections show that fish was added by more families, largely
 
because fish is not such a strange ingredient in the child's lugaw.

By the end of Wave III, an additional 1,196 mothers were giving fish
 
alone or in combination with other ingredients. Vegetables were added
 
by the fewest mothers, about 13%, or 1,550 households. Slightly less
 
than 1,000 families (8%of the total 11,960 target group families) reported

that they were regularly enriching their infant's lugaw with all of the
 
ingredients.
 

(6) Interviews of doctors and community workers
 

The data from interviews of rural community workers support

the findings from household interviews and illustrate the effects of
 
the messages on the workers themselves. At Wave I only 4% (N= 99)

of the community workers reported that any mothers were adding oil to
 
their babies' lugaw. By Wave II,54% (N= 130) reported mothers were
 
adding it,increasing to 56% (N= 162) by Wave III. Of those who had
 
noted this practice in Wave II,one-third said that between 11% and

40% of the mothers in their communities were adding oil. The reported

incidence inWave III was about the same.
 

The amount of oil given by the mothers continued to increase,

reported the community workers. 
 By the end of Wave III, 15% said that
 
one teaspoon was being given in a 
bowl of lugaw, compared with 11%
 
and 3% in Waves II and I, respectively. In all, 48% of all the community

workers by Wave III indicated that mothers were giving oil in the quanti
ties as specified in the messages: "drops up to a teaspoon."
 

The informants also reported increases in the incidence of

giving fish and vegetables in their communities. However, in Wave I
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more than half of the workers reported that mothers already put these
 
ingredients in their babies' lugaw. By Wave III more workers reported
 
that larger percentages of mothers were giving fish and vegetables,
 
but amounts added appear to have remained about the same.
 

The community workers also reported that their own knowledge
 
and attitudes toward the enrichment of lugaw had changed over the
 
experimental period. In Wave I, 42% felt that added oil would be
 
good for a 6-month-old baby, compared with 84% by Wave III. Although
 
many more (85%) felt at the outset that fish and vegetables would be
 
good for a young infant, the proportion had increased to 92% by Wave III.
 

Knowledge changes followed similar patterns. In Wave I,
 
36% said that oil was good because it added calories and made lugaw
 
more nutritious. By Wave II, this had increased to 58%, and by Wave III,
 
to 68%. The community workers, like the mothers, started the project
 
with more widespread and accurate information about the value of fish
 
and vegetables than about cooking oil.
 

By Wave II, community workers cited radio as the most
 
important source of information about enrichment of lugaw, supplanting
 
traditional sources such as reading, lectures, and seminars. However,
 
other factors may have contributed to the changes.
 

As the broadcasts began, a letter was sent from the National
 
Nutrition Council and the Governor of Iloilo to each of the community
 
workers, explaining the purpose of the campaign. While some of the
 
changes in attitude and knowledge may be attributable to that letter,
 
it probably only served to call the radio announcements to their atten
tion. A more interesting potential interaction is among the explanation
 
in the letter, the food recommended in the messages, and the tag lines
 
telling the mothers to seek more advice on child care from the community
 
workers. This recognition through the mass media of the importance of
 
the community workers may have made them more receptive to the recom
mendations. (A copy of this letter is found in Appendix D.)
 

(7) Recommendation8 for Changes
 

The foregoing analysis of the impact of the project suggests
 
some ways that future campaigns in the Philippines could be changed to
 
increase their effectiveness. Aside from integrating the short radio
 
messages with on-the-ground education and service programs, which will
 
be treated in more detail in the closing section of the report, the
 
messages themselves could be changed. These changes reflect a better
 
understanding of the real and perceived constraints to adoption.
 

Zeitlin and Formacion pointed out that lugaw may not be
 
given daily to infants in the target age, but instead they are fed
 
watered down versions of adult foods. By recommending more strongly
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than was done in the original messages that the enrichment ingredients

be added to all the foods given to infants, the likelihood that they
 
would receive them would be increased.
 

The frequency with which the oil should be added can be
 
more strongly emphasized. The experiment's messages mentioned "every

day" four times in total, but apparently this was not enough to overcome
 
the resistance to giving it more often. 
This recommendation does not
 
ignore the severe constraint imposed by the high cost and relative
 
unavailability of cooking oil.
 

Mothers should be taught that the oil for a child is the
 
same oil they normally buy for their families, rather than a special

oil, as reported by some of the interviewers. Since Wesson Oil and
 
other highly refined or imported oils are scarce and costly, this is
 
an important element of resistance.
 

The messages also ought to persuade the mothers to set aside
 
some portion of the family's oil supply especially for the infant since
 
it appears that many of those who want to give it regularly cannot do
 
so since the supply is exhausted in the first few days after purchase.
 

From the experiment in Nicaragua and the Philippines, it
 
is clear that radio messages and other instruction about preparation

of foods ought to be as exact as possible. Little doubt should be left

in the mother's mind about the best way to prepare the new food or medicine.
 

C. PROJECT COSTS
 

Since *his has been an experiment, total costs for the project

exceeded those that could be expected for projects in the context of
regular nutrition education programming. Approximately 75% of the costs
 
for evaluation and 20% for the management by Philippine authorities may

be attributed to the experimental nature of this project. Based on the
 
experience of Manoff International Inc. in other countries where condi
tions have not been as 
favorable for design and implementation, costs
 
for a nonexperimental project covering several themes is contrasted, in
 
the table below, with the actual costs for the Philippine experiment.
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TABLE 13 

ACTUAL PROJECT COSTS AND 
NONEXPER IMENTAL 

ESTIMATES 
PROJECT 

FOR A 

ACTUAL 
COSTS 

NONEXPERIMENTAL 
COSTS 

Project Design and Development 
(Technical assistance, message 
testing, travel, per diem, etc.) $15,750 $20,000 

Project Evaluation 
(Technical assistance, data 
collection, processing, analysis, 
report preparation) 46,250 11,150 

Media Time 4,850 10,000 

Management by Philippine Government 
(Salaries, travel) 10,100 8,600 

TOTAL COSTS $76,950 $49,750 

These costs can be compared to the projected numbers of
 
families reached in the experimental project. For example, using the
 
full experimental costs, $2.50 was required to bring about a change in
 
attitude about adding oil for each of 30,580 mothers. Enrichment with
 
oil by 2,750 mothers required $27.00 each. If the nonexperLmental costs
 
are used, the costs for attitude change about oil is reduced to $1.60
 
for each family and adoption of oil costs about $18.00.
 

These cost comparisions do not tell the whole story because
 
the families benefited in many other ways: changing attitudes about
 
fish and vegetables, learning about the value of the ingredients, and
 
enriching the lugaw with foods in addition to oil.
 

Moreover, in a nonexperimental project, additional economies
 
could be realized by expanding the program to other areas, covering
 
more families at little additional costs; extending the duration of
 
the campaign; using the mass media more efficiently; and through train
ing, using more national resources and fewer high-cost foreign techni
cians.11
 

11 These cost reduction strategies are discussed in more detail in
 
Part Three, Section C, beginning at page 64, below.
 

http:cians.11
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PART TWO: THE PROJECT IN NICARAGUA
 

I. PROJECT DEVELOPMENT AND DESIGN
 

A. SUMMARY
 

The project developed at a different pace in Nicaragua than
 
in the Philippines, but the delays encountered enrich our understanding

of the dynamics of applying modern marketing disciplines in different
 
circumstances. 
 Conditions in Nicaragua were more representative of

developing countries in which interest in an integrated and more aggres
sive nutrition program is just beginning and in which the use of radio
 
for development goals is in an experimental stage. Not until after
 
the messages were on the air was an interministerial nutrition group

formed, the Comite Tecnico de Nutricion, whose director later served
 
as local project manager.
 

B. STEPS IN PROJECT DEVELOPMENT AND DESIGN
 

The pattern of development in Nicaragua was similar to the
 
experiment in the Philippines. 
Four basic steps were followed:
 

- Selecting objectives for a specific target group
 
- Drafting and producing the messages
 
- Testing the messages with the target group
 
- Developing a media plan and monitoring system
 

1. SELECTING OBJECTIVES FOR A SPECIFIC TARGET GROUP 

While in the Philippines a theme for the experimental mes
sages was selected shortly after the technical assistance team began

work, several weeks elapsed in Nicaragua before this decision was made.
 
As a result of consultations with a special ad hoc committee formed in
 
the Ministry of Health, and visits to the rural areas of the country for

interviews with mothers, health and community workers, and shopkeepers,

treatment of acute diarrhea in young children and infants was selected
 
as the theme for the experiment.
 

In Nicaragua, as in many countries, it is 
common practice
during episodes of diarrhea to withhold fluids and food, to administer
 
homemade medicines, many of which are harmful, and to give purges such
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as Milk of Magnesia and mineral oil. This compounds the infection
 

with malnutrition and dehydration, resulting in gradual weakening and
 

sometimes death.
 

In subsequent trips to the countryside, the team investigated
 

the practicality of poor rural mothers' preparing a special rehydration
 

fluid made from one liter of boiled water, two tablespoons of sugar,
 

one-half teaspoon of salt, lemon juice, and bicarbonate of soda. Sugar
 

and salt were found in nearly all the homes, and most mothers had a
 

lemon tree or got lemons free from their neighbors, but bicarbonate
 

of soda was scarce and could be purchased in only a few of the village
 

stores. Most mothers knew how to measure the recipe for the fluid,
 

although many would have to improvise with bottles, cups, etc.
 

The invest 4ation suggested that mothers could prepare
 

the fluid according to the recipe, except for the bicarbonate of soda
 

which, after consultation with doctors, was dropped from the recipe.
 

Recommendation of some element of the recipe that is impossible to
 

fulfill would discourage many mothers from attempting the message's
 

recommendations.
 

On the basis of the interviews and additional consultation
 
with officials in the Ministry of Health, the following specific objec

tives were selected:
 

- Rural mothers will know that diarrhea dehydrates a
 
child, and will replace lost water with an oral
 
rehydration fluid, correctly prepared and adminis
tered, a liter a day, until the diarrhea stops;
 

- Rural mothers will not stop feeding their children
 
during diarrhea, but they will feed them easily
 
digestible foods;
 

- Rural mothers will not stop breastfeeding during
 
the illness, but will stop giving cow's milk;
 

- Rural mothers will not give purges to children
 
with diarrhea; and
 

- Rural mothers will seek medical care if the diarrhea
 
is serious.
 

2. DRAFTING AND PRODUCING THE MESSAGES
 

Writing the messages was more complicated in Nicaragua
 

than it had been in the Philippines. Aside from the lengthier process
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undergone to identify the theme, the messages themselves had to be

written three times before arriving at a final version.
 

After the first drafts were prepared, the Secretary of

Press and Information insisted that the project had to be conducted

in all of Spanish-speaking Nicaragua, not only in the test 
area origi
nally selected. 
The drafts had to be revised to take into account
 
the greater diversity of the expanded target group.
 

A second change resulted from the decision to set aside
 
the messages on prevention. 
To have kept this objective would have
required additional messages and added too much time to the evaluation
 
instrument.
 

Thirdly, after the first drafts had been tested, a new
 
authority figure was added, an older woman from the village.
 

Finally, the messages were extensively revised after a pre
liminary analysis of the findings from the household evaluation inter
views, conducted 6 months after broadcasts began.
 

In each instance, the messages were written and produced

in Nicaragua, using local radio writers to adapt the English and urban

Spanish versions to the idiom of the rural families, using popular

radio personalities as voices in the spots.
 

An analysis of the messages is found at the conclusion
 
of this section of project development.
 

3. TESTING THE MESSAGES WITH THE TARGET GROUP 

Because the messages were drafted several times, they were

tested twice in the homes of mothers with young children throughout

the rural areas. As in the Philippines, broadcast-quality messages

were played for mothers after which they were questioned about their
 
reactions.
 

The message tests provided valuable information about the
potential effectiveness of the messages. 
These are some of the changes

that were made as a result:
 

-
 Sound effects of a clinic were eliminated because
 
they detracted from the message itself;
 

- Greater emphasis was given to importance of giving
 
one liter daily of the rehydration fluid;
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- The recipe was generally understood, but greater
 
emphasis was given to the exact quantity of salt
 
for each liter;
 

- Because we had named the fluid "Super Limonada" for 
esse of recognition and memorability, some mothers 
thought it was a commercial product - therefore, the 
ability of every mother to make this product at home,
 
rather than buying it, was emphasized;
 

- Appropriate foods for the child were identified rather
 
than just calling them "soft foods";
 

- The midwife is not a credible character for advice
 
about child care - she was replaced with Dofla Carmen,
 
an old wise woman from the village;
 

- Radio personalities from the government's radio station
 
were identified as the voices of government propaganda 
therefore, soap opera personalities and commercial
 
announcers were substituted;
 

- Mothers were told that they could cook the rehydration
 
fluid if they were worried that a "cold" food would be
 
harmful to a child with both diarrhea and respiratory
 
problems.
 

4. DEVELOPING A MEDIA PLAN 

Broadcast time was purchased from commercial radio stations
 
throughout the country, instead of receiving all donated time from
 
capital city stations as in the Philippines. The time was purchased
 
through a Nicaraguan advertising agency. These differences made an
 
important contribution to our understanding of the management and
 
financial considerations of the reach-and-frequency technique.
 

Since the radio time was purchased, it was more important
 
to develop an efficient media plan. However, Nicaragua, like most
 
developing countries, has little information about the media habits
 
of the low-income, especially rural,families. By piecing together
 
information from household interviews, studies done of urban popula
tions, and the experience of the cooperating advertising agency, a
 
preliminary plan was prepared.
 

Midway through the campaign, the media budget, which had
 
been about one-half of that used to introduce a locally produced soft
 
drink, was reduced by 60%. However, because information on the target
 
group's media habits was available by then from the benchmark and interim
 
evaluation interviews, a more efficient media plan was prepared.
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Spots were placed close to or within popular soap operas

and early morning and midday versions of "Pancho Madrigal" and "Indio
 
Filomena," two programs with loyal followings throughout the rural
 
areas. Local stations programmed for "ranchera" music were also
 
included.
 

For the first 6 months of the campaign, an estimated average

of 3,405 spots were broadcast monthly. Of these, 440 spots were broad
cast monthly from the national stations so that any specific locality

might have been exposed to both the nationally broadcast stations and
 
the participating local station.
 

C. ANALYSIS OF THE MESSAGES
 

The first element of the creative approach was to select
 
a name for the rehydration fluid. Lemonade is a drink common to all
 
parts of rural Nicaragua, yet the name for this special lemonade had
 
to distinguish it from the other mixtures. 
"Super Limonada" takes
 
advantage of existing knowledge of how to prepare lemonade, but sets
 
it apart by calling it "super." There was a danger that mothers would
 
confuse Super Limonada with a commercial refreshment, so the messages

stressed that mothers could prepare it at home and the qualities that
 
made it "super."
 

The second element was to choose an authority figure.

Doctors are held in great esteem in rural Nicaragua. Even though most
 
families rarely visit a doctor's office, they spend what they must
 
to hurry to a health center or hospital when a child is dying. A doctor
 
from the health center of the air was the first choice as spokesman

of the new ways to care for sick children.
 

Young mothers in Nicaragua, as everywhere, also turn to
 
their mothers and neighbors for advice about how to care for their
 
children. In the second message test, midwives were found to be experts

in delivering babies, but they are not sources of advice about child
 
care. The midwife character was changed to Dofla Carmen, from the village

of La Esperanza. She is an older woman, wise in the ways of taking
 
care of sick babies and comforting worried mothers.
 

This character has turned out to be such a success in con
veying information about Super Limonada that she has the dominant role
 
in a series of six additional campaigns recently completed in Nicaragua

by the Comite Tecnico de Nutricion and Manoff International Inc.
 

A third authority figure was used in a different way.

"Pancho Madrigal" is the single most popular program on radio in
 
Nicaragua. In the series of messages broadcast from February to
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April, the close of the experiment, Pancho's voice introduces the
 
spots, imploring mothers to listen to Dofta Carmen, "Who knows every
thing about everything."
 

Through the evaluation interviews a number of Communication
 
Resistance Factors were identified that required special attention
 
in the preparation of the messages. These factors included:
 

- Recipe, especially a half teaspoon salt and
 

liter of water.
 

- Dosage - liter of Super Limonada daily.
 

- Feeding during diarrhea.
 

- Confusion of Super Limonada with a commercial
 
product.
 

- Purges - effect on the child.
 

- "Hot-Cold" foods.
 

- Boiling water for Super Limonada.
 

All of the six different messages concentrate on the recipe,
 
the dosage, and how to give it, but in some feeding during diarrhea is
 
emphasized.
 

Other resistance factors did not receive the same emphasis
 
since they were of lower priority. The objections raised by mothers
 
that lemonade, a "cold" food, could not be given to children with both
 
respiratory problems and diarrhea, did not emerge until after the interim
 
evaluation study. Since the messages were being revised at that time
 
and this factor posed a serious threat to adoption, an entire message
 
was devoted to it.
 

The minidrama format, as in the Philippines, allowed the
 
proponent of the new idea, the doctor or Dofla Carmen, to respond to
 
the concerns that the mother, a younger woman, had about this new way
 
of treating a child. The phrases used by the mother in her reaction
 
to the idea were lifted, in many cases, from actual conversations that
 
the team had with mothers in the early phase of project development.
 

The messages focused attention on the recommendations for
 
new ways of caring for children. Dofla Carmen's and the doctor's manner
 
is not didactic, but their advice is given with the firmness and authority
 
that is expected of people in their positions. They respond to the
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call for assistance from the mother of a sick child, answering her
 
objections and calming her fears, not with jokes or jingles, but with
 
suggestions for simple actions.
 

The spots conclude with the reminder that if the diarrhea
 
continues for more than three days, the parents should carry the child
 
to the nearest hospital. (The text of one message is found in Appen
dix E.)
 

II. PROJECT EVALUATION: DESIGN AND FINDINGS
 

A. RESEARCH DESIGN
 

1. SUMARY 

The impact of the messages on knowledge, attitude, and
 
methods of caring for children under five with diarrhea was evaluated
 
through household interviews before, during, and at the close of 10
 
months of broadcast. The interviews were conducted on a national sample,
 
covering all of Spanish-speaking rural Nicaragua, but excluding the
 
culturally different Eastern coast. There was no control group chosen,
 
due to the small size of the country and the necessity of broadcasting
 
on a national level, to provide a good test of the mass media in Nicaragua.
 

The findings of these interviews are projectable to all
 
families with children under five in Spanish-speaking rural areas as
 
defined by the Nicaraguan Bureau of Census.
 

In addition, interviews were conducted before and at the
 
close of the experiment with representatives of community workers 
doctors, nurses, rural school teachers, etc.
 

Figure 4 illustrates the research design followed.
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FIGURE 4 

PROJECT STRATEGY
 

ZIPACT STUDY -- VXPIRIAENTAL DESIGN 

- Determino evaluation instrument
 

- Select sampic - test and contol 

- Design and test questionnaire
 

- Conduct interviews
 

Interviews of DoLtors,
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Baseline Survey (Wave 1) 

Data Analysis 

(BEGIN BROA)CAST or MLSSAGES) 
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Data Analysis 

After 10 months (Wavo III) 

(LND BROADCAsI or ESSAGLS) 

- Data Analysis
 

The following Figure 5 shows the sampling plan in Nicaragua.
 

FIGURE 5
 

SN.ILL PLAN IN NICARAGUA
 

COP;LTrz"INTERVIEWS 

WAVE I 
Baseline 
-- alif 

WAVE 11 
After 6 Months 
of Broit.irt 

After 
-Of 

WAVE IlI 
O Months 

Broadcast 

Test Area lotal 
Households 942 926 984 

Interviewed in 
Preceding Waves - 58 08 

Community Workers 203 - 129 

2. METHODOLOGY
 

The interview instrument was designed by Manoff International
 
in collaboration with nutrition authorities inNicaragua, the Instituto
 
Nutricional de Centro America y Panama (INCAP), and other Nicaraguans
 
experienced in interviews of rural families.
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The testimony of target group mothers was recorded in the
 
course of a 30-minute interview covering treatment of diarrhea; knowledge
 
of the effects of diarrhea; availability of lemons, sugar, salt (Wave I
 
only); media habits; knowledge of Super Limonada; reaction of the mother
 
to the advice; participation in other programs; and sociodemographic

questions. (An English translation of the questionnaire is found in
 
Appendix A.)
 

As in the Philippines, knowledge, attitude, and behavior
 
changes were determined through self-reporting as recorded in household
 
interviews, supplemented by the observations of doctors and other
 
community workers. (See Appendix B.)
 

Self-reported behavior changes were used due to their
 
greater accuracy, rather than clinical records of reduced mortality
 
or morbidity, or observed behavior. Also, household interviews reflect
 
the geographic coverage of the radio broadcasts rather than a limited
 
clinic catchment area. While there is some danger in relying entirely
 
on the testimony of the mothers themselves, the independent observations
 
of the community workers are a check against exaggerated claims of
 
acceptance. Moreover, the structure of the questionnaire itself also
 
served as a check against demand responses.
 

Initially, control and test areas were selected in distant
 
parts of Spanish-speaking rural Nicaragua. After discussions with the
 
Secretary to the President for Press and Information, the plan was
 
revised, and all of the Spanish-speaking rural areas were included in
 
the test area, eliminating the possibility of a control area. Data
 
from the benchmark study have been compared to interviews after 6 months
 
and at the close uf the broadcasts, 4 .nonths later.
 

The sampling procedure allows findings to be projected to
 
all low-income rural Spanish-speaking families with children under five
 
years of age. The sampling frame of the Bureau of Census was used.
 

The sampling unit is the segment, a group of 20-30 households
 
bounded by clearly defined physical limits such as rivers, roads,
 
fences, etc. The country has been divided into approximately 16,000
 
segments, of which 8,000 are rural.
 

In the universe used by the Bureau of Census for making

projections of rural populations, there are 1,648 rural sectors, each
 
made up of 4-6 segments. From the 20% of those 1,648 sectors that
 
the Bureau of Census included in their sample, they chose 330 rural
 
segments. This is the frame used in this experiment.
 

For each wave of the interviews, 110 segments were selected
 
at random, which were returned to the pool after each wave. This
 
redrawing each time resulted in visiting some of the segments more
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than once, but considerable mobilityand choice of different house
holds in a segment prevented more than a 10% panel from developing.
 
No panel results will be presented in this report.
 

Qualified respondents were mothers of children ls than
 
five years old who have had diarrhea recently.
 

All interviews were recorded on tape cassettes for use
 
in providing feedback to individual interviewers, in verifying the
 
accuracy of completed questionnaires, and in coding.
 

The field investigation and coding were conducted by a
 
group of students and professional interviewers directed by Dr. Humberto
 
Belli, an independent researcher and professor at the Universidad de
 
Centro Amelica in Managua. Training of interviewers, testing the
 
quostionnairb, field interviewing, and coding were done under the
 
supervisiun of the Manoff International Inc. staff.
 

Self-administered questionnaires were distributed to rural
 
community workers at Waves I and III. Their responses, while not
 
projectable because of their nonrandom selection, are indicative of
 
the trends in behavior, attitude, and knowledge change.
 

B. FINDINGS
 

1. SUMURY OF FINDINGS 

After 10 months of broadcasting, substantial progress has
 
been made in converting rural mothers to new habits of caring for children
 
with diarrhea. The recommended practices include preparation and admin
istration of a homemade oral rehydration fluid, continued feeding with
 
regular and soft foods and breastfeeding, cessation of giving purges,
 
and increased consultation of health personnel.
 

The project was not uniformly successful for all the objec
tives, but for the highest priority, 25% of the mothers reported giving
 
Super Limonada during their child's last episode of diarrhea, a 23%
 
change from the baseline. Knowledge about the function, dosage, and
 
recipe is widespread.
 

A 10% increase in the number of mothers who continue to
 
breastfeed or to give other foods during diarrhea is reported. However,
 
little progress was made in bringing about a decline in the incidence
 
of giving purges. Data indicate that there was an increase in the
 
number of clinic consultations made.
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2. MESSAGE RECALL
 

By the end of the project 65% of the respondents (N = 817) 
could recall one or more correct elements of the messages. Recall was
 
evenly distributed throughout the country, indicating that the media
 
plan, although reduced by 60% from the first months of the campaign,
 
was effective.
 

The most important elements for recall were the ingredients
 
in the recipe. In order for a respondent to have been counted as
 
having recalled the complete recipe, she must have recited the recipe

word for word, exactly as in the message. The respondents were not
 
prompted and many failed to mention lemon juice because for them it
 
was obvious that lemonade and Super Limonada required lemons. The
 
table below shows that between Wave II and Wave III increasing numbers
 
were able to recall the entire message, although more were able to
 
name only some part of the recipe. The drop between Wave II and Wave III
 
for the recipe fragments is because more were able to give the complete

recipe, although some portion may be attributable to the drop in fre
quency with which the messages were broadcast during the last 3 months
 
of the campaign.
 

TABLE 14
 

MESSAGE RECALL: COMPLETE RECIPE,FRAGMENTS,AND DOSAGE,
 
EXPRESSED AS A PERCENTAGE OF MOTHERS WHO HEARD THE MESSAGE
 

WAVE III WAVE II 

(N = 817) (N = 724) 

Complete recipe 7.7% 1.1% 

Recipe fragments: 
Water  one liter 21.0% 26.0% 
Sugar mentions 16.0% 23.0% 
Salt mentions 17.0% 24.0% 
Lemon juice 10.0% 9.0% 

Correct dosage 15.0% 16.0% 

Other elements of the messages were mentioned with less
 
frequency.
 

InNicaragua, the memorability of two authority figures 
the Doctor from the Health Center of the Air and Dofla Carmen, the old
 
wise woman - was compared. With the exception of advising mothers to
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seek medical help in case the diarrhea continued for more than three
 
days, Dofta Carmen more effectively conveyed information about Super
 
Limonada and ways to care for a child sick with diarrhea.
 

It would be dangerous to generalize from this brief trial
 
that in all cases a traditional voice, portrayed with country accents,
 
will be more effective. Each case merits testing with the target
 
audience.
 

3. KNOWLEDGE CHANGES 

Knowledge of the key elements on which improved child care
 
could be based increased significantly in the first 6 months of broad
casting, although unlike the Philippines, gains in knowledge continued
 
throughout the campaign. The campaign was less successful in teaching
 
mothers that diarrhea dehydrates their children and that purges can
 
be harmful. Only mothers whose children had had diarrhea within the
 
last three months from the date of interview are included.
 

a. Function of Super Limonada 

Within 6 months of broadcast, the name recognition of Super
 
Limonada and knowledge of its function had reached 83% of the target
 
group (N = 926). At the end of 10 months this had increased to 89%
 
(N = 984). This is particularly remarkable because only 65% have working
 
radios or could correctly recall having heard the messages by Wave III.
 
These figures reflect the emphasis put on the purpose of Super Limonada
 
in the messages, the influence of "word of mouth," and listening to
 
others' radios.
 

The messages were less successful in teaching mothers that
 
diarrhea causes dehydration of the baby. Only 2% of the mothers in
 
Wave III cited this as a reason for using Super Limonada. This concept
 
was mentioned in only one of the messages broadcast after January.
 

b. Where to Obtain Super Limonada
 

By the end of 6 months, the second major knowledge objective
 
for the campaign was reached: mothers knew that they could make Super
 
Limonada in their homes and that it was not a commercial product.
 
Ninety-three per cent (N = 926) of the mothers reported correctly that
 
Super Limonada is made in the home. This number remained the same at
 
Wave III.
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c. 
Recipe for Super Limonada
 

Super Limonada is distinguished 
from other lemonade
because it is made with a liter of water and one-half teaspooon of
salt. Nicaraguans often prepare lemonade, usually with a generous
amount of sugar, and less commonly with a pinch of salt. 
 The quantity
prepared depends if it is for a medicine, a hangover, for the whole
 
family, etc.
 

Since the incorrect quantity of salt would render the
mixture either ineffective or poisonous to the child, Dofia Carmen

repeatedly stresses the exact amount of salt to be used, "media
cucharacdita de sal, ni mae 
ni menos" (half a teaspoon of salt, neither
 more nor less). 
 The sugar and the lemons, less important medically,

and posing fewer cultural barriers, received less emphasis in the
 
messages.
 

There were opportunities in various questions to tell how
 
to make Super Limonada. 
The table below shows the percentage of the
respondents who have learned the entire recipe or its parts. 
These
 are conservative figures, because respondents were not prompted by
the interviewers to include lemon juice or the quantities of various
ingredients. 
Only those mothers volunteering the exacL quantity of
the correct ingredients as specified in the messages were counted.
 

These data should be contrasted to the message recall of
the recipe, where less than one-half of the number of mothers could
recall the entire recipe. This comparison confirms the findings of
commercial advertising research in which recall of the message in many

cases is not related to knowledge gained from it.
 

TABLE 15
 

KNOWLEDGE OF HOW TO MAKE SUPER LIMONADA EXPRESSED
 
AS A PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL RESPONDENTS*
 

-WAVE III WAVE II WAVE I
 

(N = 984) (N= 926) (N = 942) 

Complete recipe 
 14% 7% 
 -0-


Liter of water 
 59% 43% 
 -0
2T of sugar 
 29% 19% -0
t of salt 
 47% 36% 
 -0-


Juice of 2 lemons 
 24% 37% 
 -0

* 
p = 0.05 for all figures
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To implant the recipe further, it has been recommended
 

to the Comite Tecnico de Nutricion that it should be the subject of
 

a colorful, nonverbal pamphlet or poster that mothers could paste
 

to the interior walls of their homes.
 

d. Correct Dosage
 

Because mothers strongly resisted the idea that an infant
 

or child could drink up to a liter of lemonade in a day when sick with
 

diarrhea, messages continually stressed that the liquid could be given
 

"little by little," in a cup or in small amounts throughout the day
 

and explained that when the child is well, he easily drinks a liter
 
of water or juice in a day.
 

The following table shows the number of mothers who changed
 
their knowledge and beliefs concerning this seemingly large quantity
 
of liquid.
 

TABLE 16
 

KNOWLEDGE CHANGE: BABIES CAN CONSUME A LITER,
 
EXPRESSED AS A PERCENTAGE OF ALL RESPONDENTS
 

WAVE III WAVE II WAVE I
 
(N = 984) (N = 926) (N = 942)
 

Yes, babies can
 
consume a liter 52%* 43%* 21%
 

By bottle 8% 6% 4% 
By spoon 2% 4% 3% 
By cup 3% 4% 4% 
"Little by little" 44%* 36%* 15% 

* p = 0.05 

It is significant that the mothers tended to respond to
 
this question in the same words used in the text of the messages:
 
"little by little."
 

In order to verify the accuracy of the respondents' knowl
edge, those who could volunteer the correct amounts and frequencies
 
for administering Super Limonada were tabulated.
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TABLE 17
 

CORRECT DOSAGE VOLUNTEERED, CALCULATED BY MULTIPLYING
 
AMOUNTS AND FREQUENCIES VOLUNTEERED: EXPRESSED
 

AS A PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL RESPONDENTS
 

WAVE III -WAVE I
 

(N = 984) (N = 926) (N = 942)
 

Correct dosage
 
volunteered 42%* 21%* 16%
 

* p = 0.05
 

Given the considerable resistance to the idea of adminis
tering a liter at the beginning of the campaign, this increase is
 
very encouraging. Huwever, emphasis on the importance of the dosage
 
and how it can be given should be continued in subsequent campaigns.
 

e. Change in Knowledge About Soft Foods
 

At the beginning of the campaign, only 25% of the respondents
 
could correctly name soft foods such as rice water, purees, bananas,
 
etc. By the end of 6 months, this figure had risen to 54% (p = 0.03)
 
and by the end of 10 months, to 64% (p = 0.05).
 

f. Change in Knowledge About Purges 

The messages were not successful in teaching mothers that
 
purges were harmful for children with diarrhea. In five of the six
 
messages broadcast from July to February, the doctor tells the mothers,
 
"Don't give purges!" - but no explanation is given for this warning.
 
In the messages broadcast from February to the end of the campaign,
 
this advice was dropped. The project director decided that if mothers
 
were to understand why purges are dangerous, more elaborate explanations
 
would be required including identification of which commercial products
 
acted as purges.
 

The knowledge gains observed during the 10-month project
 
in Nicaragua are particularly interesting because they demonstrate that
 
mothers can absorb large amounts of new information, even when presented
 
in a 60-second format. This suggests that campaigns using several themes
 
can be run simultaneously without detracting from one another.
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4. BEHAVIOR CHANGE'
 

The campaign was most successful in convincing mothers to
 

give Super Limonada for diarrhea. Other objectives met with less suc
cess. Our findings suggest the continuation of this campaign requires
 
greater consideration of the cultural and economic constraints to
 
changing the ways that children are treated when they are ill.
 

a. Super Limonada
 

By the end of 6 months, 25% of the respondents reported
 
that they administered Super Limonada during the last episode of their
 
children's diarrhea. Behavior change was measured by the number of
 
mothers who volunteered in unaided questions that they gave Super
 
Limonada or who answered affirmatively to an aided question and who
 
could also give the correct quantity and frequency.
 

TABLE 18
 

BEHAVIOR CHANGE: MOTHERS GIVING SUPER
 
LIMONADA DURING LAST EPISODE OF DIARRHEA
 

WAVE III WAVE II WAVE I
 
(N = 984) (N = 926) (N = 942)
 

Report using
 
Super Limonada 22% 25%* 2%
 

* p = 0.05 

The plateau in adoption may reflect a number of factors:
 

- No dramatic or seasonal increase in the incidence
 

of diarrhea;
 

- Scarcity of lemons due to drought;
 

- A reduction in the frequency of airing the
 
messages; or
 

I The term "behavior change" is used here to describe the change in
 

practice claimed by mothers. As in the Philippines, it is not clear
 
the extent to which the mothers have adopted these recommendations as
 
part of their habitual child care practices or if they have only adopted
 
the recommendations for one episode of diarrhea.
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- Acceptance by "first adopters" while the more
 
stubborn and less adventurous remain to be
 
persuaded.
 

The findings show that contrary to the usual pattern for

April and May, there was no increase in the incidence of diarrhea.
This may be indirectly attributed to the nationwide drought which
affected the fruit crop, from which many toddlers and preschoolers
 
contract diarrhea.
 

The lemon crop suffered from the drought, and the scarcity
was an important constraint to preparation of Super Limonada. 
While
in the benchmark study 48% of the mothers could point to a fruit-laden
lemon tree in their patio, few could do so in the third wave.
 

If the scarcity had been detected earlier, a revised recipe
could have been given, including only water, sugar, and salt.
 

In addition to behavior change as reported by mothers,
there are independent indications that Super Limonada is being given
as a treatment for diarrhea. Before broadcasts began, 1% (N = 203)
of doctors and community workers reported that mothers gave lemonade
 as a treatment for diarrhea. 
After 10 months, 13% (N = 129) reported
that mothers in their communities gave Super Limonada or lemonade for
 
diarrhea, a change of 12%.
 

The community workers are now also recommending the fluid
for children with diarrhea. 
None of them gave such advice at the
baseline, while 17% reported giving this advice after 10 months. 
 Because
secondary sources such as doctors and community workers may have a
dramatic effect on acceptance of a new idea, in any subsequent campaign

these people should be more fully involved.
 

Some of the community workers may have been prompted to
recommend Super Limonada because of a letter sent to them from the
Minister of Health at the beginning of the campaign, but their constant
 exposure to the message no doubt was a strong reminder.
 

b. Continuation of breastfeeding
 

The household interviews suggest that the incidence of continuing breastfeeding during bouts of diarrhea increased during the
experimental period. 
However, because the base of the respondents is
all mothers regardless of the age of their children, the answers reflect
the intentions of the mothers as well as actual behavior.
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TABLE 19 

ADOPTION OF CONTINUING BREASTFEEDING AS REPORTED BY
 
MOTHERSD EXPRESSED AS A PERCENTAGE OF ALL RESPONDENTS
 

WAVE III WAVE II WAVE I
 
(N = 984) (N = 926) (N = 942)
 

Adoption of continuing
 
breastfeeding 93% 92%* 83%
 

*p = 0.05 

The percentage of community workers who reported that
 
mothers continued breastfeeding during diarrhea also increased by
 
10 percentage points, from 62% (N = 203) at the baseline to 72%
 
(N = 129) after 10 months.
 

c. Continuing Feeding
 

Nutritionists in many countries report that mothers stop
 
feeding their children during episodes of diarrhea and other illnesses.
 
The findings from this study indicate that many continue to feed them,
 
but probably in quantities too small to satisfy their increased needs,
 
and with foods low in nutritional value. After 10 months, the number
 
of mothers who reported that they did not stop feeding during diarrhea
 
had increased from 75% at the baseline to 86% (p = 0.05). An increased
 
percentage of community workers also reported that mothers continued
 
to feed a child during diarrhea, rising from 50.2% (N = 203) to 62.7%
 
(N = 129), a change of 12.5%.
 

The foods given these children include either the soft
 
foods specified in the message or, most often, the foods available in
 
the house; that is, beans, rice, and tortillas. This information,
 
combined with data findings on "soft foods," indicates that future
 
messages on how to feed children during diarrhea should stress quantity,
 
the texture and consistency of common foods, and how to prepare them
 
for ease of digestibility for a sick child. Mothers seem to have
 
developed the impression that soft foods are special, need to be pur
chased, or are otherwise not available, rather than regular foods rendered
 
more digestible.
 

d. Soft Foods
 

There was an increase in the use of soft foods, from 12%-18%
 
(Wave I to Wave III), as reported by mothers in an unaided question.
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Although the adopted soft foods were comprised mostly of rice water,
one of those recommended in the messages, it is unlikely that much
nutritional benefit was derived. 
Rice water, as prepared in Nicaragua

and many other countries, has little rice and mostly starchy water.
 

For this reason, in the messages broadcast during the
last three months, rice water was dropped as one of the recommended
 
foods.
 

e. Cessation of Purges
 

The number of mothers who give purges for diarrhea did
not decline during the experiment. However, it appears that the number
of mothers who customarily give more than one purgative has declined.
 

Since purges are widely advertised products, education
of the public in their correct use represents a challenge to the Government of Nicaragua. 
Misuse of this and other patent medicines is probably

widespread in many other countries.
 

TABLE 20
 

CESSATION OF PURGES AS REPORTED BY MOTHERS,
 
EXPRESSED AS A PERCENTAGE OF ALL RESPONDENTS
 

-WAVEIII WAVE II WAVE I 
(N= 984) (N= 926) (N = 942)
 

Mineral oil 
 15%* 21%* 
 34%
Olive oil 
 9% 14% 17%
Milk of Magnesia 
 45% 48%* 57%

Purges - Other 15%* 21%* 
 33%
 

* p 0.05 

Contrary to the reports by mothers, community workers report
increased use of purges. 
At the baseline, only 6.9% of the 203 community
worker respondents reported that mothers in their community used purges
for children with diarrhea. After 10 months, 17.8% 
(N = 129) reported
their use. 
This may reflect a real increase, or it may reflect the
workers being more aware in general of treatments mothers use for

children during diarrhea.
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f. Taking the ChiZd to the Doctor 

The number of mothers reporting that they or a member of
 

their family has visited a health center in the past year 
rose from 

44.1% at the baseline to 56.1% after 10 months, a change of 12.0% 

(p = 0.05). 

Community workers also report an increase in the number
 

of consultations made during this period.
 

TABLE 21
 

NUMBER OF VISITS PER WEEK REPORTED BY
 
COMMUNITY WORKERS: EXPRESSED AS A
 

PERCENTAGE OF ALL CONMMUNITY WORKERS 

PERCENTAGE OF COMMUNITY 

NUMBER OF VISITS WORKERS REPORTING VISITS 

REPORTED PER WEEK AFTER 10 MONTHS BASELINE 
(N = 129) (N = 203) 

1  5 14.0% 16.7% 

6 - 10 18.6% 5.4% 
10 - 20 16.3% 14.3% 

Over 20 20.2% 7.4% 

No visits 30.9% 78.4% 

Note the dramatic decline in number of community workers
 

who report no requests for advice, larger than the increase in the
 

proportion of doctors in the sample (59% after 10 months; 32% at baseline).
 

It is not clear if the consultations are for diarrhea or
 

Nor is it clear how much of the increase is due to the
other matters. 

Super Limonada messages encouraging mothers to seek medical help for
 

diarrhea, and how much is due to other programs.
 

C. PROJECT COSTS
 

Actual project costs in Nicaragua were 1.8 tines higher
 

than in the Philippines. Several factors contributed to this: the
 

evaluation costs alone were equal to the total cost of the Philippine
 

project; project design, message testing, and contractor's management
 

costs were 1.5 times higher than the amount for the Philippine project;
 

and media time was purchased at almost 10 times the cost of the value
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of the donated time in the other project. Had the project not been
 an experiment, many of these costs would have been far less. 
 The table
below compares actual costs and estimates for a nonexperimental project.
 

TABLE 22
 

ACTUAL PROJECT COSTS AND ESTIMATES FOR A
 
NONEXPERIMENTAL PROJECT
 

ACTUAL NONEXPERIMENTAL 
COSTS COSTS 

Project Design and Development 
(Technical assistance, message
testing, travel, per diem, etc.) $ 25,000 $20,000 

Project Evaluation 
(Technical assistance, data 
collection, processing, analysis,
report preparation) 77,000 11,100 

Media Time 31,000 10,000 

Management by Nicaraguan Government 3,000 8,600 

TOTAL COSTS $136,000 $49,700 

Using the findings of the sample survey and projecting them
for the rural families with children under five years of age, rough
estimates can be made of the costs of reaching these families with new
information and persuading the mothers to change the way that they treat

their children during diarrhea. For example, using the actual costs
of the project, it cost about $1.75 
to reach a rural family that is
estimated to have learned that Super Limonada is for treatment of
diarrhea. 
Probable costs for a nonexperimental project would reduce
 
this cost to about $0.65.
 

Based on the same estimates, it costs $7.30 to persuade
each of the 18,600 families to prepare and give Super Limonada to the
approximately 31,000 children under fiVe in these households. 
Under
nonexperimental conditions, these costs would be reduced to $2.70 per

family or about $1.60 per child.
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As in the case of the Philippines, these costs must
 
*be treated with a great deal of caution because they are based on
 
projections of a sample survey. They assume that estimates for
 
nonexperimental costs cannot be reduced nor effectiveness increased
 
through integrating the radio messages into regular nutrition education
 
programming; nor that other economies can be installed.
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PART THREE: CONSIDERATIONS FOR FUTURE APPLICATIONS
 
OF MASS MEDIA
 

The projects in the Philippines and Nicaragua have had
 
two main objectives. The first objective has been to test the extent
 
to which short radio messages, broadcast using the reach-and-frequency
 
technique, could bring about change among large numbers of rural
 
families without assistance from other education methods.
 

The preceding chapters have been devoted to presenting

the findings from the evaluation surveys in both countries. The data
 
demonstrate that the radio messages are strongly associated with exten
sive changes in knowledge and attitude among a large group of rural
 
mothers. Behavior change has also been demonstrated as well, and in
 
the Philippines the impact of the new behavior on the nutrient intake
 
of the target group infants has been estimated.
 

This method of using the radio is a promising way of bringing

about behavior, knowledge, and attitude changes, especially if combined
 
with more conventional outreach and education programs.
 

The second objective of the project has been to test the
 
practicality of this approach for other developing countries. 
There
 
is no simple answer to this question. The potential of the approach,

the resources that it requires, and its compatibility with existing
 
or planned programs must be examined in the context of each country.
 

However, by reviewing Manoff International's experience in
 
Nicaragua, the Philippines, and other countries, as well as assignments

in the United States, some of the most important factors in the expanded

application of the technique can be considered.
 

A. METHODS FOR INCREASING EFFECTIVENESS OF TECHNIQUE
 

1. CAREFUL SELECTION OF PROJECT THEMES 

a. Narrowing Alternatives
 

Selection of the theme is easiest if authorities have
 
prepared lists of priority health and nutrition problems. Where these
 
priorities have not been determined, communication project designers
 
may recommend them after consulting with a broad cross section of
 
doctors, nutritionists, agriculturalists, and other experts. In doing
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so, the manager can also identify the people and institutions whose
 

support must be solicited and maintained as the campaign develops
 
in greater detail.
 

If there is one distinguishing characteristic of the mar

keting approach, it is that the consumer's point of view has highest
 

priority. The target group, the rural or urban parents of young
 
children, also should be consulted in the search for the best themes
 

for education. Rather than relying entirely on the expert advice
 
of specialists, project managers can poll mothers and health and
 
nutrition educators in several villages or neighborhoods throughout
 
the target area to determine what advice they want and need.
 

b. Importance of Theme
 

In order for the project managers to make claims on the
 
resources of several ministries, on the private sector, and on the
 
mass media industry, the themes must deal with issues that many recog
nize as affecting large sectors of the population.
 

c. Consensus of "Experts" 

There must be consensus of principal health care providers
 
on each theme. Serious objections among doctors and nutritionists may
 
lead to the messages being contradicted when mothers visit the health
 
clinic or ask for advice. One of the most powerful tools of education,
 
consistency of information, would be lost.
 

A recommendation of a subsequent campaign in the Dominican
 
Republic was that only mothers who could prepare supplemental foods
 
undei hygienic conditions should feed their children other than breast
milk for the first 6 months of the child's life. In order to gain
 
consensus on this recommendation, a national conference of pediatricians,
 
public health service directors, and field supervisors was convened,
 
before the radio messages were allowed to go on the air.
 

As campaigns are redesigned or new ones started, consensus
 
building should continue through inservice training of health care
 
personnel and contact with workers in the field.
 

2. DEFINING OBJECTIVES 

a. Specific 

Specific behavioral, knowledge, and attitude objectives
 
must be set for each theme; i.e., "the number of mothers who breastfeed
 
infants aged 8-15 months will increase." As understanding of the eco
nomic, social, and cultural circumstances related to the theme improve,
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the objectives should become narrower, quantified, more specific,

and more realistic.
 

In Nicaragua, for example, it became apparent that mothers
 
would not stop giving purges to infants with diarrhea unless they

received more information on what products acted as purges. 
 In order
 
to provide this information, a new message should be designed with
 
the specific objective that mothers would recognize Milk of Magnesia

and other commercial preparations as being laxatives.
 

b. Realistic
 

The objectives must be actionable within the resources
 
that the target group families have or are likely to receive as a

result of a coordinated service or resource delivery program.
 

As discussed in preceding sections, the experience in
 
Nicaragua and the Philippines suggests that the investigation of the

circumstances of the target group, the seasonality of the ingredients

for the enriched weaning food and the rehydration fluid, and the
 
availability of the utensils for measurement could have been more
 
thorough. While it was apparent that many mothers did not have tea
spoons in the Philippines, and the messages were designed to take this
 
into account, more detail might have been given about how the lugaw

could be prepared without measuring spoons.
 

In addition to modifying the objectives or reducing expecta
tions, a nonexperimental treatment of this message might have involved
 
the health centers, community workers, and the private sector to insure
 
that mothers understood how to prepare the recipes. 
 In the case of

the Philippines, edible oil companies might have been involved in the

distribution of introductory amounts of oil for the infant and spoons

for measuring it.
 

By establishing the factors critical to accomplishment

of the objectives, the "resistance points," the project manager can

identify those which can be treated by more education, those which
 
cooperating agencies may provide, and those that seem intractable. In

this way, a judgment may be made about the practicality of expecting

the target group to adopt the recommended behavior.
 

In Nicaragua, field investigation showed that local stores
did not have bicarbonate of soda, and it 
was unlikely that sufficient
 
quantities could be distributed throughout the country in time to meet
 
the demands that would be created by the radio campaign. Absence of

this ingredient only moderately impaired the recipe's effectiveness,

and so it was dropped from the recommendation. If this unavailable
 
ingredient had been included, mothers might not have prepared the
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solution at all. This conclusion was borne out by effect on behavior
 
probably caused by the unforeseen drought that decimated the lemon
 
crop throughout the country.
 

c. Test Objective with Target Group
 

The objectives or solution must be tested for acceptability
 
with the target group. This should be distinguished from the determina
tion if the objectives are realistic and practical and from the testing
 
of the messages and other educational materials. A parallel in commer
cial marketing would be product testing.
 

In both Nicaragua and the Philippines, the mothers' own
 
reaction to the new ideas showed that preparation and feeding of the
 
new food and rehydration solution would have to overcome formidable
 
barriers of acceptability. When they were asked what they thought of
 
the idea of giving a young infant fish or cooking oil mixed with the
 
rice porridge, they were eloquent in their reasons why a child could
 
not eat these foods.
 

However, the project designers also should have worked with
 
several families, persuading them to fix the food and then observing
 
the mothers' and infants' reactions to it.
 

The purpose of this test would be to uncover mothers' satis
faction or dissatisfaction with the mixtures. Did they continue to
 
prepare the mixture after the first introduction? Did they modify the
 
recipe to suit other goals such as taste, cost, or convenience? What
 
was the reaction of the infant to the new food? Since the introduction
 
of the first solid food can be a trying experience for mother and child,
 
it is important that the designers of the messages understand the reac
tions of the mothers and how these can be treated in the message.
 

A similar test could have been performed in Nicaragua with
 
the rehydration fluid. Since the infants in the test would be only
 
those with severe diarrhea, mothers will be able to detect a rapid
 
change in the appearance and behavior of the child after taking some
 
of the fluid. The mothers could have been observed to learn how they
 
fed it to the child, what they did when the child rejected it, what
 
they felt about the fluid after it had been given to the child, some
 
of the errors or problems they had in preparing it, and how they modified
 
it to suit their own tastes, convenience, or budget.
 

3. DR4FTING THE MESSAGES
 

The message is the most important element in the project.
 
Without an effective message, whether it is transmitted by radio, tele
vision, poster, or in the classroom, the campaign is worthless. In
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the preceding pages of this summary, considerable emphasis has been
 
given to the process of selecting a theme and identifying realistic
 
objectives. On the basis of this information, the creative approach

is selected and the messages are prepared.
 

Since the messages are designed for durability - to last
 
months or even years with only minor modifications - a major portion
 
of project funds should be invested in these initial steps.
 

4. TESTING THE MESSAGES
 

Testing of the messages with the target group is essential.
 
If one thing is clear from these two experiments, it is that those who
 
prepare the messages should doubt all conventional wisdoms, should test
 
every word or phrase in the messages, and should be ready to begin all
 
over again when the first message testing results are in.
 

Some of the ways that the message could be improved for
 
future projects are the folJowing:
 

a. Test managers should design an open questionnaire that
 
probes every issue about which there is the slightest doubt. In Nicaragua
 
it was assumed that mothers understood the word "mogos," meaning mashed
 
and well-cooked foods. Only after the first wave of project evaluation
 
interviews did we discover that only 1% of the mothers understood what
 
this meant. In the Philippines the effectiveness of the messages would
 
have improved if we had stressed more the importance of adding the
 
enrichment ingredients to foods other than rice porridge. The conventional
 
wisdom that all mothers feed their weaning infants this watery rice gruel
 
was too readily accepted.
 

b. The group the messages are tested with should include
 
other family members and/or neighbors. In many cultures the mothers
in-law are the most important source of information about caring for
 
the young children. In others, the extended family is less important,
 
but the husband involves himself in everyday decisions about child care.
 

c. The interviews should be recorded. The principal goal

of the message testing is to gather qualitative data about the target

group's reaction to the message or other materials. While the inter
viewers may make notes, an unobtrusive cassette recorder is far more
 
accurate. More importantly, it will allow the designers of the messages
 
to review at their leisure the reactions of all the mothers.
 

d. The sample should be from diverse parts of the target
 
area, or represent all of the subsegments of the target group. Because
 
the respondents in message testing are not chosen on a random basis,
 
the project managers may tend to select the most accessible respondents
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without considering the variety of characteristics that may affect
 

their reaction to the message. These characteristics include: educa

tion, income, access to health and nutrition services, participation
 

in outreach programs such as Mothers' Clubs, ethnicity, and radio
 
ownership.
 

e. In addition to interviews in the homes of the respondents,
 
group interviews ought to be considered as a first step in testing of
 
mass media and other materials. Group interviews are less expensive
 
than household surveys, but require different interviewing skills.
 

5. MEDIA ACCESS
 

The comparison between the two countries is instructive 
one where time was donated free by all the stations in the regions,
 
and the other where it was purchased at commercial rates. In both
 
countries the project received less radio time than was bargained for;
 
however, in the Philippines loss of interest in the last months of the
 
campaign resulted in drastically lower frequencies. Although the project
 
in Nicaragua did not receive all the coverage contracted for, we have
 
no evidence to suggest that the frequency fell off in the last months
 
of the campaign.
 

6. LONG-iERM EXPOSURE TO MESSAGES 

The reach-and-frequency technique requires repeated broad
casts over many years. This experiment ran for only one year, demon
strating only the potential for change.
 

The focus of the messages may need to be modified occasion
ally to reflect the changing characteristics of the target group, or
 
to avoid message fatigue, especially if a very heavy schedule of broad
casts is planned. However, the same objectives ought to be pursued for
 
months and years, without respite, so that the rationale of the recom
mended behavior becomes an accepted truth and the benefits of adoption
 
are apparent.
 

The necessity for long-term exposure of the messages places
 
a premium on establishing an agreement between the stations and the
 
sponsoring government agencies.
 

7. PROJECT MANAGEMENT 

One of the main advantages of the reach-and-frequency technique
 
is that the management requirements are less than other uses of the mass
 
media, such as longer programs which must be written and produced regularly,
 
or conventional education programs that need cadres of field workers.
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The investment of personnel time is heaviest during the
 
development phase. However, once the messages are on the air, there
 
are continuing management requirements such as the following:
 

- Contact with participating radio stations to
 
assure they comply with the media schedule;
 

- Monitoring of feedback from field workers and
 
the target group;
 

- Integration with other education and service
 
programs.
 

When several campaigns get underway simultaneously, one

full-time person will be needed for project management. The manager

should be thoroughly trained in the use of the mass media, not neces
sarily an expert in any one phase, but skilled in identifying and

organizing resources in the community which can serve the project.
 

B. INTEGRATION WITH EXISTING PROGRAMS
 

The effectiveness of the reach-and-frequency technique can
 
be increased by using it to complement more conventional education and

service programs. The experiments in Nicaragua and the Philippines,

by design, excluded integration with other programs. However, during

the experiments, numerous opportunities were identified for meshing

the work of public and private sector programs with the mass media.

Only a few are mentioned here; our imaginations are the only limitation
 
to devising communication components to nutrition improvement programs.
 

However, it is important to remember that in most countries,

thousands of families will have only infrequent contact, if at all,

with representatives of service or education programs. 
For them, the
 
mass media will be the only direct source of information.
 

For the families who are exposed to several media, the
 
impact of each is multiplied. Field workers themselves will benefit

from constant exposure to the radio messages.
 

Some of the ways to integrate the mass media with other
 
programs include the following:
 

1. VISUAL MATERIALS
 

Some messages, more than others, will benefit from visual

presentation. 
For example, the recipes recommended in both of the
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campaigns readily lend themselves to visual, nonverbal display in
 
posters and flyers. The distribution of these printed materials to
 
a significant number of families would be a major undertaking, and
 
could only be done as part of an already-existing outreach network.
 

2. COMMUNICATION WITH FIELD WORKERS 

The mass media messages are constant reminders to the field
 
workers of the high priority of these objectives. Since all the workers
 
and supervisors, as well as the families, are listening to the same
 
messages, a quickened pace or campaign momentum can develop.
 

The specific objectives of the mass media campaigns can
 
be the subject of official communications to the community workers.
 
While direct mail efforts are not possible in most rural areas, they
 
may work in the cities. ,
 

3. COMBINE TECHNIQUES WITH OTHER MATERIALS
 

Many of the project development methods used in the reach
and-frequency approach can be transferred to the development of other
 
education materials.
 

4. USE PRIVATE SECTOR DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
 

The distribution systems of the private sector ought to be
 
utilized wherever possible and where they would not detract from the
 
objectives of the project. For example, printed information to mothers
 
in a literate society might be sent through packaged staples such as
 
salt. The carbonated beverage or transistor battery companies who have
 
national distribution in nearly every country may also be used for
 
delivering to remote rural stores.
 

C. RESOURCES REQUIRED FOR DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
 

The potential for designing and executing mass media nutri
tion education programs exists in most developing countries. A major
 
task ahead is to identify these resources, their mobilization, and in
 
some cases, their training or orientation.
 

1. HUMAN RESOURCES
 

It is not necessary to import "experts" or creative talent
 
from New York or Washington for the design of every project. Authors
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of popular radio soap operas, short story writers, poets, advertising
 
copywriters, and others already have an appreciation of the power of
 
the written word, and many have skills in capturing the flavor of a
 
dialogue between a doctor and a young mother, for example. Others,
 
because they write for low-income audiences already, know the best
 
vocabulary, sayings, and popular allegories to use.
 

a. Training
 

However, the creative resources may need training in the
 
overall design of a campaign, in the orientation of their creative
 
styles to the urgency and gravity of nutrition and health problems,
 
and in the methods of inquiry about the identification of the theme
 
and the objectives for a campaign.
 

Training of project managers is also a task that should be
 
undertaken in most countries. In many, there are people with experience
 
in the overall direction of national nonformal education programs, or
 
in management of commercial accounts for national marketing of products
 
to the low-income. Others know the intricacies of extracting inter
ministerial collaboration necessary for an effective overall nutrition
 
program.
 

These people need training in the broad outlines and disci
plines of mass media programs, in appreciation of the power of the media
 
and methods of integrating it with other programs, in the identification
 
of people and institutions that should contribute to a national effort,
 
and in the management of ongoing programs.
 

The most effective training is done on the job, with ample
 
time to reflect on the process and to assume increasing amounts of
 
responsibility for design and management. If inservice training cannot
 
be provided for those who need and want it, the second best alternative
 
is regionally based workshops and seminars that focus on real problems,
 
and in which the trainees are exposed to conditions very similar to
 
those found in their countries. For this reason, we believe that train
ing exclusively in the United States is not useful.
 

b. Technical Assistance
 

In most health ministries or integrated nutrition programs,
 
an outsider is necessary to spark the interest and enthusiasm in this
 
new approach to using the mass media. In some countries, this spark

is all that is needed to get a sound, professionally conceived project
 
underway. However, in most countries, the initial intervention must go
 
beyond this to include guidance and training in communication disciplines.
 

Technical assistance provides the best opportunity for
 
inservice training as well as greater assurance that the first experience
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of the country with the technique will be successful and encouraging
 

to future efforts.
 

Technical assistance should be intermittent and kept at
 

a distance from decisions about media access and management of media
 

relations. Foreigners should not be directly involved in buying or
 

requesting media time. This is a particularly sensitive subject in
 

most countries.
 

2. 	 ESTIMATED COSTS 

The attractiveness of this approach to using the radio for
 

nutrition improvement is its low costs in relation to potential effective-


In preceding sections some of the ways that effectiveness could
ness. 

be increased have been suggested. These have included improvements in
 

the design and implementation of the project and its integration with
 

other outreach and service programs.
 

A major source for reduction of cost is the training of
 

people in each country to do their own project design, management, and
 

evaluation. This places a high priority in training and initial tech

nical assistance.
 

However, there are numerous other opportunities for reducing
 

costs: 

a. 	Expanding the coverage of the messages, exposing more
 

families rather than just those in the experimental area:
 

This may require some changes in the texts of the messages
 

and additionalprebroadcast testing for changing demographic
 

and cultural characteristics, translation, and rerecording,
 
but this should not be costly.
 

b. Extending the duration of the campaign: Since the messages
 
and other materials are designed for use over long periods
 

of time without diminishing their effectiveness, design costs
 

can be spread over several months, even years.
 

c. 	Increasing the number of messages: Savings can be realized
 

by conducting field research for several messages simultane
ously. In the Dominican Republic, messages for five campaigns
 

were developed, tested, and produced in about the same time
 

as required for a similar phase in the experiment in Nicaragua.
 

d. 	Better media planning: As each country accumulates more
 
complete and accurate information about the media habits
 

for low-income families, the most popular stations and
 
listening hours will carry the bulk of the messages.
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Estimated costs must be prepared for each country since
 
the costs for each element differ. In Nicaragua, a
 
60-second spot reaching about one million rural families
 
costs about $7.00, while in Iloilo, Philippines, a spot
 
reaching an audience of about the same size costs about
 
$0.25. A field interviewer in Nicaragua costs about
 
$20.00 per day including travel and per diem, while in
 
the 	Phillippines they may cost about $8.00 daily.
 

e. 	Integration with other programs: the use of the mass
 
media can be combined with existing nutrition education
 
and service programs to increase their mutual effective
ness, reducing unit costs. In addition, nutrition
 
education, family planning, and preventive health care
 
education programs can be integrated, sharing costs
 
for field investigations, creative resources, and some
 
administrative costs, and jointly bargaining for media
 
time and production costs. Since many of the subjects
 
of nutrition, family planning, and health are conceptually
 
similar, a synergistic effect may be realized by combining
 
their treatment in educational messages.
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Socio-Demographic Data (cont'd)
 

Type of Respondent Economic Cla~s
 

EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE: PHILIPPINES Old 5 Class C () 
New 6 Class D 

(Phase III) Interview No. Class E 

1 3
Old ( ) New ( )dProvirce 


Test Area Classiic-tin
Town __ Barrio Recorded NotRecordedEconomic Class Control Area 
Class C I Sibonga 1 Guimbal 1 Lemery 7 30 yrs. or 
Class D 2 Argao 2 Miagao 2 Alimodian 8 y~unge,- I'.aeofRespondent Age__ Class E 
 3 Dalaguete 3 Barotac Cabatuan 9 Pregnart 2Address Alcoy 4 Nue~o 3 Janiuay 0 Over 33 jrs.
Interview No. Boljoon 5 Anilao 4 Lanbunao %ith chiId 

Oslob 6 Barotac Duenas 12 rnths 

Viejo 5 Calinog or ycunger 3 

SOC-DE s.DH OqTA AJuy 6 Passi
 

============== ========-====== = =2 = === =_ 

A,, of houspwife Facilities in the Home
 
-1 Runing aterPROJECT 
 COttMUNICATE
 

E-cationai Attainment HW HH Running water
 
Electricity
 

Sore elerentary 1 Radiot ITALK TO RESPONSIBLE ADULT MEMBER OF HOUSEhOLD
 
C, 3'rted elementary 2 Wo-king radio
Sz-e nigh sc'col 3 23Wkn ai INTRO3UCTION: Good morning/afternoon/evening. I am
 
Cornleted high school 4 4 Radio not working 
 from Consumer Pulse, Inc., an independent rese~rch agency. We are conducting
Vorrlonal school 5h 4a T4a e 
 survey among mothers or among women who are pregnant. May I tail with tne
Vocational 5 5 Transister lady of the house please?
 
Soe college 6 6 Power
 
Has a de~ree 7 7 Both T and P 
 IF "IN"ASK TO SPEAK WITH HER; IF "NO" FIND OUT HOW GLD SHE ISO( hE!rER
 

Has FM band 
 SHE IS PREGNANT AND GO TO YOUR NEXT SAMPLE RESPODE*.T. 1F RESPCN:ENTCo eted/Soe 8 8 Television 1PROMISES TO BE QUALIFIED FOR AN !NTERVIEN BUT IS NCT AT hG:!E, ?4AKE AN
 
APPOINTMENT AND RECORD THIS CN THE CALL RECORD OF THIS QUESTICNN1!RE.
Not know/Refused 9 9 Weeklv Income Earned
 

Cccupat'on of Respondent TLK UALIE HOUSEWIFE
 
la. How many children 15 years or younger are there in the house?
 

Monthly Income of Household
 b. What are their ages' ____________________________ 
Occu3ation of Household Head 200 or less
 

201 - 300 2. Are you pregnant? yes _ no 
301 - 400 
401 - 600 FEEDING HABITS (CHILDREN 0-6 MONTHS OLD)

Zth'er Sources of Incone 601 - 800 
801 - 1000 3a. IiF WITH CTLDRE1 1.hat do you I'Ir PREGNANT FOR TH FIRST TI' $A 

1001 and over: usuaily teen babies who are from "Based on your knowleage, what do 
Size of .'ousehold Not know/Refused - 1 to 5 months old in your household? yoz usually feed babies who are

Home Ofwnershiol from 1to 6 ronths clo in yourAdults 16 years and over Home Ownershiphouseholo?"
 
Cni'lren 0-15 years Own house
 

TOTAL Renting ( ) PRO] Are they fed anything else for the first
 
Neither own nor rent T months? What eise?
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Feeding Habits (Children 0-6 months old) (cont'd)
 

Am/Lanot (Water from rice/corn) 
 vegetables 


Breast milk Tiki-Tiki Feeding Habits (Children 0-6 months old) (cont'd) 
Other milk Vitamin supplement 

(specify) (specify) READ EACH ITEM ON THE LIST. IF MENTION ANY OF THESE ASK 

CHECK "YES" OR "NO" FOR EACH. 1Q3d AND e. IF NONE MENTICZED. 
Rice Vegetables No Yes ISKIP TO Q4a. 

Mashed sweet potato (camote) (specify No ves 
Corn meal 
Bread/Biscuit Milk FreshFish 
Lugaw 

Avocado
Banana 

Mashed Vegetables 
(specify) 

Sugar 
Fruit 
Vegetable Soup
Ainomoto/Vetsin 

(
( 

) 

Salted dried 
( 

fis budh 
()(ginamos) 

( ) ( 

( ) ( 

M.ango 
Otner fruit 

Vegetable Soup Green leafy 
( ) (
 (specify) Seafoods
 

(specify) 
 (specify)
 

Calamansi juice
 
Otner fruit juices (specify) Coconut milk


(specify) __________________ Other vegetables C ) C ) 

(specify)
 
Eggs/egg yolk

FIsh

Coconut milk ()Ccoking 


(spoeiTy) oil/lard Oil/fat
 

(specify)
 

DO NOT READ LIST. RECORD UNDER UNAIDED ALL d. What kind of pot do you use to cook lugaw? How big is it?
 
OF HOUSE.'!FES VOLUJTARY RESPONSES. WHEN 
SHE hAS Fi'*ISPEC, READ TO HER ALL ITEMS 
.,-iCh SrE DID :,OT MENTION iF SqE SAYS .SHO POT riere 4s a pot. Pretend that this is the pot wAhere jou 
BABIES ARE FED TeESE FOODS, RECOPD RESPONSE cook your lugaw. S-lOWrups ADo SPOONS' ere are some measures.
I______________________________'DER A:OED. 


i ASK THE FOLLO,.ING QUESTIO. UD 3e SEPARATELY FOR OIL, FIS, I
 
b. Do ycu give luguw to a baby less FOR CODER'S USE ONLY: VEGETABLE AND/OR COCONUT MILK. I 

than 6 ronths old or not? 
Fed breast milk only How much (oil, fish, vegetable or coconut milk) do you/would you put 

Yes- in the lugaw for yojr baby before 1,e is 6 months old?
 
No- SKDT a
 

c. What do you put in your baby's lugaw %hen he is less than 6 months Less
 
olD? Do you p.t any ? Not 1/4 1/4 1/2 1 1 

Put tso tso) tsp t tbs 1/4C 1/2C IC Otrers 
Oil )} ) () () C) () () () )) 
Fish) C) ( C) () () () () )) _ 

Vegetables () () C) () () ( () C) 
Coconut milk (1 ( ) C ) ( ) ( ) C ) C ) ( ) ( ) 

I 
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Feeding Habits (Children 0-6 months old) (cont'd) 	 FEEDING HABITS (CHILDREN 6 MONTHS - 1 YEAR OLD)
 

e. 	How mch lugaw do you make in 1 day? 6a. iIF WITH CHILDREN What do you usually feed babies who are from
 
Pot/Cups 6 months to a year old in your household?
 

f. 	How much lugaw do you feed your baby in 1 day? __IF PREGNANT FOR THE FIRST TIME SAY "Based on your knowledge.

Pot/Cups 	 what do you usually feed babies who are from 6 months to a year old
 

in your household?"
 
g. 	How often do you put (oil, fish, vegetables or coconut milk) in your
 

baby's lugaw before he is6 montsh old? PROBE Are they fed anything else between 6 months and a year?
 

month do you put (oil, 	 VWhiteTse?IF LESS THANiL,.CEA WEEK How many times in a 

fisn, vegetables or coconut milk) in his lugaw?
 

Breast milk Tiki-Tiki
 
IF 11ORE THAN ONCE A WEEK How many days a week do you put (oil, fish. Other milk Vitamin supplement
 

vegetables or coconut milk) in your baby's lugaw before he is6 months (specify) (specify)
 
old?
 

I RECORD RESPOSE VERBATIM. FREQUENCY SHOULD BE INDICATED IN TERMS OF Rice Vegetables 
Nd'ISER OF TIMES WITHIN A SPECIFIED PERIOD LIKE 3 TIMES A MONTH, 2 Mashed sweet potato (camote) (speclify) 
DAYS A WEEK. 
 Corn meal
 

Bread/Biscuit
 

Not Less Than More Than Lugaw Vegetable Soup 
Put Once/Week Once/Week Am/Lanot (Water from rice/corn) 

Avocado Seafoods 
Oil () Banana (specify)
Fisn ( ) Mango
 
Vegetables ( ) Other fruit
 
Coconut milk () (specify) Coconut milk
 

4a. 	 You said you feed a child under 6 FKIP if Fed 
months withFesame way Calamansi juice Everything adults eat 

Pregnant with Other fruit juices _______________ 

first child (specify) 
For coder's use cnly:Fed differently 


Eggs/egg yolk Fed breast milk only

REPEAT ALL FOOD ITEMS IENTIONED BY HOUSEWIFE IN J Fish
 

FOQ3a AND c. Cooking
 
(specify) oil/lard
 

Was your last cnild fed in this way before he/she was 6 months old or
 
was ha/she fed oifferently?
 

b. 	Unat was different? DO NOT RLAD LIST. RECORD UNDER UNAIDED ALL OF HOUSzWIE'S
 
VOLUNTARY RESPONSES. WHEN SHE HAS FINISHED, READ TO HER
 
ALL ITEMS WHICH SHE DID NOT MENTION. IF SHE SAYS BABIES
 
ARE FED THESE FOODS, RECORD RESPONSES UNDER AIDED.
 

5a. 	 Is that how yci will feed your next SKPT Will feed same way
 
child befo-e he is 6 months old? " I Q6 i sIF HOUSEWIFE ANSWERS "EVERYTHING ADULTS EAT" PROBE AS TO
 
Will ycu feed him this way or dif- Will not have WHAT THESE FOODS ARE.
 
ferently? 	 another child
 

Will 	feed differently.
 

b. 	What will be different?
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Feeding Habits (Children 6 months - 1 year old) (Cont'd) 


b. 	Do you give lugaw to a baby who is between the age of 6 months and
 
a year old? 


Yes 


1SKIP TO Qla No 


c. What do you put in your baby's lugaw when he is between 6 months and 
a year old? Do you put any 7 

__________ ___ _____ _________Coconut 

READ EACH ITEM ON THE LIST.I IF MENTION ANY OF THESE ASK 
v CECK "YES" OR "NlO"FOR EACH.J Q6d AND e. IF NONE MENTIONED, 

N SKIP TO Q7a.

No Yes
 

No Yes
Mill ( ) ( ) 
Sugar ( )( ) Fresh fish ( )(

Fruit ( ) ( ) Salt dried 

Vegetable Soup ( ) ( ) fish (buwad) ( ) ( ) 

Ajlno-,oto/Vetsin ( ) C ) Salted wet fish
 

ginamos ( ) ( ) 
Green leafy

vegetables ( ) )
vegetablesI 


(specify) 


Other vegetables ( ) ( ) 

(specify) 


Coconut milk 
Oil/fat ( ) ( ) 

(specify 


d. 	 iS- 'D i Here is a tot. Pretend that this is the pot where you
cook your lzgaw. ISHOW CUPS AND SPOONS here are some measures. 

ASK T.E FOLLO01I4G OUESTION AND 53 SEPARATELY FOR OIL, FISH, VEGE-
TA3LS A*,OO COCCIJT '111-. 

hov much (oil, fish, vegetable or coconut milk do you/would you put 
in the lugaw for your baby between 6 months and 1 year? 
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Feeding Habits (Children 6 months - 1 year old) (cont'd)
 

Less
 
Not 1/4 1/4 1/2 1 1 

Put tsp t tsp tsp tbs 1/4C 1/2C IC Others
Oil 

Fish ) ( ( H H ___ 

Vegetables () ( () (
milk ( ~ U ) ( ) ( 

e. 	How much lugaw do you make in I day?
 
Pot/Cups
 

f. 	How much lugaw do you feed your baby in 1 day? Pot/CupsPotlCups
 

g. 	How often do you put (oil, fish, vegetables or coconut milk) in your
 
baby's lugaw between 6 months and 1 year?
 

IFLESS THAN ONCE A WEEK How many times in a month do you pit (oil,
 
fish, vegetables or coconut milk) in his lugaw?
 

IF MORE THANO01CE A WEEK I How many days a week do you put (oil. fisn,
 
veqptables or coconut milk) in your baby's luqaw bptwpen 6 wnth, ann
 
1 year
 

RECORD RESODi-SE VERBATIM. FPEQUENCY SHOULD BE INDICATED I%TEt'S F ;
NUMBER OF TIMES WITHIN A SPECIFIED PERIOD LIKE 3 TIMES A X3NTA. 2 DAYS
 

A WEEK.
 

Not Less Than More Than
 
Put Once/Week Once/Week
 

Oil {__
 
Fish (_)
 
Vegetables (__
Coconut milk (
 

7a. 	You said you feed a child between 6 months and a year old with ._..__.__.
 

Fed same way
 

Pregnant with 
first child/ 

SKIP TO &8 1 - first child 
under 6 mos. old 

Fed differently 

REPEAT ALL FOOD ITEMS MENTIONED BY HOUSEWIFE 
Q6a AND c. 
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Feeding Habits (Children 6 months - 1 year old) (cont'd) 


Iasyour last child fed in this way when he/she was between 6 months 
and ayear old or was he/she fed differently? 

b. Wk.at was the difference?
 

Ba. 	 Is that how you will feed your next child when he is between 6 months 
and 1 year old? Will you feed him this way or differently? 

Will 	feed same way
 

Will not have 

another child 


Will feed differently
 

b. What will be different?
 

COOKING HABITS 


9. 	At what age do you start feeding a baby ? 

READ LIST. RECORD AGE IN YEARS AND/DOR MONTHS.i 


Months/Years 	 Months/Years 


Lugaw Oil/fat - -IF 

Rice (not Sauteed food 
rice "am" Fried food 

water) Green leafy 
Salted wet fish vegetables
 
Fresh fish and green beans 

Corn meal (not water from
 

Other seafood vegetables) 


10a. Do you use cooking oil and/or lard? 	 Yes
 
SSKIP TO OlOc - No 

b. Pow often do you use cooking oil and/or lard? 1IF LESS THAN ONCE
 
A 11EK vcu use cooking oil and/cr lard in a 
How rany times do 
mctn? ,IF %C'R THA, OCE A WEEK I How many days a week do you 
use cooking oil and/or lard? 

Less 	than once a week More than once a week 


c. Do you have any cooking oil in the house? 

Yes
 

SKIP- TO No 
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Cooking Habits (cont'd)
 

d. May I see it? Present Not Available
 

e. Do you buy cooking oil? Yes __ No 

f. How often do you buy it? jIF LESS THAN O\CE A VEEK Howmany times
 
a month do you buy cooking oil? iIF HORE THA3 ONCE A WEEK Ho many 

days a week do you Duy cooking oil? 

Less than once a week 

I SKIP TO 00h - More than once a week
 
g. Why do you not use cooking oil?
 

____Yes ___No
h. Is it expensive? 


lla. What kinds of fish do you serve?
 

Salted dry fish
 
None
SKIP TO 


fresh fish
 
Salted wet fish 


b. How often do you serve fish? Less than once a week
 

More than once a week
 

LESS THAN ONCE A WEEK How rany times do you serve fish in a
 
month?
 

I IF MORE THAN ONCE A WEEK I How many days a week do you serve fish? 

c. Do you buy fish? .SKIPTO ile-Yes . SKIP TO 1. No 

d. Why do you not serve fish?
 

e. Is fish expensive? Yes No
 

f. 	 How often do you buy it? Less than once a week 

More than once a week 

I IFLESS THAN ONCE A WEEK I How many times a month do you buy fisn? 

I IF MORE THAN ONCE A WEEKj How many days a week do you buy fish? 

What others?12a. What kinds of vegetables do you serve inyour house? 
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Cookini Habits (cont'd) 


12b. I	IF SERVE GREE, LEAFY VEGETABLES OR GREEN BEANS How often do you 

serve green leafy vegetables or green beans in your house? 


IF LESS TH40CE A WEEK J How many times a month do you serve green 

lea-y vegetab~es or green beans?
 

C.CE ; WEEK I How many days a week do you serve green
I IF"2E -P,", 

leafy vegetaDles? 


Less 	than once a week 
 Fore than once a week 


c. 	 J-ITSE ,' OThER KI,.DS OF VEGETABLES I How often do you serve other 

kincs of .egetables in your house?
 

IF LESS T'=, 3--E A WEEK How many times a month do you serve other 


kins of ve;atables?
 

E	IF P,'RE . G'CE A WiEEK I How many days a week do you serve other 
kinds of vegetables? 

Less 	than once a week More than once a week
 

d. 	Do you buy vegetables and/or grow them? Buy only
 
Grow only 

Both buy and grow 


13a. 	 Go you serve sauteed and/cr fried food in your house?
 
Yes 


;SKIP TO Q14 No 


b. How often do you serve sauteed and/or fried food in your house? 

LSS T.A. O:,CEi A ..EEK How many times do you serve sauteed and/or 
Trie: 	food in a ronzn? 

Less than once a week More than once a week 

RADIO I*:-OC:'XTIO
 

14a. Co yo.Jown a radio or r.ot? 


;;: 0 ;;,.Pay I see it? Please turn.,
it on. 


SSKIP 70 Q4c 	 Own a working radio 

Own a radio that does not work 

Not own
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Radio Information (cont'd)
 

14b. Do you listen to someone else's radio regularly?
 
Yes
 

iSKIPT 15 No 

c. 	Did you listen to the radio in the past week?
 

ISKIP TO 015 Listened in past week
 

Not own radio
 

d. IIF LISTENS I How often did you listen to the radio in the past week?
 

Daily
 

e. 	On what days did you listen to the radio in the past week? 
Monday _ Tuesday _ Wednesday _ Thursday - Friday 

___ Saturday ___ Sunday 

f. During what hours did you usually listen to the 	radio in the past week?
 

A.M. 	 P.M.
 

g. 	What is your favorite station?
 

h. 	What is your favorite program?
 

15a. Have you ever heard a radio announcement or program about Lita and ter 
mother and how they feed the baby? 

Yes 
SKIP 	 TO Q16a - o 

b. 	 What do you remember about Lita and her mother? F PROSE
 

What were they saying? What was the story about?"
 

i6a. Have you ever heard of putzing oil in a 6-intn-old baby's lugaw?
 

Yes
 
1


ISKIP TO 0 6c No
 

b. 	How did you hear of this advice?
 



-- 
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16c. 	 Do you think putting oil in a 6-month-old baby's luqaw is good or 
not? Yes No 

d. 	 Why do you say that? 

17a. 	Have you ever heard of putting fish in a 6-month-old baby's lugaw? 


Yes 

ISKIP TO 017c - No 

b. 	Pow did you hear of this advice? 


c. 	 Do you think putting fish in a 6-month-old baby's lugaw is good or not? 

Yes No 

d. Why do you 	say this? 


18a. 	Have you ever heard of putting mashed vegetables or vegetables in a 
6-conth-old baby's lugaw? 

Yes 

iSKIP TO 18c 	 - No 

b. 	Howdid you hear of this advice? 

c. 	 Do you think cutting mashed vegetables or vegetables in a 6-month-oldbaby's lugaw isgood or not? Ys
bbtYes ___N 
No 


d. 	Why do you say that?
 

19a. 	 Have you ever put oil in your baby's lugaw before he was 1 year old? 


Yes 

SKIP TO Qlgc No 

SNever fed baby lugaw below 12 months
 

b. 	What was the result on youtp baby? 
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19c. 	 If not put. Why did you not put oil in your baby's lugaw. Why else? 

d. Have you ever put fish in your baby's lugaw before he was 1 year old? 
Yes
 

No
 

e. 	 What was the result of your baby? 

f. 	If not put. Why did you not put fish in your baby's lugaw? Why else?
 

g. 	Have you ever put vegetables or mashed vegetables in your baby's iugaw 
before he was 1 year old? Yes
 

SKIP TO No
 

h. 	What was tne result on your baby?
 

I. 	 If not put. Why did you not put mashed vegetables/vegetables in your
baby s ugaw? 	Why else? 

20. 	 Where/From whom do you get advice on how to feed and care for your baby? 

21a. 	 Would you like to hear more from Lita and her mother? __ Yes _ Ko 

b. Why do you 	say so? Why else?
 

22. 	 What other health and nutrition programs do you know? What othert? If
 
not mentioned, ask directly about each one as follows:
 

7
Do you know of 


23. 	 Haveyou participated in any of these? If.so, which ones have you par
ticipated in? 
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Know 
Programs Not Aided Aided Not Know Part. N/Part.
 

ItC-7arget Mother Child 
Feaith 62) () ( )(65) )(67) 

Mother Craft ) 1))() 
Bureau of Agricultural 

Extensian 
*Iutri Pack ) () () ) C) 
Under 5 Clirics () C) () C) () 
Cocm.mity Health Aids () (1 () () 
Creen Revolution ) () ) (
Ti-,.ang )()
 

World Health Workers 

___________ ) () () () () 
___________ () () () C) C) 

%.-tpaticipated in any ( ) ( ) ( } ,
 
:NoT know any () () ( )
 

THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION 



* 	 TRPI QESTiON~ARE 

SNEMI_____02 

L BF3) Empetando con el menor do too ats*. COGqu& frecueScia ls adado diarrea des. 
do bace un aflto? (Deade Ia Seman Santa pseada) AE. 4qiumxin th the mmgoest

MANOFF INT- rINATIONAL INC. ekiod. frequently has he had diaurla ,i thLaZst yar raism the last BoZ Meek)? 
CUESTIONARIO3.1I DE IMU[PACTO .DIPIIT QCI JYIO M (Vea el C6dga. lnduque oars I frecu.ncia do diarres)MarO Dil 1976 Mrch 1, 176 	 cade nlf

(Look at the Cod. Zndicate for amoh. dild the frequmecy of dia.rCODIGO CODE 

A. Contrnua (Constante). 
Continuus (Ccnstant) 

B. Cads Semana.Buenos dins (Buenas tardes). me llamo Every week
 
Cood dzy (Good ofteno), my =W is. _. C. Como coda_ 

y trabajo pars Satud. Estamos hacenda nooastudio an est drea Como oarte d -- C. Com cede es.


Every jontAD. Comocde 3 mes.
and I xrk for Health. iuaare doing a stu4 in this area as part of a Nationazl 

Campaf National contra ta diarres

. Every 3 month#
 
Csiaign against diarrhea. E. Cast ounce. 

Almost never 
LPuedo hablar con ia Sefnors de Ia Case ? -o slguifn que bags sue voces- F. Nunca. 

.'2y (can) I speak ith the Za4 of the house? - or someone taking her ploe? Never 
G. N sabs. 

1) Hay nifios en esta cas que no IJayan cumplido las 5 afloa? Don't know 
H. Otro. Esoecifiqus:Are there children in this house under 5 years of age? 

Other. Specif 
NO (Salte a Pregunta 0 47 A B C D E F C H 
so (Skip to Question 44) HIjo04" ( )( )( ())_ 

De Child 01 
Yes 	 manor HijoD Z ( ) )( ) )31 

a mayor) Child 52
 
Hijo 3 ( )( ) (( (


2) Comenzando con el m~s tlerno me podra decir ia edad de los ulos quo (Fro Child 13
 
Beginning rith the yowzgeat would you be able to tell me the age of the yongest Hljo 14 ( ) () () )

viven en ,ta Casa , children that live in the house? to
 o ld t) C ild i

( a a "n ~aero nifos e cddsee casille 
KrUarat t.he mtIer of ci en in each house) 	 HjoS 1 3 ( )( )

Chtld 51. 	 Means de 6 meses 
Lees than 6 months 	 Hijo 06 (3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

2. 	 De 6 meses a I aflo Child 06 
Fron 6 months to I ear" Htjo 07 (3(31 1(3 3 3 ) 

Child 0?3. 	 De I afloa 
2 	 DeFromI y ar to 	 -___4) sun nlos menores de cinco olos. hay alguno que tangsdusrres ahorita ? 

4. 	 De Z fosea 3 Of your,er aMrad under ; years of age, ae thas cw that khae dich-.;u.nav? 
Fram 2 years to 3 SI . Mace cuonto comeuz6 la dierria? 

S. 	 De 3 aflos a 4 1Yes Whn did the diarrheab@gi
 
From 3 years to H(
 

6. 	 De 4 jfis a S 
From 4 years to 5 2) 	 Ayer ( 3
 

Yenaterd2y

3) Antenyer 1 3 

Day befor yaaterciv SALTE DESUUES A 
4) Semana asada I I VREGUNTA #it 

Zest week 
5) Hace un res I ) T QUEIM 7 

A month ago 
6) Continua ( ) 

Continuous 

7) No sabe ( ) 
Don_'t knEw 

NO0 . (LA CER PREGU4TA Sy 6) 
NO (DOQuestion 5 and 1) 



°
. 3 	 o S o (no ~e 4) 

NI3OS FUE EL ULTDAO QU) E STUVO CON DLARREA? 	 Si me ha ma rcado SUPERLIMONADA, preguate:S) 	CUAL DE SUS 
WiCa OFYORT rHzfqL=S 7 AST47 7 BAD YULRK 	 If SUPER LEM0N"A has been marked, ask: 

1. 	 Manor de 6 mesas )) &COMO DREPPRO ESA BEBIDA? 
Less tha montsOW 	 IS THATDRINK PREPARED? 

Z. De 6 mesa a I 3so 	 UsA mAe de un litro de age ( 
Sm to 	 More than a titer of water used 

3.. 	 DoeI *l a 2 Un litro de ague ( 
From I year to 2 	 A liter of water used 

4. 	 D Z aftos3 memos de un litro de age 4
 
From I years to I Less than a Liter of voter used
 

S. 	 De 3a &eo 4 Wes de 2 cucharaditas de safcar ( 

From 3 to 4 Vws 	 More than 2 teaspoons of ga use 
6. 	 De 4 &lea ) 2 cucharadttas de azlcar ( 

Fr.m 4 years to S 	 2 teaspoons of sugar used 

A ne*ns de 2 cucharadttas de aescar
 
RACE CUANTO TIEMPO TVO ? H 7) h of sugar
DIARREA L AGODt 	 Zeea than 2 teaspoons 

HA.E DARRH.A? mns de I/Z cucharadtta do sa [ 
1. 	Ayer ' 4. Maceuo 2maes mare than Z/2 teaspoon of salt
 

. esesdr 2W monts "s 1/2 cuchradits de sat o un ountito (
 
Z. 	La emS Za mns1/2 teaspoon of salt or a Pino 

io.t wait . 23 - m I 	 Jugo de ium6n 
3. 	 Mace ens a 4 sen'spas 6. " do 6 mesonju,Ma.c s 

- B usea More than 6 s rOtrasmescias C ) Empeciique: ,toj 

other mixtures7) DUE ALIMENTOS 0 BECISAS 1K DAB. JAL NI.O CUANDO ESTABD 
ZFEPMO? ,Ti"FWW OR maNs Do You GM YoUR CHILD tVNEBEIS sCzK? 

Ninesuo ( ) S6Io mecho ( ) 
PAthin7 Only brenst mrI; 9) .QUEMEDICINAS SON LAS QUE HA DADO A SU (S)MA14O(S)PARA LA 

No e (sk Comida ordinarim ( DIARREA ? WHATIAEDCn NAVE OU GI YTOURCHILD (CHILDR) RO 

Don't knew Ordin- fod DIARRHEA?
 

FRECUENCIA FReJeNGI 
1, Supresme 3 10. Aoioifn ( 3 

tUNAtOED RESPORSES) 
Z. Vermil ( 3 II. Vitamina ( 3 

3. Agromicina ( IZ. Clipsulas a pastills ( ) 

4. Leche magnesia ( 3 13. Enteromebac ( 3 
_ _LMENT_ Nilk of Magnesia

/--
 S. Terramicina ( 3 14. 	 Kcaoectate ( 3 
Terrarwain 	 £Aopectate

1) At ol ar:"-.1-aoe~Lev. 
. 	 6. Aceite fine ( 3 15. Sin especificarZ) Cbad.a 1nr! , 

Refined oil 	 Vithout speciling
3) AZus deArrom R-e t 

7. 	 Sal Andrees ( 3 16. Lo que dice et mf 
dice o ei hospital

4) A en3 ...-

S) Kol, Sh.il* 
B. Alka seltzer (Wat the doctor of hcapftal tefll we

61 Lch, -eIacv 

7) .-. --.! -
 AZka Seltzer 17. Otroa 1 3 Especifique: 

5.)3uroo v Frescos ..- .. 	 9. Inyecciones Others Specify 
"IS0)":- ;~.d 	 __ Injections___________________ 

IZI Sunr-ld, w cd c 

13) Mogi -"- - - 101CUANDO LA DIPRREA COMENZOtI.
 
14)Mitduros o ptanos " - When the dtarrhea began:
 

iS) Crnr- " - - - - (LEA C.ADA COSA Y LUEGO QUE EL ENTREVISTADO DICA SI 0 NO. 'RE-


O es- C- -16 	 (Read each thing and then have the interuiewee ea Yes or No. ask her 
I1-,) Pan 

- - - GUNTELE POROUE LO HIZO 0 POROUE NO LO HIZO 0 S! HAN TRATADO 
1 CFraas,----------~---- v she did it or wF3 she dzdn't do zt, or if the have treated 

ZO) Tsrt, o1 -,... , - LA DLARREA EN ESA FORMA DESE EL PRIM.ER DIA. COMIEN-ZE CON 

-7-a-


21) Peacado y mnartsco. r... £ -?'' -	 first; day,.- - -the 	 dwrrnea %n that way ence the Begin .ait-h ,1)rro Y 'ica s 7 - -F. 	 EL vRIMERO Y LEALOS TODOS). Recuerde refertree qbcomienza de to 
OtEs~cspe L1,. the first and read ott of than.) Rnme tierfrcgt h e~ei~ 

diarrea. -•-. 

of the diamhe. 
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10) CUANDO LA DWRREP3 COENZO. LZ: 
When the d ar~ bem: fast 

Ultirno camesti Raz6. Reg 

a oh ever treated 
diamhe this wyj before? 
Lobe becbea tguama ve 
antes -nordiarre 7 

_ 

10) (Continuacl6s...) 

Liev6 31 niliod e 
EL curandero? 

tCistigmZtiad 

( 3 ( 3 ( ) 4 

Trstarment o S No S.t No Did you take your hld to the_ 
Trea nt 

SuapencdI6etPecb? 
ea 

( 3 
so 

( ) ,( ) I 
folk dator? 

Lehizo aigunmaed () 
Did you stop broat-fereding h1? clio aqui teo u ca o ? 

__ Quitarle otroe. a-
mentos ? 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) (Empectficar) __? 

Did you take 
Jf.omi him? 

- other foode Did you give him any medicine 
haem i" Y r -, 

___ Le d&6 miimentoe 
evae.? (linear 

4 3 4 ) ( 3 4 3 

aimiento) Did you give 
him soft food ? (List foods) 

Le di6purgmates ? 4 
o 

Didyougivehim pu tie? 

) ( 3 ( 3 ( 3 

11) UD. ME ACABA DE EXCLICAR LO OUE HIZO AL COMIENZO DE LA DIA-
You have just explained to me what you did at the begiiming of the di rrhea. 
RREA. DESPUES DE COMENZADA. CUE OTRA COSA iYO LD. ? (IMPOR 
After it began, uhat else did you do9 (importamt: If she mention. 
TANTE: SI MENCIONA ALGO NUEVO A LO CONTESTADO EN LA OREGUN 
scriething noj to the tnterviaer tn the pre eding quetion, ask the interipee 

_Le d16 acelite lie? ( 4( ) ( 3 4 3 TA ANTERIOR. 1PREGUNTARLE POR QUE Y ESCRIBIRLOA LA DERECHA) 
Did you give him refined oil? why and wntett-AE. to the right. ExZain if necessay)

RAZON (QPOR OUE?) 
Reaaon tow", 

_ _ Lo d&6sceiede 
Oliva ? 

( 4 3)( 3 4 3 
Did 

Suspendt6 el pecho' 
ou atop breast-feeding him? 

( 3 

Did you give him ole oil? 
]L~ed16lete) (

Ledi terheddma 33 
aegis ? 

Did you give hin milk of mgnesia 

)( d ma X ( ) ( )Dt 
Outtarle otros aimento.? 4 ) 

you stop gzving him fooctl 
Le d16 alimentos suaves (Its 4 3 
tar aament as) 

Did you give 1-i soft food (Ziat the food.) 

--.ed 
Did you give 

lSeltser? 
him Atka Seltzer 

Le dt6 purgantes-

R))d you give h' purgatives? 
Le d16 aceite fine? 

( 

4 

) 

3 
D.d you g.ve hinm mineral oil' 

- Le di6 uero tyec- - Le d16 aceite de oliva' ( ) 
tcde? 

Did you give hin injected 
I. v. zi..d: 

Le di6 suerotomsdo? ( 
you give suero to drink? 

3 

3 

( 3 

4 3 

4 

(4 ( ) 

Did yo gzve h" otive oil? 
- Le d16 leche de magnesia? 

Did you give him milk of maignesia? 
Le d16 Atka Seltzer' 

Did you give hi=, AZka Seltzer' 

4 

( 

) 

Per ejemolo: Sobre 
Sal Kindergol 

Le d16 suero inye.etado? 
Did you give hum injected suero? 

For e=r=npe: 3ibpre Sal, Kindargol 
Ouf cantidsd It di6? 

Le dt6 uero tornado? 
Por ejemplo: Sabre Sni 

4 ) 

ow rtjch d d you give him? 
Ceon que frecuenc&a 

Kindergol Did you give him nuera 
to drink? For P-raz7e, Sore Sal indarWot 

to din esa cantudad Qut cAntidAd le di6? 
. frequentld did you give him that quantsty?Le d6irmonmdm ' ( 3 4 3 ________ 

Le 
4 3 4 Han ih did ougivehta" 

Con que frecuencia I* die esa 
rid you give hi:, lerinade? canttdsdI 

Now often did you give him thia quantity? 

_ u_ cantidad? Le dt6 h1monsda? ) 

dat qu y-sy Fo mah? 
Con que frecuencimv 

Did you give him lemonade? 
Qu6 canttdad? 

Le di5 a1gun3 pastill 4 3) 4 3 4 3 Con que frecuencia ? 
.id you give hi- soe pi l. 

Liev6alnifioalheo- 4 3 4 3Le 
Now frequentZy? 

dio agunaateilla? 
pital. cirnca. Cen-
ire de Salud a Die--

Dd you give hi some piZ&? 
Liev6 aI naflo altmoiti,I. 3 

pensmrio Midic 7 G,,Ctcs. Centro de Salad a 
Did you take your child to the hospital olinid Dapensario Midico? 

Health Ceter or medical Dispensary? Did ou take your child to the hoepitaulHealth Center or Medical Dipeneay? etiniia ... 
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11) (CoGttU"ci6ii... ) (Continuatio)9 

DLi 
- Llv~slinadndeecuradero( 

Liey6 .1 nifts donde eicurandero7 ( ) 

t take roZ child to the foZk doctor?
Le hizo atg ma m~edictna aqua en ()Noou Ca a e(Especifacar 

14) t" QUIEN CONSULTAN UDS. CUANDO SUS NMOS TIMNEN 
Wo do you Consult whean your ahildron amn diarrhea?

I)hmAoyo adieu~ CJ~o 3~bm 9) am ilia 

) o onle 9) Faemliaresl(o= Friends. reatve2) Midwco ( ) 10) Profesora 

AihREA ? 

C 
D myu gvhim any ec inra er n or ose 

3) DoctorCentro de Ssld ( ) Profeso11) Inspector saultario 

12) jQUE IFERENTES CLASES DE DIARREA CONOCE UD. ? (E: HAY DIARREAS 
Owt di!fernt ktn~a of diarra do you lom? (For eznayte: thee e diarrheas 
QUE SON CAUSADAS POR UNA COSA Y OTRAS POR OTRA. SCUALES SON

that are Caused by one thing and others by another thing. hich am the kinds 
LAS CLASES QUE UD. CONOCE?) AE 

that you kno. Explain, if necessary) 

1) No conoce diversas claes ( )7)
Doesn't kow divtree kind&P 

2) No sabs 
Doesn't know 

Conoce diversas cl-se ( ) Menctons:Kn 3)diverse kinds Mention(: 
3) Issorcomidm 

From foo 
4) Desgaste ( ) 

U.'set5) Be color o desel| ) 

IS) 

Health Center Sanitation Inapecor4) D.spensaro (1) Cure 
4 Depenaro Prest( 
5) Ho pmal 13) Bticaria 

HospLtal Drggist'a if 
6) Curandero Otro others 

Fo k doctor Epecfique S ifh: 
Farmaca s 

Hrc( 
8) Vecnos 

Neighbors 

&OUE LE DA 0 QUE HACE SU VECINA A SUS NISOS CUANDO TIENEN 
DIARREA ? What does your neighbor do or give theirchildren when 

they have diarrhea' 
1) Ir donde m~dico ( ) 7) Le dar alilmento $ 

Goto the doctor suave&
2) Ir a Centro de Salud( ) Give him soft foods 

) 

P)at or sun 

6) De nii Scnalp( 
From bad temperset

7) 4Ilastoso, chngastoss, 

8) Empacho 
indigestion 

9) De anngre 
Blood diarrhea 

10) De v3sca 

*.uco' 
11) De microbios 

aguada ( 
Watery 

( 

( 

( 

4 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

6) 

Go to the Health Center 8) Suspendera liments 
Ir al Disoenssrio u ( ) c1a6 
hospital Stop feeding 
Go to the dispensary or hoepital 9) Dare super-limosda ( 
Ir al curandero ( ) Give hi super easonaf 
Go to the folk doctor 10) Nada especial C 
Le dar p sttlls ( ) Nothing special 
Give him Pizl 11) No sabe ( 
Le darg purgante ) Don't kno 

Give him purgat.ves Otro Other 
Especfique: S e:ifv, 

3 

Fron bacteria 
iZ) De Ia leche 

Frcn milZk 
( 3 

13) De ousts 
From fright, scacre 

14) De l suciedad 

t 

( 

) 

) 

16) LCREE UD. QUE LA DIARREA SE VUEDE PREVENIR? AE 
Do yiou believe thal.diarrheacan be prevented? (Eqnlain, if nesaewj)

SI . COMO? 
From dirt, filth 
Otro 

Others 

C ) Especiflque: 

Secblj 

yes HO? 
)ith cleanliness 

2) Lqvar frutas 

13) ICUANDO SABE UD. CUE LA DIARREA ES GRAVE' (SERLA. IELIGROSA. 
ETC.) AE. When do you kno: t.at the diarrheai grave? 
(Serious. dangerous, ae.) (Explain, if necessary)9 

1) Cuando es seguido ( 3 61 Cuando ex con vasc
When it is continuua Mucus filled 

2) Cuando es recia ( ) 7) Sternore es grave ( ) 
It is always groveae

3) Cusndo obran verde ( ) 8) Otras razones 
when it is green Other reasons 

3) 

4) 
5 
5) 

6) 

7)
7 

Wash fruits 
Cocinar bien Ia cohidsa 
Cook the food w 
Lavar mnis 
U Iashan 
User Ia letrlns 
Use the privy, latrineTomar pastaltam 

il
No gabe

ko w 

) 

4) 

5) 

Cuando em frecuente 
When it is froquent 
Cuando hechaa mucho a 

( ) 

) 9) No ambe 

Otros 
Others 

Especique:
Speify: 

puro Ifquido 
When a tot of fluid 

Don't ow 
NO._ POR QUE? _.__ _ _ 

so ft. 
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17) 	 LA ORCWAA VEZ CUE UINO DE SUS TIERNOS 0 NIOS MENORES DE CINCO 21) DONDE DUEDE CONSECUIRLA ? 
AROS TENGA DIARREA, COMO LO TRATARA CUANDO LE COMIMNZE LA uX CAS rX GE7 Xi F 

DIARREA Yhe next timea that one of your children ag 5 or under las 
diarrhea, how wa you t the dia.n ho t bgn? 	 1) En lag Ventas ( I 

In the atoree(Indque Is resouests en Columns A) 
(indicate response in CoZum A) Z) En lam armacis ( 3 

18) LQUT KARILA UD. DESPUES DEL PRIMER DIA ? In the pharmacies 

Wta would you do after the first day? En el Centro deSlud (
 

(Indlque is respueata en Columns B) 
 a ospttal. Dispeneario 
(Indiecte response in Colmn B) 	 In the Health Cant", hospital. dqaunArg 

19) &QUE HA RA UD. SI NOSE DETIENE (Indique Is resnssta ean 	 4) Sc hace en case ( 

kVkat would you do if it didn't stop? (Indicate respose sn 	 rt is ma& in the huse. 
Colurna C). 5) No tabe (
 
CoZWrs C) A B CDn kx
 

1. 	 It donde nSdtco C 1 ) )C Especfltauo 
Go to the doctorOte 

, ,,4  
Z. 	 Ir at CentrodeScl ( 3 ( 3 

Go to the Health Center 
ZZ) COMO LA HACE?3. 	 Zr ai Duspensario u hospital I ( 

HOWIS I7 MADE?Go to the dlape,,saryor hospital 
l) Se comprs 	 ( )4. 	 Ir at curndero ( ) 1 

It 	 is bought
Go to the folk doctor 

S. 	 Le dar pastllas ( ) 3 ( SZ)eIs da elmdtco. Cean 
Give him pills tro de Salud, Hospital 

The doctor (HeaZth Center, hospital) gi'se it to yok6. 	 Le dari purganteS ( 3 ) ( 

Give him purgatives 	 3) Us6 mnd de un liltro de agua 4 
Use m.re than a Ziter of water

7. 	 .e darg altnentos suaves ( 3 3) 
C've him soft food 40 " un litro de agu ) 

a litr of ater
S. 	 Suspenderg alihnentact6 ( 
5) 	 " menos de un Itro de agua )Stop food9. 	 D3rf-super-Itmonada C ) C ( Zess than a liter of waterGiv'ue 	 6) "' ms de Z cucharaditas de sacsr )him super lemonade 

10. Nadi esrecisi dmore ( )0 	 than 2 teaspoons of #&War 

Nothing special 	 7) " 7 cucharsdttas de azdcar 
1!. 	No sabe (2 teaspoons of sugar


Don't knsoe 	 8) "nenos de 2 cucharaditas de amGacr ) 

Otro 4 Epecilques______ 	 less than 2 teaspoons of sugar.
0s':ar specify: 	 9) " mIcs de 1/2 cuclwradita de aear )

mre than 1/2 teaspoon of sugar 

10) 	 " mins de 1/2 cucharadita de sat ) 
more ta 21/2 teaspoon of ealt 

20) 	 HA IDO UD.H ABLAR DE SUPER ONADA 7 II) " 1/ cucharadita de sat o un puntilto 

NEO (alta Pregunta 24) 1/2 teaspoon of salt or a pinah 
.To - (Skip to Question 24) '2) " Jugo de lmrn 1 

juice of Zeman
 

SI 
ye;' 

Para qua airve Super Llmonda ? 
For zz do :,ou ser. sup$r Lamonade? 

Otr-s mezcta) 

Other mixtures, ingredent 

Especiqua: 

*eaiJAl: 
2) Para tadiarres C ) 

For !tfarrh1 23) CUANTO LE DA CADA DIA A SU ZISO1 
3) Para Io calentura ( ) NoV W DO YOU GIVE YOUR C ? 

For the heat 1) Un Itro cos d 
4) Calms est6mago (A liter each day 

CaL the setonah 2) Unsatasa sI df 4 
5) Le refresca ( A cup a day 

Refreseahes i" 3) Tres cucharsdag a diae 

6) Reponer agus perdid Three taspoon a day 
Replace lost water 4) 1o sabe 

7) No sebs Don't Jnov 

Don't loao 
Otto C ) Eapeciflque: 

Otro 
Other 

( ) E.peciae_ 
MuscE: 

other Speci 
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24) 	QUE HACE LA DIARREA A.L CUERPO DEL NIAO? 
Mr,O T12S DIARRMA DO 70 in 301 OF TE cWoE 26) (Cotituaci6...) (Cotinutio) 

1) Los desnutre ) 
It starves

2) Los desgata )NO_ 	 POR OUE DICE GUE NO PUEDE TOMAR UN IETRO AL DIA ? 

so Way w You sutr a cuJr DR= A L A At"It 	 waste# aay the bodt3) Los pare )4) 	 Es mocha ( )
It cases a b spaim 	 It's a lot 

))SE tiero( 
He is too yong 'it

4) Los debilita 
It weaken* the body 


5) Los pone dumdoe ) 
 6) Es c¢da ( ) 
It 	 is aaid 

( 	 ) z tfmq,,
6) Lo consume )Otto 
thr 	 peifIt 	 conums 

7) Los mata )
 
It kills
 

NO SABE8) 	Los deahidrata ) 

It dehjdxatea the b4Dootdgk'
 

27) HACE UD. LIMONADA ALGUNA VEZ?9) No sabe 	 ) 
DO YOU MM LWHADS SOAT!E?Don't know 


.COMO PREPARA L.ALIMONADA?Otros )Eseecifique._SI 
Others secify Iss NOW DO YOU PREPARE (MAKE)WOD 7 

Z5)CUANTO ES UN LITRO? SI YO LE PIDO OUE ME DE UN LITRO DE 
AGUA GUE HARIA... ENSEREME BOWMC IS A LITER? I I ASX YOU 

T0 GIF' PC A LITER OF RATER YOU WOULD. . . SHOW )f. 
1) Tlene recipiente de 1 litro
 

She has a containerof I Liter
 
2) 4 tazas ( NO
 

4 cuPS 

3) No tene un reciptente de I litro ( ) NO
 

pereoabe cuanto es Dont have a 28) POR OUE NO HACE LIAONADA?
 
c,. zr of I liter but you know.he much it:is M DON'T YOU XE L WNADE?
 

4) Estimado muy pequefo. rmenes de ( ) 1) No estoy enferno ( ) 6) No tengo limones ( ) 
I litro Estimate very s'all, lees I ot sick I o't h l-on

lnwmntscIdo'ha
than I Ziter 4miL@I 

( 	 ) ) Ne scosturnbre ( ) 7) Ne teage azdcr )
S)Estirado rruy grinde. ms que 

I a 	 not aecustooted to I don't haw sugar
1 lItro Esti0rte vry large, more 

than j liter 	 3) No thecau blen ( ) 8) No sbs ) 
It 	 docen't agree with me Don't know 

6) No abe 	 I 
4) No me gusts ) Ot ro C

Don't know 
I don't Ztke 	 Other 

Z6) CREE UD. OUE SU NIF3O MI.S Y'EQUE1aO PUEDA TOMARSE UN LITRO 
5) No tengo sed C ) Espectfque:DE LIMONA DA EN UN DIP CUANDO TIENE DIARREA ? 

DO YOU BELIVE THAT YOUR YOU,GI S CHILD CA, DRINK A LITER OF LEJONACE IN ONE D47 	 I am not thirsty Specify: 

SI COMO HARA ARA QUE SE TOME UN LITRO? 
Yes. NOWWOULDYOU DO IT IN ORDER THAT A LITER IS DRUK? 

49) SIEMBRA UD. LIMONESI (PRECUNTELE QUE LE ENSERE EL ARBOL)
A. Se 1od.rA4'W:4V1Wit ( )Yu would ve it to him in a bottle 	 DO YOU GROW(PL4IAJ) L MONS' (ASK HER TO SHOW YOU THETREE) 

B. 	 " e cucharita ( ) i) SI. tiene un Srbol: vcraficado ( ) Siltsr a toPregunto 32) 
Yee, she has (verified) SKip to Question Z)on a teaspoon 

Dice que cultva htmones. pere 
no Iodemuestra She says she C

C. 	 " en tacs eo0cito )Z) 

in a urp cultivates Lnons. she doesn't show the1o. De un Colo )	 tree 

3) 	 NO. no cuttav limones ( )
ALL at once 

NHo, she doesn't cultivate 1wixons
2. 'loco a pco ) 

3 L. sabe ( )
Ne 30) PUEDE COMPIRAR LIMONES 7 POR AOUI? 

Don' t know *)SI 1 Z)NO ( 3 3) NO SASE ( 

Otro ( 3 Esoccifique Yes No Don't knoa 

Othr s"o Jib 31) CUANTO LE CUESTA 7 

HOWM•CE DOESIT COT YOU? 
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3Z) DURANTE OUE MESES NO PUZEDEN ENCONTRAR LDAONES AOU7? 

AE. SIEMPRE HAY LDONES ( ... NO HAY LAONES DURANTE.. - 383 Y SI LE TRECUNTARA OUE LE OIERA A SU NINO INA CUC tRADA 
IJ SCT.FD WR. E~~A(DE MEDICINA. ENSEF.,ME COMO MEDItIA LA CUCHARADA. AMI 2,w -T'R9e;,RT LDNSC "" FINDmt g) ( 3 tO ASK UR To GIVE HER OfrLD A TARLESPOON SOU If4RON iON IENL IN4WS= IrEOF MIECINE,

1) Tiene Ia cuchara ( TAE91.Januaty August She has a tablespoon 
Z) Febrero ( 3 9) Septiembre ( ) Z) No tiene tocochara, pero .| el cdIcuto correcto ( 

Febz-umv- Septonber She doesn't have a tablespoon. but sh-e calculatem it corroatl,
3) Maroen 3 10) Octubre { 3 3) C4culo mnuypequeflo/rmenos de una cucharada ciculaia, (
 

March October CaZlcuate. um httZe/Peee than a calculated tablespoon
 
4) Abri t ) 11) Noviembre 4 3 4) C91culo muy grande/nis i* u" cocherads calculafds (
 

April No Calmurat"es ve r larg/ re Oxn a calculated tablespom
 
5)Mayo ( 3 12) Diciembre ( ) USA EL MISMO UTrENSILIO IAR" LAS DOS MEDIDAS (
 
May December Use the sae uteniZ for the eo measures 

6)3reunio ( ) 13) No ambe ( 3Jw) Don't3 obN 39) CUtNTAS HORAS OYO LP RADIO LA SEMANI, iASADA? At
 
7) Julio ( 3 14) Nunca ) 1 0 T 4 3
RADIOL4T horsa 

July .ever l)Nona 3 - 5 hors ( 3 

2)Mea ne hos)5-shours&
33) TIENE UD. AZUCAR EN SU CASA EN ESTOS MOMENTOS? 3 Meaos de a hos ) 5)5 - 15hore ( 3 

DO YOU RAVE SUGAR IN YOUR ROUSE AT THIS ) lees than h or, s- 15hors@
1)SI - Tiene en ca86: vertilc do ( ) (Solt. a36 ) - 3 hor s ) 63 MA. -ISh or . 3 

Yes She has s.gar in the house; verified. (skip to so) 

2) Dice que tiene en coam per no ta ensefta 
e she has sugar in the house but she doesn't show it 

40)EN CUALES DIAS OYO UD. EL RADIO LP SEMANA 
O W DAYS DID I S ID T RADIO S 

PASADA? AE 

3) NO - Dijo no tener en case 1)33 TodDo to@drs 
No - She saidshe doesn't have sugar in the house ELe dar23 Lunes ) 6)Matte. 4 ) 

34) EN OUE CANTIDAD COMPRA UD. AZUCAR_? Monday Tu sdw 
IN WHAT QUANTITY DO YOU BUY SUGAR? 3) mtArcoles 

Wedda21 

) 7) Juoves 4 3 

3S) CUANTO CUESTA ESA CANTL.AD? (Nombre cantidd) 4)Viernes 8)8Sbado ( 3 

ROY WLJCRDOES THIS QUATITY COST' (HAme the quntityj) 5) Domngo ) 9)No abe( 
53 omngo4 D3on'te C 

36) TIENE SAL EN SU CASP EN ESTOS MOMENTOS? Swida Don't heoi 

LU 'L2t,."1. r % -. 1.'.A ",m A.;,APLtwr" 41) DURANTE UE HORASOYO UD. ELRDIO MAS SEGUIDO? AE 

1) S - Ttene en case y Is ensefa ( ) (Psegfirese. 
Yes - She has salt in the house and she shows is. 

2) Dice que tiene en case pero no Is ensefia 

pida quo soIa esefie). 
(Be certain, ask that she 

s howixit to you). 

"DURING MEA HOURSDO YOULISTEN 70 TEARADIO NO7T O8a8YIHS~I 
1) ME a tenprno quea. S 

Earlier t.ma5:00 

She smre she has salt in the house but she doesn't Bhm it 
3) NO - Dijo no tener en cama 

No - She said s c d-sn't have salt in the house 
( 3 79o4 3 

EN CUE CANTIDAD COMRA UD. LA SAL? 9 - 4Z 
IN iiEA2 Q:A.7T,Y DO YOU PJY SALT' 
Cilato cuesta 
Ho w uh does 

es. cantidad I (Nombre cantidad) 
thzs quantity cot' (Nae the quantit ) 

3)Tarde ; 12-2 
Aft rnoon S 

4 3 

37) CUANTO ES UNA CUCHARADITA? SI LE -REGUNTARA OUE LE 
DIERA P SU NI&O UNA CUCHARADITA DE MEDICINA. CUANTO LE 5- ( ) 

S' ":-H IS 
DARIA. DEMUESTREME COMO MEDIRIA LA CUCHARADITA. 

A TEASPOONH7 FFI WERE TO ASK YOU TO GIVE YOUR CHILD A TEASPOON OF mEw CE,-9 
E:W '.! 'H WOULDYU3; "- " CHILD..' 

CHIDYOU 
HOWLDYOUR£ 

I) Tiene uno cuchorta 
She has a teaspoon 

2) No ttene Ia cucharita. pero or elcilculo correcto 

( 3 
4) MS.e tarie 

Late afternoon 
5S) Ninguna 

.( 

C 

) 

3 
733 TEASPOON. She doesn't have a teaspoon, but she oaZculatee it comretly 

3) C9lcu',o muy pequeflo/menos de una cucharita calculsda ( 
Calculates very salZ/ Zes than a calculated teaspoon 

None 
4Z) CUAL ES SU ESTACION rAVORITA? 

muA Is YOURFAVORT STATIO? 

4) C9iculo muy grande/nme e uno cuchartta calculadaCalculates very Zarge/ more than a oaZulated teaspoon /.ne 1) Nnguni ) 22)Corposci~e
Corporation 

( 3 

, / 3) Radio X 
5) No sabe ( 3 

4) Manfdiali~boid 
Ots._om 

( 3 

Dm In kt m hoe 
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43) QUE ES LO QUE MAS OYE UD. EN EL RADIO, LO QUE MAS LE GUSTA 	 SwYouLzumam47)mwr DAuorYO LZ79370mr MST N 	 CUANTOS A OS TIENE UD. ? (INDIQUE EN COLUMNM A)
1) Not Ichs A 	 N'OWOLDARE YOU? (lndieate in Colum A) 

1)Nt Ida 
News 

2) 	 P32cho Madripl ) 
PandMwarigaZ 

3) India Filomeno ) 
"ndica Fil sna*c 

4) Deportee 	 ) 
SPOrtal 

5) Malca Ranchera (

Ranchera Nuiv 


6) Novelas (Especifique) _ 

Novels (specify) 

Otros others ( ) 

44) HA OIDO UNA VEZ UN ANUNCIO DE RADIO 0 DROCRAMA DONDE 

HABLAt COMO TRATAR LA DIARREP ? HAVEYOU EVER HEARD A RADIOJR FRXAM7li ;'nzA,,zX. 'A-3r THH" ;' x OP TRFAT1H DIARA 
NM MORespoodedor 
NO ( 
go 
SI ( ICUE DECI? 
Yes Mat did it say? 

45) HA OIDO ALGUNA VEZ UN ANUNCIO o PROGRA.MA SODRE SUOER 

LIMON DA? xAVE You EmERHEARD AN ANNOUWEJET OR PROGRAMABOUT SUPER 


r E). O 

NO 

so 


S1 ( UE DEC11? 

yes kat did it say? 

DROGAMAEN CEHBLADon't 
46) HA OIDO ALGUNA VEZ UN ANUNCIO 0 ROGRAMA EN OUE HABLA 


EL DOCTOR DEL CENTRO DE SALUD RVEr IOU ER HEAWR A ANNOUJNCET 

OR PftGRAM IN WEICH THE DXTOR SPEAKS FROM THE HEALTHCWETER?
 

NONo 
SI ( ) OUE DECIA? 
yes What did it s y? 

4q)CUANTOS AOS TIENE LA MAMA DEL NIO? (INDIUXZN COLUW(A ) 
HOWOLD IS THE ICTHER OF TEE CHILD? flndioatW in Colwaa D) 

49) CUANTOS TIENE EL PADRE DE LA FAMIZAA? (IDIUZ" N COLUMNA C)__ 
BOWOLD IS THE .. T OF THE PAM ? (Indioat, inhE 	 Column C) 

A B C
 
1) 15 - 19
 

2) 20 - Z4 

3) 25 - 34 

4) 35 - 44
 
S) 45 onds
 

or oler
6) 	 Noaabe 

*Don't Joiw 

SQ" CUAL TUE EL ULTIMO GRIDO EN LA ESCUELA QUE HIZO UD Y 

lL PADRE DE LA CASA 7 T wAS 2W ES GRH yW REACEDATRFRE4?rr tOS C [Zn
 
Padre de Famlls 

Respond- Fatherof FiknwZ 
1) No asisti6 Escuela 

~Did'tattend school 
2) 	 Algo de primaria


Some primry school
 
3) Cornplet6 prinara 

Cownpated primary school
 

4) Algo de escuela aecun&arla 
5) Coplt6 escues oecuadaris 

Completed secondary school 
6) 	 Vocacional 

VocationaZ 
7) 	 Algo de uutversidad
 

S sniversit
 

8) Otro 
Other 

9) No sabe 

know 
51) CUAL ES LA OCUPACION PRINCIPAL DEL JEFE DE LA FAMILIA ? 

I MHATIS THE MAIN OCCUPATION OF THE READ OF TE FAHILY 

$21TIENE RADIO? 
DO YOU AVEA RADIO' 

1) SI ) FUNCIONA SI ( )O( ) VERIFICADOSI(I NO(Yes Functions les No Verified les No 
Z)NO (
iRo
531 DE DONDE TOMA EL AGUA ? 

FWW WEM DOIOU GT AT4ER? 

1)Comprads ( I 4) Tpberf ( 
Bae Pipesf
 

Z) POX* ) Otto ( 
 I 
Iell. 	 Other 

3) Rio, logo 

River. lake 

http:PROGRA.MA


5 

5)TW4E LA CASA ELZCt3CMAD? St NO
 
w rmu xu'r ELILtrcff ZIm BMW lg Bb
 

SERVICIO HluamNICOt 

11 lodar. SI ( I NO I
 
Water aloact Y.8 No
 

11'Eztuedo ltriua 31I NO 3
 
nilst or tatrism yes Eo
 

3) 	 Magon do too doe£ 
No,,. of thetw 

Other 

U)I 	 PIJEDE DECIRtME S1 HAY ALGUNAS VE ESTAS COSAS CEROUITA DK 
AQUI? CARu if Or raw ramW EUr ME BWZoo nU AwaF 2m Sf 

WI NO NO SABC 

11 Centro do Salad. Dispeamorle 1 3 
Neatti, Csn ter DispwuM 
2Escuats Prinaulrt)o3
Pr-urgj Schoot 

3) tllmantact6m eacalar 
sc.

4
.z feeduv I'2ogro 

4) T~t~grala. tettfooaII 	 I 
,olegrap, telephmas 

5) Etectrecidad 3 1 3 £ )
Elect riciti, 

5?) CUANDO FUE LA ULTD4JL VEZ OUE UN bUEMB3O DE SU FAWILIA 
FUlE A% NWmA.,if ZmxUN CENTRO DE SALUD? sr~f AMMM OF Z=a NAW 
NEV1TO A SEALED CENTER 

1) Hace mneode ImeaxI 
Less than,I m.,th ago 

n"%,mI - 3 vtntho
 
3) De 3 a 6 mass@1
 

A." S - 6 airnthe
 
4) De 6 Teaeaa I aim I
 

Irm 6 'mthe to I maw
 
5) Hc lsde I afo
 

fliwe than a ir
 
6) Noaabe 	 3 

Otro 
Other 

SS) 	 QUEDO lID COKVIDADO A VOLVER, A LLEGAR?I__ 
MWNICU INVZME0 IDMimi AG415? 

SI
 
yea
 
NO SABE I
 
Don't bww
 
No I3 POR ODz?_______________
 

Soft
 

39) COMO SIC LLAMA lID. SENORA?_______________ 
tEul zs ym Nuat? 

AGRADEZCA LA ZXTREVISTA 

FuNK FOR "m DUmm 



APPENDIX B:
 

QUESTIONNAIRE TO COMMUNITY WORKERS
 



August 1, 1975
 

NUTRITION CENTER OF THE PILIPPINES 

Questiomnsire fo.' dotoras teachers and oth~ers vorking on the commnity 

Location: 

(name of barrio and poblacion) 

Respondent's Name: 

-espondent's Title and Function: 

Date:
 

1. 	 Approximately how many families come to you for advice each month? 

2. 	 Do you ever give advice on nutrition or child care? ( ) Yes ( ) No 

3a. At what age are children given "am" in your area ?
 

b. 	 At what age are children given "lugaw" in your area? 

c. Approximately what percent of the households give their children lugaw? 

Or out of every 100 households how many will feed children lugsw? 

) Yes ) No...If no, 
the mothers ever add anything to 

the lugaw?

4a. Do 

skip to Question 5. 


_____ 
b. 	 What do they add? 

5a. 	Have you ever heard of adding cooking oil or lard to lugaw?
 

( ) 	Yes C ) No... It no, skip to Question Sf; 

b. 	Where did you hear about this?
 

to their children's
 
c. Do any mothers in your area 

add cooking oil or lard 


lugaw? ( ) Yes ( ) No... If no. skip to Question Sf. 


d. 	 Approximately what percent of the mochers put cooking oil in their 


children's lugsw?
 

e. 	 How much oil do they put in a soup plate amount of lugaw? 

f. What do you think of adding oil to lugaw? 

page 2 

a. 	Have you ever heard of adding fresh or dried fish to lugaw? 

( ) 	 Yes ( ) No... f no, skip to Question 6f. 

b. Where did you hear about this?
 

c Do any mothers in your area add fish to their children's lugaw?
c. 


( ) Yes ( ) No... If no, skip .to Question 6f.
 

d. 	 Approximately what percent of the mothers put fish in their children's lugaw? 

a. How much fish do they put in a soup plate amount of lugav?
 

ff.What do you think about adding fish to lugaw?
 

7a. 	 Have you ever heard of adding pieces of cooked and mashed vegetables to
 
lugaw? ( ) Yes ) No.... If no, skip to Question 7f.
 

b. Where did you hear about this?
 

c. Do any mothers in your orea add cooked and mashed vegetables to their
 
children's lugaw? ( ) Yes C ) No... it no. skip to Question 7f. 

d. 	Approximately what percent of the mothers put pieces of vegetables in
 
their children's lugaw?________________________theirchildren's__ 


e. How much vegetables do they put in a soup plate amount of lugaw? 

f. 	 What do you think of adding vegetables to lugaw? 

8. 	 What percent of the households have working radio?__________ 

9. Does yourhousehold have a working radio? ( ) Yes ( ) No 

lOa. Have you heard any radio spots about Lita and her mother? 

()Yeas No...*.If no, skip to Questibn 11
 
( e_.. os o so.
 

b. What do you remember the messages saying? 



IJKTIPLIER 
QESTIOMRE

page 3 inistry of Public Health 
Managua, Nicaragua. 

11. 	 Which radio stations are received In your area? List belo and put 
an I to the most popular ones. PROJECT: NUTRITIONAL EDUCATION THROUGH MASS MEDIA 

Questionnaire for doctors, nurses, professors, and others vozkLag
 
in the community.
 

1. 	Name 
 Date
 

2. 	 Addreas of your residence
 

12a. 	What health and nutrition facilities are in your barrio? 3. Name of the community in which you work
 

4. 	 Population of the community 

S. 	 Position and title
 

6. 	Answer the questions about the community In which
 
13. 	What if any nutrition, health, family planning or child care programms you work.
 

are in your barrio? 
 The 	community hest TSg 
 no
 

Electricity
 
Telephone
 

14. 	From Barrio hov far are the following people at Pipe line water 

Health center 
facilities? Fill in number of kilometer. Dispensary 

Doctor 
 Health office (post)
 

Hospital 	 School feeding program (lunch;
 
Hospital
 

Nutritionist Doctor 

Child & maternal health centercare 	 Pharmacy 
Public Nutrition Center of
Day 	 care centers Caritas 

School Minister of Public Health 

The 	houses haves Majority Half rew, mone
 

Closed wells 

Latrines
 

Project of raising
TIC:pfm animals on the home 
level 



__ 

(2) 

7. 	 What is the approximate number of persons who ask you
 

advice each week about Health, Nutrition, and NCR.
 

8. 	 How many folk doctors do you have in the community? 


9. 	 In your experience what health problems are most common
 

that the people ask your advice on? 


in which you work, what is the most common
10. 	 In the community 

(young) children
treatment that the mothers use when their 


have diarrhea? ________________________
 

11. 	 When the (young ones) and children have diarrhea in your 


community, do the mothers 
stop 	giving them food? 


yes no 


taken away from them 
during the diarrhea, 

for how
 

If food is 


many days don't they give the child food? 

12. 


13. 	 Usually do the mothers stop nursing her young ones when they 


have diarrhea? Yes - No 


14. 	 what advice do you give to the mothers when their children
 

and young ones have diarrhea? 


15. 	 Do you advise continuing or interruting nursing your young 


when 	they have diarrhea? 


Do you know with what the mothers cure the diarrhea 
of their
 

16. 

children? 


17. 	 Have you heard messages on the radio about how to treat
 

children and young ones when they have diarrhea? 


Yes No 


If she answers "yes" what did the messages say? 


What 	do you think of this advice?
18. 


19. 	 What advice did the doctors and nurses give the mothers about 


the correct treatment when their children have 
diarrhea?
 

(3)
 

20. 	 What do you think of this advice?
 

No
21. 	 Have you heard talk of Super Lemonade? Ya s-


22. 	 If she answers "yea" what is Super Lemonade and for what is
 

it served?
 

23. 	 Where can one get Super Lemonada?
 

24. 	 How is Super Lemonada prepared?
 

25. 	 Do you have a radio that functions? Yes No
 

26. 	 What are the hours during which you listen to the radio
 

most frequently?
 

27. 	 What is your favorite program?
 

28. 	 Do you have a television that works? Yes No 


the hours during which you listen to the television
 

most frequently?
 
29. 	 What are 


ONLY FOR THE TEACHER
 

30. 	 What are the difficulties that you are having developing
the 	Man end Health Unit? _________________ 
theManandHealthUnit?
 

[school lunch
 

program)? Yes Ho
 
31. 	 Dues your school have a feeding program 


32. 	 Does your school have a program of students raising food
 

gardens? Yes __ No
 

Did you receive a pedagogical orientation in the last year? 
Yes __ No __ Date _j from whom?33. 


Do you have at your disposal didactic material for developing
34. 

your educational activities?
 

None Few 
 Sufficient
 

35. 	 What material are you lacking?
 

How 	many times were you visited by the Auxiliary or
36. 

Departaent Inspector in the year 19757
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11. What is Protein? What does it do? What foods have Protein?
 

MESSAGE TEST: PHILIPPINES 	 Is cooking oil or lard expensive inyour area? ( ) Yes ( ) No12. 

b. What kinds of oil or lard are in house used regularly?
 

July 24, 1977 	 c. Where do you buy cooking oil and lard?
 

13a. Is fish expensive, ( ) Yes ( ) no 
MESSAGE CODE: W WD Fish Village b. Is fish expensive in November through February? ( ) Yes ) No 

E : O Agr Village 	 c. Do you usually eat dry fish or fresh fish? ( ) dry ( ) fresh.
 

V VD __ Industry Village 	 Now I would like you to listen to a radio message. This is a message which 

will 	be on the radio.
 

1. Hello, I am from Message
 
and we are making a study of radio messages for mothers. May I speak Message

with the mother. Do you or anyone in your house have a child under 14. What did the message say? What did it say to do?
 
3 years of age?
 

Yes.... what are their ages? 
a)15. What do you think of that? Is it a good idea or a bad idea? Why? 

2. 	Are you or anyone in your house pregnant? ( ) Yes ( ) No 
if 16. Have you ever fed a 6 month old baby like that?
 

Ask to speak with the miother of a child under 3 or pregnant only if) Yes
 
a~ailable, otherwise continue with respondent 	 ) No.... why not? 

3. 	What do you and others in the comnunity usually feed new born babies 17. Who taught you to take care of your baby?
 
(PROBE). Are they breastfeed? Are they fed anything else for the Does your mother give you advice? ( ) Yes I No
 
first 6 months?
 

18. 	Ifyour mother told you to do what Lita's mother said, what would you do?
 
4. 	Is that how yoL fed yoar last child? ( ) Yes ( ) No.... what was
 

diffe'ent?
 
19. 	 If a doctor told you to do that what would you do?
 

5. 	 Is that how you will feed your next child? ( ) Yes ( ) No... why?_____________________________________________________20. Do you believe the advice is wise? ( ) Yes ( ) No 

Why?
6. 	When does one wean a baby? At what age? 


7. 	Ho.:aces one wean a baby? What do you feed him? 21. From what you heard in the message, who would you go to for advice?
 

8. Is that what you did with your last child? ( ) Yes ( ) No... then what? 22. Is there a nutritionist in your area? ( ) Yes ( ) No
 
a doctor? ( ) Yes ( )No
 
a Home Management Technician? ( ) Yes ( ) No 

9. 	Is that what you will do with your next child? ( ) Yes ( ) No... then 23. Where does Litas mother get her advice?
 
what? 23._WheredoesLta's__other__etheradvice?
 

10. Wnat isa vitamin? What foods have vitamins? What do vitamins do? 	 24. Do doctors ever give advice on radio, in the ronances? C) Yes ( ) No 

25. 	 Do you feed lugaw to a baby? ( ) Yes... at what age? 
( ) No.... why not' 
At what age do you feed fish? 
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26. 	 Ifyou put oil in your baby's food, how much would you put in? 
 34. 	Do you believe a 6 month old baby can digest -


Lugaw? ( ) Yes ( ) No Why?
Rice?27a. At what age do you feed rice? 	 ( Yes C)No Why?

Fish? ()Yes )No Why?
b. At what age do you feed vegetables? 


c. At what age do you feed fish? Vegetables ( ) Yes ( ) No Why?

Oil? 
 ( ) Yes C) No Why? 

28. 	VD WD 
 Is it chop and cook well or cook and mash? 
 35a. 	Do you think you will
WD WD What are vitamins? 	 feed your baby oil when he is 6 months?
What 	do they do? 
What foods have them? 
 ( ) Yes ( ) No Why?
 
b. Do you think you will feed ycur baby fish wnen he is6 unths?
W) Ho much isa drop?whadoes "hadrta" meanc. 	 ( ) Yes ( ) No Why?
hat does "Cucharitas
mean? 
 Do you think you will feed your baby rich when he is 6ronths?
( ) Yes ( ) No Why?
How Much is a teaspoon? 

d. Do you think you will feed your baby vegetables when he is 6 months?
CD What does "strange" mean? __________________()Yes


ND How do you wash salt from fish? ____Yes_(_)_NoWhy? C)No Why? _______________________
 

N'owI woild like you to listen to another message 
3A. Would you like to hear more about Lita and her mother? 

() Yes ( ) No Why? 
Message 

37. 
Would you like a mother like Lita's? ( ) Yes C) No Wny? 
29. 	What did the message say? What did it say to do? 
 38. 	What type of work does the man of the house do?
 

39. 	How many people are in this house?
30. 	What do you think of that? 
 Is it a good idea or a bad idea? Why? 
 40. 	Description of house:
 

31. 	 From what you heard in the message, who would you go to for advice?
 

32. 	Where does lita's mother get her advice?
 
Do doctors ever give advice on radio, in the romances?
 

VD WD What are vitamins7 What do they do? What foods have them?
 

WO Wnat is protein' 1Uhat foods have it? What does it do?
 

O3 How rucn is a drop'

'.hat 	 does "Cucharita" mean? 
How much is a teaspoon?


CD 
 W,.at 	does "strange" mean'
W 
 Pow do you wash salt from fish?
 

33. 
Do you think it would be better to have Lita's mother, or Lita's grand
rct er give the advice?
 
Lita's mother C) Lita'a grandrother ( )
 
Why?
 



Message Testing: Nicaragua 

aitsl _ ____embr 	 21. 1275 

COIA - PRX- EITRP.LVISTAS PY TEST OF 

N0VBEBE.-CED1BM 1975 

do
so llama 	 soy__1. Hal.. 	 may____ y estsmosEe lo, 'e 'ia1a _dEezzo, Md.non is 	 Z an fro and we ar 

hacienda un estudia sobre mensajea radiates parsoa--dre y nines 

doing a study about radio messages for mothers and children wder 
munores do 5 abs. podrfa hablar con Is 1a8. de is case qua tga 

5 years of age. Mould I be able to speak with the wman of the house 
WIalfto de 5 shas a mnops. 
that has a child age 5 or less. 

2A. Cuantos nitos ttene Ud, quo teagan deds 0 seas basts 5 a os do 
How r-ay children do you have that are years old or younger? 
odad?
 

g. 	Cuales son 155 odades? 
Ohat are their ages? 

C. 	 Ticnc alguno quoeto **t dads e1 pocho 
Do you have sawe that you are breast-fee g 

(pongd edad)
(f v age) 

2A. Han tenido diarres alg-Jns ve sus nia__ 
have your children wider age 5 had diarrheasometime? 

menores do 5 alas? 	 S1 C ) 
Yes 
No C ) doeontinuado 

No diacontinued 

e. 	 Cuanto voees an ultimo ado ban tenido diares s'"mtflesdo 0 sesa 
Hcvj ma~ny times in the last year have your children age 5 and under 
a 5 
had d:_,rrhea, 

3A. Quo le da Ud. & sus nitos cuando tienen diarres? Que le da? 

What do you give your children when they have diarrhea? 

g. 	 May slgo mas quoe d. hace cuando tionen diarrea? 

Is th?re s.ve th.tg else you do when they have diarrhea? 

4A. Que cree Ud. quo es Io quo to cause In diarrea? 
Vo; d ric,u beZieve causes the diarrhea? 

X. 	Cres Ud. quo as: (Is& las alterativs) (read the aZternativep) 

Do you believe it is: 

Unas enteredad muy sort* 	 Si C ) No C 
A very scrious sickness 	 Yea No 

so ( )Uns 	 onfermedad manor Sr ( ) 
A lesser sickness 	 Yes No 

o lguaormal en los n os 	 C ) m ) 

or something normal, in children Yes No 

S. me gstai quoud. Oyer& Osto meDaBJ et cuni so dirs ms Is 

1 would like you to listen to thin message which ,dZZ be pZayed 
radio muy pronto ( cheques at mensae tocatdo) 

on the radio very soon (check the message played)
0 1 General 	 ) 

General
 

0 2 El trataiente corrects C )
The correct treatment 

0 3 La vecmna 	 C ) 
The neihbo
 

R 4 provencin 	 ( ) (salts basts precunta i 13 
Prevention 	 (skip to question 115) 

Qu 	dijo el mensajo acerca do Is diarrea ? 

what did the message say about diarrhea? 
Quo 	 fue to quo due quo Kd. deba hacor ? 

Wha wan it that it naid you dhoud do? 
Wa a
 

S. Ha aldo I'd. aiguna ve. que Is diarrea so cura'on es forms? 
Have you heard any ti. that diarrheais cured in this way? 

) Si Donde 

esWhere 
C 	 )no 

no 

TA Quo 10 dart Ud. a su nlho la proxima vez quo tangs diarrea? 
Wnat will you give your child the next time he has diarrhea? 

a. Lo dart Ud. a su silo Super-Lisonads Is prdulma ves quo tongs diarrea? 

Will you give your child Super Lemonade the next time he has diarrhea? 

( 	 )t ( ) -o 
yes 	 no 

Porqud ? 

Why? 
94. Case so hace Is Super-Limonada? 

Hoo is Super Lemonade made? 
_ 

go. Cuanto 1o debo darle Ud. a au nlbo cad dia? 

Now much should you give your child each day? 



9. - s la d ea us*eneraedad? 
e diMarrhea a sickn s?
 

st C )

Yes
 

No C ) 
A. Debrla Ud. hervirLa pars tomarla?so 

Should you boil the water before drinking it?A. Quo Is hoc. Is diarrea a ou lAo? _ _ _ _S_What does the diarrheado to your chiZd? 
Yes 
No 
No 

C. La diarrea bace perder mucho Ilquldo &l cuerpo? C. Porque? ________________________ 

Does the diarrheamake him lose much Why?Ziquid from the body? 
S1 C ) 

___? 

lo
 

ro 

25A. Cree Ud. qua la suciedad causa diarrea?ICA. Dette de seguir dando allsoutos a an,nibo cuasado ties@ dAarrea? Do you believe that dirt (filth)causes diarrhea?Should you continue giving food to your child when he has diarrhea? SIst ) ) )Yes 

(
Yes No 

a. Porqui y engue Nos 

Wy and in what form? normaNo
 
** De donde viene Is suciedad que causa I& dlarrea?
 

Frm where does this dirt (filth) come that causes the dicarr-,aa? 

11A. tQebe pd. dar un purgante a muniAo cuando tiene diarrea? 
SouZd you gie your child a purgative when he hasdiarrhea? c. Como puede Ud. matar la suciedad que causa Is dlarrea? 
SC NoC 

ow can youYes NO kill the germs that cause diarrhea? 
B. Porqud? 

ony? 

ICA. Deberian ss nifios lavarse Las mauos?O-.ght your children to wash their hrnde? 
2. .S 18 diarrea sigue por am de 3 dias quo debe hles SIC ) Cuando _

When?If the diarrheacontinues for more than 3 days what should you do? NoC ) 

Why? 

13. Quo fue lo quo dujo el mensaje &cares do I* diorroa? Quo go 1o quoihat was it that the noszage said about diarrhea' What is it that ITA. Debe Ud. tapar sun allenton?
 
Is causa y coao puede preveorla? 
 Should you over your food?causes the diarrheaand how can it be prevented? s ( ) 

Yea
 
NoNo C ) 

• .No 
14A. Cr0*UU. quo *I apa quo Ud. ta~m *st^ suCta (coutminada) Porqu*o are. Poy? 7 ____________________________

Do you believe that the water that ,ou drink is dirty (contaminated) ar 
Ud, quo gs liupis ? 

do you believe that tt is cL,: n? 
( ) tiene si'adados 

%t has dirt
 
( ) lp clean
 

S) tie.. ofeormodsdos has germs
 



Il Cuonto tic-"w In dln at pecho a sU tttlno w? baste quo edad? 
ast horqid?to hat age did you breast-feedyour i 

a. A qua edad Is d1S U4. otroi aLSnmt.ia? 

At uhat age did you give him other foods? 

19A. tree Ud. quo *aria bueno dar solasento at peco a asupd6,Imo nlRo 

Do you believe that it would be good to Only breast-feedYour'next child 
hasta qua liegue a Los 6 asnen? 
mtil he reaches 6 months of age?

( ) SI 
5s 

Yes9oC 

S No 

B. porqu& dice eso? 

Why do 	 yjou say that 

20 . Quien is da consejos a Is madre anl nensoJe? 
who gives advice to the mother in the message? 

21. Qitefn Is ds consejoa a ud. pars tratar a aus nilhos cuando estan 
Who gives you advice on treating your children when they are siek? 

y quien was .. 
and uh& else 

aue 	 ratdialaon buenos?
21.A Cr00 Ud. los conlejos del monsaj 
Do you be ze that the advice of the radio message i. good. 

SI ) NoIlaYes8 


. P"rque? 


W y? 

TZ 

22. Leagustrla atr one scarca del Doctor del Centro do Salud a troves do Is 

Moud you lie to hw more about the doctor of the ileath Cnter thr'ough
radio?
 

radio? 
1 ) No( ) 

A. Y 	 NO 

why? 

'3 aod d oacase*pr oa
 
. Ha oto hed. dlgrn ?do suero porn tm? r

HaVe you heard of dsinking suero?C ) SI........Qu cosa os? ___________
 

Yes What is it?) No ...... Ua oldo Ud. del algua suero? C ) SI-que Cosa as 
No Have you heard of suero? Yen - what is it 

No 
24. Cro0 Ud. qua Super-Lmonada es un suero para tamr.
 

Do you believe that Super Lemonade is a suero to drink? 
C ) sI 

Yes 
( ) No 

No 
"U.Porque __________________________ 

Why? 

6. Qua significan astas palabras? Quo bacon allos?
What do 	these words mean? What do they do?nnferma 

.wncrobio
 
aoebas
 

b. aninaltos
 
parasites
 

C. purgantes vu',7zatives
d. Empacho zndige8stOn
 
e. ?donde eata el centro do salud?

Where is thc hea lt cente ., 

6. Timne Ud. radio?
 

Do you have a radio?
 
)TS L Trabaja SIC) yes
 
Yee Does it work? No( ) No
 

C ) No 	....Escucha Ud. el do on vecinos o sagoo St ( ) Ye 
No 	 Do you listen to your neighbor's or O. C ) lo 

friend's radio? 

2?. Quo estaci6a excucha ?
what station do you listen oe 

http:aLSnmt.ia
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LETTER TO DOCTORS, TEACHERS, HOME/MANAGEMENT TECHNICIANS AND
 

OTHER COMMUNITY WORKERS: PHILIPPINES
 

August 19, 1975
 

For the next twelve months, one-minute nutrition education
 
messages will be broadcast over the radio stations of Iloilo and
 
Bacolod. I am sure that you will hear them as will the families in
 
your communities.
 

These messages will urge mothers to enrich the lugaw they
 
give to their infants and young children. I am asking for your
 
cooperation in reinforcing the messages when mothers come to you
 
for advice.
 

The messages tell the mothers to begin feeding enriched lugaw
 
to infants as early as six months, as a supplement to breast milk.
 
Inmany areas, it is not the custom to begin supplemental feeding
 
until the eighth or tenth month. After reviewing studies from all
 
parts of the country, I am convinced that it is imperative that
 
mothers begin to supplement breast milk with enriched lugaw from
 
the sixth month. The nutrient needs of nearly all children exceed
 
what breast milk and commercial milk can provide.
 

The messages instruct mothers to add bits of fish, chopped
 
vegetables and small amounts of cooking oil or lard to the lugaw and
 
feed regularly to infants from the sixth month, in addition to breast
 
milk. Enriching lugaw with these foods is a strange and new idea for
 
most mothers in rural areas.
 

New Foods Should be Introduced Gradually
 

Mothers may seek your advice after trying what the radio mes
sages suggest, only to have their infants reject the new foods. As
 
the sources of good nutrition information closest to our target group,
 
your counsel is important if the infant is to accept new foods at six
 
months.
 

Babies have to learn to eat solid foods, and their digestive
 
systems have to adjust to them. Mothers may become discouraged be
cause their child spits out the food. You should urge them to conti
nue trying, but not forcing the infant to eat.
 

At four months, infants can begin with thin lugaw, mashed
 
fruit and water inwhich vegetables have been cooked. By six months,
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the baby will enjoy thicker lugaw with fruit, mashed vegetables,
 
including beans such as munggo, egg yolk, if they can afford it,

finely chopped and mashed fish and up to a teaspoon of cooking oil
 
or lard.
 

Sometimes infants get diarrhea or loose stools when new foods
 
are started. This may cause the mother to stop altogether. Urge her
 
to keep trying, eliminating only the last introduced food. Check to
 
see if she is cooking and mashing the food thoroughly and not just

taking it out of the family pot and that she is protecting it from'
 
flies.
 

Infants' Food Should be Specially Prepared
 

Because the foods recommended in the radio messages are adult
 
foods, some mothers may not prepare them in the special ways necessary
 
to insure acceptance by their babies.
 

Fish, if salted or dried, should be soaked to get the salt out.
 
All fish should be chopped finely, thoroughly cooked, shredded and
 
mashed into a pulp. Vegetables should be thoroughly cooked as well,
 
for a longer time than for the family. Fibrous portions should be
 
removed and the remainder cut into fine pieces, mashed and mixed with
 
the lugaw.
 

Digestibility of Enriched Lugaw with Oil
 

Many mothers, and even doctors, nurses and others believe that
 
infants cannot digest sirrll amounts of solid foods during their sixth
 
month. TestE that we have conducted throughout the country have
 
proved if the food iswell-prepared and introduced gradually, digest
ibility is not a problem and it is essential to normal growth.
 

Cooking oil and fatty foods in general are believed to cause
 
diarrhea and stomach upsets for young children. To be sure fats and
 
oils in large amounts will cause problems, but if the directions of
 
the message are followed, the infants will enjoy better health: begin

with a few drops of oil in the lugaw for first few days, gradually

increasing the amount over the next ten days to two weeks until 
one
 
teaspoon is being consumed daily. For infants between eight and twelve
 
months,two teaspoons daily can be gradually introduced into the food.
 

The Importance of Fats and Oils to Infant Foods
 

The diets of many Philippine infants and children are chronic
ally short of calories. Traditional staple foods such as rice, camote,
 
or corn are too bulky to provide enough calories for infants and
 
children. Because the diets are calorie short, costly protein foods
 
such as fish are burned by the body as calories. Below standard
 
weights and heights and high susceptibility to disease result.
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Fats and oils are necessary if the fat soluble Vitamins.A, D,
 
E, and K are to be utilized by the body.
 

The Importance of Vegetables and Fish in Lugaw
 

Enriching lugaw with small pieces of well-cooked and mashed
 
fish and vegetables will provide the essential nutrients for the
 
baby not found in brest milk. After the fifth or sixth month, breast
 
milk cannot supply all the food necessary for an infant who may have
 
doubled his weight since birth. In addition, introduction of these
 
foods now will begin life-long habits of eating a more balanced diet.
 

Measures for Feeding the Infant
 

We have found that mothers often do not have an accurate per
ception of quantities. For them the words "drop" and "teaspoon" may
 
have a meaning quite different than for us. Few have measuring spoons;
 
rarely do they have medicinal droppers.
 

When a mother says that her child is sick from eating the en
riched lugaw, ask her about the proportions of ingredients. She may
 
have begun with "drops" that are teaspoons and teaspoons that are
 
tablespoons.
 

Your cooperation in this campaign to educate mothers is essen
tial. The radio can only do part of the job; the personal face to
 
face contact that you have with the mothers in the barrios can convey
 
important additional information. You can reinforce the message:
 

**Introduce new foods gradually. **Begin supplementary
 

feeding at the fourth month. **Begin to feed enriched
 
lugaw at the sixth month.
 

Thank you for your help.
 

Sincerely,
 

Dr. Florentino S. Solon
 
Executive Director
 
National Nutrition Council
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One of six messages broadcast in the Philippines
 

VERSION 4
 

FISH, VEGETABLE, AND OIL MESSAGE WITH DOCTOR 

Revised 12/7/75 

MUSIC UP AND OUT 

Lita: Mama, what are you giving my baby? 

Mother: Lugaw, but mixed with green vegetables, fish, and a 
drop of oil. 

Lita: Whose strange idea? 

Mother: The doctor on the radio. Listen! He is on the radio now. 

Doctor: (RADIO VOICE RECORDED) After six months a baby needs 
breastmilk and also lugaw, but lugaw must be mixed with 
fish that gives protein for muscles and brain. Green 
vegetables for vitamins. A drop of oil for more weight. 

Lita: But, Mama, a six-month-old baby can't digest such foods. 

Mother: Sh-h. Listen to the doctor on the radio. 

Doctor: (CONTINUES AS BEFORE) A six-month-old baby can digest 
these foods. Just wash the salt from the dried fish, chop 
the vegetables, and cook them well, add a little oil and 
mash with the lugaw. 

Lita: But, Mama, you didn't feed me like that. 

Mother: I didn't know any better. 
learn. 

Times change. You live and 

MUSIC UP AND OUT 

Doctor: For help with your baby see the home management technician 
or community worker, or the local doctor. 

* * * * * 



MESSAGES FOR NICARAGUA 
OPERATION SUPE,R LIMONADA 

One of six messages AS RECORDED FOLLOWING THE
broadcast in Nicaragua SECOND WAVE INTERVIEWS 

PANCHO: 

MOTHER: 

DONA CARMEN: 

ANNOUNCER: 

January 1977 
(Typed 4/19/77) 

DONA CARMEN: QUANTITY 

Attention! Attention all you mothers that love your 
little babies. Listen what you must do when your
child has diarrhea. Listen to Dona Carmen... she 
is the one that knows everything about everything. 

Carmen.... listen to what the doctor at the health 
center recommended. I should give a liter of SUPER 
LIMONADA to the child. But I'm afraid. The baby 
is only six months old and a liter is too much. 

No child. What's too much? Don't you see that when 
your child is well the little one easily drinks a liter 
of water every day? It's the same.... and much better 
because the SUPER LIMONADA helps him overcome 
the barbarity of the diarrhea. Give it to him little 
by little.... and even when he is stubborn. Give it 
to him. Do. you hear? 

Remember! When your child has diarrhea, give him 
a liter of SUPER LIMONADA little by little, all day, 
every day. The loss of the water weakens your 
child... and he can die from it. 


